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FY2010 in Review
Welcome to the FY10 Annual Report for the Dudley
Knox Library (covering Academic and Fiscal Year
October 2009-September 2010).  Here you will find
highlights of our activities during the NPS Centennial
Year—another exciting and busy year of library service
to the Naval Postgraduate School and greater national
security community.  You will find additional details
throughout the report, in individual departmental
reports, and our strategic planning update and
dashboard.
The Dudley Knox Library is people/portal/place linked
together into a dynamic learning environment that
supports the instructional and research needs of the
students, faculty and staff of the Naval Postgraduate
School.   Our patrons consistently score the Library in
the 90th percentile for customer service and
responsiveness to their needs.
With the full support of NPS leadership and faculty, the
Library has leveraged a global information explosion,
coupled with unprecedented economic challenges,
into an opportunity to aggressively transition from
mostly print collections and services for “onsite
use/users” to a dynamic mix of online scholarly
content and patron-centric virtual services that are
available anytime/anywhere.  At the same time,
Library facilities, furnishings, and technology are being
upgraded and transformed into the flexible
onsite/virtual information and learning spaces that our
patrons require—for “open” or “classified” purposes—
whether in Monterey or elsewhere in the world. 
DKL partnerships and collaboration with NPS faculty
and students help us understand their specific
information needs.  Librarians work closely with faculty
to identify subject-specific resource requirements by
preparing Library Impact Statements for NPS
New/Academic Program Reviews and they create
targeted reports that support various NPS
accreditation efforts.  The emphasis on assessment,
open communications, and continuous improvement
ensures that the Library provides access to the right
mix of contemporary and historical content, coupled
with just-in-time interlibrary loan services, to support
NPS instructional and research requirements. 
For example, after years of unsustainably high journal
price increases (averaging >9% per year), we
Always Something New: Why the Library
is Important to NPS Video
Dudley Knox Library Staff in 2010
DKL staff gathers to put items into archival bag for
burial in the NPS Centennial Time Capsule (2010).
The 2 staff center, S. Hornbeck and Y. Kerr,
collectively have more than 100 years of federal
service.
Organizational Chart
analyzed and shared usage statistics with faculty and
collaboratively made decisions to cancel more than
$150,000 worth of high cost/low use subscriptions. 
We leveraged those cost savings (along with funds
from Library and several NPS Departments plus
consortial purchases with other Navy and federal
libraries) to add more than $500,000 worth of e-books,
journal backfiles, and E-resources that support new
subject areas as well as our growing PhD programs
(http://libguides.nps.edu/perpetual). 
DKL librarians provide in-depth consultations,
instructional workshops, and customized tutorials on
how to identify and use scholarly academic resources
effectively.  They teach information literacy skills to
students including how to: evaluate information
resources; identify a thesis topic; conduct literature
searches; and capture and format bibliographic
citations for NPS capstone projects.  Librarians create
and use in-person, web-based, and virtual services to
reach patrons in the Library, in faculty classrooms, or
around the globe.
DKL reaches out to patrons—anytime/anywhere—with
Ask-A-Librarian, 
text messaging, blogs
(http://gretaslinks.blogspot.com/), listservs, email, in-
person, via online tutorials, and with a robust website
of linked online tools.  In 2010 we put a particular
emphasis on reaching out to distance learning
students and were able to reach a much larger
contingent that in previous years.  We are constantly
exploring and testing new technologies such as mobile
applications, cloud computing and open source
software with the purpose of improving services to
patrons. 
DKL created and maintains one of the largest NPS
websites and librarian-created content is featured on
the Dudley Knox Channel of the NPS Video Portal. We
provide assistance virtually as well as from 4 service
points in the Dudley Knox Library building
(Circulation/Interlibrary Loan/Course Reserves;
Reference/Research Assistance; Restricted
Resources and Services; and Special Collections and
Archives).  We are using “the cloud” for information
discovery and delivery (WorldCat Local) and building
physical and digital special collections and archives to
present and preserve NPS scholarly, institutional, and
historical information for a global audience.
DKL technical staff provides the many critical behind-
the-scenes metadata, systems, and support services
that facilitate and promote discovery of and access to
that facilitate and promote discovery of and access to
our myriad resources, including the growing body of
NPS-created institutional, student, scholarly and
historical publications that we collect, make
accessible, and preserve.  DKL puts the patron first
and our focus on public service is documented in high
customer satisfaction ratings/comments,
thesis/publication acknowledgements, and many
oral/written thanks from patrons.
We are recognized team players within the NPS
community—piloting, testing and participating in
numerous NPS enterprise-wide initiatives (WASC and
other accreditation/review teams; web content
management system; eHelpDesk; Kuali Financial
System; and SLDCADA to name a few).  Library staff
is academic and experimental – active participants in
local, regional, and national professional associations
and committees.  We host and participate in talks,
meetings, conferences, and training opportunities that
improve our staff knowledge, skills, and abilities while
simultaneously sharing our best practices with others. 
Finally, we routinely collaborate with our Navy higher
education, military, and academic library colleagues to
leverage ideas and resources. University Librarian,
Eleanor Uhlinger, was named 2009 Federal Librarian
of the Year in recognition of her leadership taking DKL
in new and exciting directions.
Thanks to support from leadership, patrons and a
dedicated staff, DKL is meeting the challenges of the
21st century and supporting the NPS mission.  Dudley
Knox Library is busier than ever with no limit to how far
we will go in 2011 and beyond.
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Budget Summary
Annual Budget, Fiscal Year 2010
Labor (30 FTE)  $  2,082,217.00
Content  $  2,357,890.00
Operations *  $     384,441.00
Building Remodeling Project  $     489,365.00
TOTAL BUDGET  $  5,313,913.00
* excludes building remodeling project costs
Research Assistance Quick Stats
5,198   Reference questions answered by all
service points (Research Assistance,
Circulation, Restricted Resources & Services)
4,574   Questions answered by Research
Assistance (includes all questions)
1,883   Reference questions by Research
Assistance virtually (email, web form, chat and
text message)
   190   Library instruction sessions (excluding
tours)
2,934   Participants in library instruction
sessions (excluding tours)
      47   Library instruction sessions offered to
DL students
   380   Dudley Knox Library Facebook Fans by
the end of the year
Recognition by the Library of Congress
(L-R)  Dr. James Billington, Librarian of Congress,
presents Eleanor Uhlinger, NPS University Librarian,
with the 2009 Federal Librarian of the Year Award. 
Joining Eleanor to accept this award are Chief of
Naval Personnel/Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
(Manpower, Personnel, Training & Education) Vice
Admiral Mark Ferguson and Daniel Oliver, NPS
President. (Photo credit:  Library of Congress)
Patron Feedback
"I just wanted to let you know how much I appreciate getting your
reference materials every week.  I keep them in a special file so they are
on hand to prepare/update my syllabi just before the quarter begins.  You
save me hours of search time and help me keep my courses current. 
Students also have commented how much they value the materials you




NPS provides high-quality, relevant and unique advanced education and research
programs that increase the combat effectiveness of the Naval Services, other Armed
Forces of the U.S. and our partners, to enhance our national security.
NPS Quick Stats
NPS at a Glance
Access Services Quick Stats
    6,978   Interlibrary Loan Borrowing Requests
Received
    1,587   Document Delivery Requests
Received
    7,631   Interlibrary Loan Lending Requests
Received with a fill rate of 65%
  22,910   Physical items Circulated
    3,146   Hard copy academic reserve items
checked out
243,649   Total Gate Count
        907   Average weekday gate count
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New This Year: The Information
Commons
Before: 2007 configuration of Library Lobby
After: 2010 renovated to new Information Commons
(note: the fire extinguisher has not moved)
 
Patron Testimonials
"These (new) chairs rock!  Took away my excuse for
not coming to the library."
"Great chairs! I don't deserve this good.  Is this really a
Navy base?!"
Physical space In Numbers
Dudley Knox Library Physical Building Facts
92,061 square feet Gross Size
73,649 square feet Net size
 
Space Occupied by Tenant Activities
3,264 square feet Academic Affairs/CED3
   187 square feet Academic Affairs/Faculty Development
1,569 square feet SIGS/Center for Homeland Security Digital Library (HSDL)
68,629 square feetLibrary staff and public use space
Solar Panels
As part of 2009 NPS Centennial and Earth Day
celebrations, NPS unveiled an 80-110Kw Photovotaic
System mounted on the roof of the Library and several
other buildings on campus.  This American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act project is expected to reduce
235,294 pounds of greenhouse gases (CO2), 199.7
pounds of nitrogen oxides (NO2) and 128 pounds of
sulfur dioxide (SO2) each year.  DKL is proud to be
part of the greening of NPS.  Additional panels will be
installed in FY11.
Special Events and Programs
E-Week War of Ideas: Origin and Evolution of the Naval Postgraduate School 
Fleet Admirals Chester Nimitz and Ernest J. King,
Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal, Admiral
Arleigh Burke, Commodore Dudley Knox and Admiral
George Melville were influential early proponents of
the Naval Postgraduate School who overcame stiff
opposition within the Navy and Congress to establish
and advance this institution. “War of Ideas” highlights
the role these notables played in the school’s history
using recently discovered documents and
correspondence.  
Wozencraft Memorial Tribute 
On June 17, 2010, the Dudley Knox Library and
Armed Forces Communications & Electronics
Association (AFCEA) presented a Lifetime
Achievement Award to Frances Trask Wozencraft in
honor of the pioneering work ranging from the
fundamental science of sequential decoding to military
operational programs such as command, control and
communications by her late husband, John
McReynolds “Jack” Wozencraft, a former Dean of
Research at NPS. Participants in the memorial tribute.
Dr. Irwin Jacobs, Chairman of the National Academy
of Engineering and a co-author with Wozencraft on the
seminal book, Principles of Communications
Engineering, was among the program participants,
which also included noted pioneering scientists Tom
Kailath, Robert Kahn, Jerome Elkind and David
Forney.
The Updated Nimitz Exhibit
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Circulation of DKL Collections
 
Patron Feedback
"Thank you for spending so much time on this request including emailing
the author.  I’ve certainly benefited from the speed at which the ILL staff
has processed all my requests and appreciate how essential that has
been to my thesis research." [from student]
 
"Your passion about the Library really came through.  I can't wait to start
using it!" [from EMBA student, following Library presentation]
Book Acknowledgements from NPS
Faculty
Privatizing Welfare in the Middle East: Kin Mutual
Aid Associations in Jordan and Lebanon.  Anne
Marie Baylouny
“… Thanks go to the interlibrary loan and research
staff at Knox Library, Irma Fink, Zooey Lober, and
Greta Marlatt.  My numerous requests were always
met graciously.”
 
Wave Forces on Offshore Structures. Turgut “Sarp”
Sarpkaya
“…Finally, I am truly grateful to Mrs. Irma Fink, Ms.
Greta Marlatt, and Mr. Jeff Rothal, who have found
and delivered with incredible speed hundreds of
references.  For all these I express to them and the
Naval Postgraduate School my special gratitude.”
 
The Grand Design: Strategy and the U.S. Civil
War.  Donald Stoker
“…Two indispensable helpers were the Dudley Knox
Library’s Zooey Lober and Irma Fink.  They always
went out of their way to fulfill my many interlibrary loan
requests.”
Academic Course Reserves EWeek Offerings
This year NPS changed the academic calendar,
making the final week of each quarter an Enrichment
Week (informally referred to as eWeek).  The Library
supported this effort to provide additional learning
opportunties for students and others on campus by
offering some of our most popular Library workshops
(Research QuickStart, Thesis QuickStart and
RefWorks), and the Special Collections and Archives
Manager created and offered a new workshop, War of
Ideas:  Origin and Evolution of the Naval Postgraduate
School.  We also offered an introduction to Library
research via Elluminate Live, to accommodate
distance students and others.  These sessions were
generally very well attended, and many students
expressed appreciation because their regular
schedules did not permit them to take our workshops
while classes were in session.
Reference
Document Delivery from DKL Collections
to Patrons
Instruction Sessions
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Gate Count Statistics Workshop Feedback
“I see you [instructor] are a strong resource for
students!”
“Excellent personal attention – Thanks! Great
workshop”
[Instructor]”Answered all questions & took time to help
every individual that asked for assistance”
“[Instructor had an] excellent way of describing
techniques”
“Fantastic intro to thesis resources available”
“Great guide to where to find my resources”





NOTE: data is not for full FY. Data collection started in
March 2010
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What is Anytime Anywhere?
Print and electronic resources coupled with
customized services – in person or via the
web – support the wide variety of academic
and research pursuits of Naval Postgraduate
School faculty, students, staff and alumni.
Anytime…Anywhere…whether in Monterey or taking part in NPS
programs from around the globe, Dudley Knox Library is here to help. 
Reach us on the web or find us on Facebook or the NPS Video Portal.
Top Ten Web Search Terms
  Keyword Visits








libyan islamic fighting group 380
al jihad/al-jihad 751
Top 10 Downloads for Library Created
Content
Submarine Warfare in the 20th  and 21st Centuries: A
Bibliography
The Battle of Midway: A Bibliography      
Sea Mines & Countermeasures: A Bibliography
Information Warfare and Information Operations (IW/IO): A
Bibliography  
Chemical, Biological, and Nuclear Terrorism/Warfare: A
Bibliography
Search the Web More Efficiently (presentation file)
Bibliography of Professional Military Education
Intelligence and Policy-Making: A Bibliography
Search the Invisible or Deep Web (presentation file)
Defense Cost Analysis Reading List
User Feedback
"Good morning!  I am ending my tour here in OPNAV
at the end of the month.  For the past three years I've
been forwarding your weekly email to my colleagues,
who have made great use of the CRS reports and
think tank pieces.  These have informed papers and
briefings that have gone as high as the CNO." [from the
field]
"Thanks!  Very helpful for me.  Want to make sure you
get credit for your quick support to ongoing USMIL
efforts in Haiti" [from the field]
"Thank you very much indeed, Glen, for the speed
and  skill of your work. It will be very useful." [from NPS
Professor]
"You are amazing, really I am very pleased because
your kindness surprise me. Thank you for everything."
[from Peruvian student]
Alumni
Top 10 Local Digital Collections
Downloads (eDocs)
Joint Operation Planning and Execution System, vol 1
The Battle of Midway: A Bibliography, 3rd edition
Submarine Warfare in the 20th & 21st Centuries: A
Bibliography
Mujahadeen Tactics in the Soviet-Afghan War
Joint HAVE QUICK Planners Guide:  Joint Tactics, Techniques,
and Procedures for HAVE QUICK
Sea Mines & Countermeasures: A Bibliography         
Doctrine For Planning Joint Operations
A Bibliography of Professional Military Education
Directed Energy Weapons (DEWs): A Bibliography
Detection and Jamming Low Probability of Intercept (LPI)
Radars
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San Diego Outreach Program
This year one of our reference librarians worked from
the San Diego area.  She did extensive outreach to
NPS distance students there, and created and
delivered workshops in-person and via Elluminate for
distance students in San Diego and elsewhere.  We
will continue this new outreach effort in 2011.
ILL/Document Delivery to DL Students
NPS Video Portal
This year we moved some of our instructional and
outreach videos to the NPS Video Portal.
User Feedback
"You have no idea how great this E-mail is!!! I just
recently had an NMCI meltdown - my office computer
that I use for school just died!! I lost most of the initial
information I got for the first week of this course.  What
you have supplied here was one of my concerns. 
Thank you very much, you have no idea how great this
is!!   ;}"  [DL Student]
"NSA and Knox Librarian really stepped up in support
of RADM Driscoll and the HARRY S TRUMAN Strike
Group as they transit Suez and the Red Sea en route
to the Persian Gulf.  In response to last minute tasking
on Yemen, the NPS team provided some very
valuable information to Admiral Driscoll and his strike
group." [RADM, USN (ret)]
 
Facebook
The Library's Facebook page launched in April
2010.  Please note that the below information
represents an incomplete year and has not been
prepared on the FY time frame.
Fan Demographics (snapshot taken 12/5/2010)
A Steady Growth of "Fans"
Interactions with Specific Pieces of Information Posted
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Library Web Site Usage
Proxy Server Usage
BOSUN Catalog Usage
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Circulation and ILL
Overview
Librarians work in partnership with faculty and
students to provide a robust mix of relevent scientific
and technical scholarly information in a variety of




Number of Items Removed from
Collection 8,6745,481




Unique Journal Title Cancella ons for 2010
(low usage/no usage [grey] and high cost)
ACCOUNTING ORGANIZATIONS AND SOCIETY 
APPLIED ACOUSTICS  
APPLIED SURFACE SCIENCE   
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE    
CATALOGING & CLASSIFICATION QUARTERLY
COLLECTION MANAGEMENT - ONLINE - SINGLE SITE ACCESS
COMMUNICATIONS IN STATISTICS : SIMULATION AND COMPUTATION
COMMUNICATIONS IN STATISTICS : THEORY AND METHODS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES  
COMPUTATIONAL STATISTICS AND DATA ANALYSIS    
COMPUTERS & STRUCTURES    
CURRENT TEXT - LOOSE LEAF SERVICE
DEFENSE TRANSPORTATION JOURNAL
DEMOKRATIZATSIYA : THE JOURNAL OF POST-SOVIET
DEMOCRATIZATION





EDUCATIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT





INFORMATION PROCESSING & MANAGEMENT     
INFORMATION PROCESSING LETTER 
INFORMATION SECURITY TECHNICAL REPORT 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ELECTRONICS
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PRODUCTION RESEARCH
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SOLIDS & STRUCTURES    
INTERNATIONAL TRANSACTIONS IN OPERATIONAL RESEARCH
JOURNAL OF BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION
JOURNAL OF CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN STUDIES
JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC SURVEYS
JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL AND BEHAVIORAL STATISTICS
JOURNAL OF FINANCE
JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS
JOURNAL OF MODERN OPTICS
LIBRARY COLLECTIONS ACQUISITIONS & TECHNICAL SERVICES
MARINE GEODESY
NANOSCALE AND MICROSCALE THERMOPHYSICAL ENGINEERING
NEURAL NETWORKS
NEW REVIEW OF ACADEMIC LIBRARIANSHIP
POLICY STUDIES JOURNAL




SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY LIBRARIES
SCIENCE AND GLOBAL SECURITY
SHOCK WAVES
STOCHASTIC MODELS
STUDIES IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS
SYSTEMS & CONTROL LETTERS  
TECHNICAL SERVICES QUARTERLY
WAVES IN RANDOM AND COMPLEX MEDIA
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Overview
The overall emphasis in collection development over
the past year was to provide better support to NPS
teaching and research by reviewing and updating our
existing collections to ensure they provide current
information.  Library Impact Statements helped us
identify resources for New Programs and resulted in
the addition of many new and updated print books. 
We also continued an extensive weeding project to
withdraw outdated materials and improve access to
relevant print materials and to free up space for growth
of Information Commons and student study spaces.



















Total 5096 1207 264 9240 4.62
*Average weight per box = 35 pounds
Some New Acquisitions in 2009
Here are a few recent acquisitions in Systems
Engineering at the library. For more info,
check BOSUN, the library catalog.  
Powered by LibraryThing
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Overview
The Library provides about 98% of our current journals
in online format.  To improve and expand patron
access 24/7 we shifted our focus from print
books toward the growth and addition of more
comprehensive electronic book and journal backfile
collections as well as many specialized subject
focused digital databases.   Due to requests and
popularity, we focused on adding more audio and
video materials to our collection and we upgraded our
language materials from cassette to CD/DVD and/or
Playaway format to match today’s equipment needs
and user preferences.  
Growth in Eresources
*figures show all electronic content, including locally
held titles (Digital Library content)
Electronic Books and Other Monographs
Some Newly Added Resources
AIP Digital Archives/Physics Today 
ASME Journal and Conference proceedings backfiles 
Civil War Historic Newspapers 
Congressional Record 
Congressional Hearings 
Congressional Serial Set 
Emerald – Business management & Economics 
Foundations and Trends series 
Human Factors Digital Library 
FBIS Annex 
IEEE ebooks 
IGI Global InfoSci – subject databases 
Latin American Studies Full-text online 
Palgrave Political  & International Studies, Business &
Management ebooks current and archive 
San Francisco Chronicle historical 
Springer ebooks [various] 
Wiley ebooks [various] 
World Newspaper Archive [African, Latin American ,
South Asia and East European newspapers] 
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What are Restricted Resources?
Restricted Resources and Services (RRS) provides a
variety of services and resources to patrons working
with limited distribution and classified documents. In
addition to offering research support to students,
faculty and staff in locating documents and
information, RRS is also the archive for NPS’s
restricted publications in hardcopy and electronic
format. And, as the nature of research and
Librarianship itself evolves, RRS meets those
demands by playing a role as a leader in the creation
and support of digital efforts on campus, in helping
craft guidance for issues related to restricted
computing, and in assisting current and former
members of the NPS community with document life-
cycle issues.
Restriced Resources in Numbers
1,934   NPS archive items processed
   252   Patrons served
   138   Information requests answered (in various
cases, groups used the area, with multiple patrons
counting for 1 information request)
     70   Patrons who used RRS for computing or as a
meeting place
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Overview
Making NPS-created scholarly content visible,
searchable and freely available to the public is an
important responsibility to the Dudley Knox Library. To
that end, we spent FY10 laying the groundwork for a
new NPS Digital Library, where original graduate work,
scholarly writing by NPS faculty and institutional
publications may be downloaded easily from a central
point. 
In FY10, we identified an excellent open source
platform on which to built the structure to organize this
new venture, called DSpace. We got servers up and
running to house the digitized “repository” collection,
and we successfully configured it and customized the
interface. We initiated a partnership with Internet
Archive to capture and digitize the thousands of past
NPS graduate theses and dissertations that date back
to its earliest days. As the year came to a close, we
identified a team leader to carry the project forward
into FY11 and began to upload content to the new
“repository”, successfully. 
As we move forward into the new year, plans for the
Digital Library include broadening the use of DSpace
software to use it to replace our existing digital library
system, to ensure that the Dudley Knox Library is the
centerpoint for access to NPS research.
Patron Feedback
"More to the point for our IS thesis research program,
she, and your other staff, make a tremendously
valuable contribution to the quality of our student
theses. This is critical to us as our Chair pushes us all
to continually improve their thesis research.  Thanks
for allowing your staff to help us out in this continuous
improvement endeavor."  [NPS Professor]
Numbers of Interest
495,079   Total file downloads from library's local digital collections
  11,100   Unique titles downloaded from library's local digital collections
  11,900   Unique titles in library's local digital collections added in FY10
    1,187   Titles added to digital library collectin in FY10
  11,913   Total titles in the digital library collection at the end of FY10
 






Number of NPS theses in print format  40 40,795
Number of NPS theses in digital format  1,073 9,787
                       
Virtual Visits
174,998  total annual visits
       479  average daily visits
Top 500 Geographic Locations for
Visitors to Digital Library
 Larger Map
The Geo Map Overlay is a graphical representation of
the volume of visitors coming from locations around






Geo Map Overlay Export           
DKL EDocs  |  10/1/2009 - 9/30/2010  
  Prev  1-500 | 7746   Next  Display 1 500 Filter
  Help Information
Geo Map Overlay 
The Geo Map Overlay is a graphical representation of the volume of visitors coming from locations around the world. The largest points indicate locations 
driving the most visitors to your website. Click on any point to see the number of visits, pageviews per visit, conversion rates, and the average visit value 
for that region. Change the number of data points by increasing the number displayed in the Display pulldown on the title bar. Zoom in on any region by 
right-clicking and selecting "zoom in" in the Display menu.  
 
 
Page 1 of 1Urchin 6 DKL EDocs
1/14/2011https://urchin.ern.nps.edu/session.cgi?sid=4199555527-0000000442&action=prop&app=u...
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Overview
The Dudley Knox Library’s Special Collections and
Archives houses archival materials with a focus on
Naval Postgraduate School and Hotel Del Monte
history, as well as rare books on naval and military
history. Due to the unique and often fragile nature of
these materials, the items in Special Collections and
Archives are located in closed stacks and may only be
used with assistance from Library staff. 
Cataloging Rare Books
Rare Books Receive Full Detailed Cataloging
Special Collections - A Work in Progress
Installation of the archival storage system
in KN263
Fun Facts
MOST UNIQUE HOLDING IN RARE BOOKS 
Diary, May 8 – July 10, 1871  
Ferdinand Frederick Low 
Manuscript 
This original handwritten diary was kept by Frederick
F. Low, U.S. Minister to China, while on board the USS
Colorado during the 1871 U.S. expedition to Korea.
Originally a diplomatic mission, this expedition resulted
in the first American military action in Korea. 
  
SMALLEST BOOK  
Inaugural Address  
President John F. Kennedy 
Miniature Book 
The full text of President Kennedy’s inaugural address,
delivered January 20, 1961, is reprinted in this
miniature book. It was in his inaugural address that
Kennedy ut-tered perhaps his most famous quote:
“Ask not what your country can do for you – ask what
you can do for your country.” 
In collectors’ terms, a miniature book can be no larger
than 3” in any measurement. The inaugural address
measures 2 11/16” by 1 7/8”. Noted miniature book
printers Achilles St. Onge published 2,000 copies. 
  
OLDEST BOOK 
A diurnall of sea designes, which is as strange as true
: relating what great preparations many mighty
forraigne princes have now upon the ocean, no man
knowing for what intent of purpose : wherein it may be
perceived that the case is pittifull when so many
dangers are floating about our ears befor wee can
heare of them : written for a warning, that though
feares and jealousies be necessarie; yet it is more
necessary to lay them in their right places : not
unprinted betwixt Yorke and Beverly W.H. 1642 
This satire, ridiculing the political conflicts of the time,
is the oldest book in the archives. 
 
Historical Highlights
 2010 Historical Highlights
The Dudley Knox Library Special Collections and
Archives provides monthly historical highlights for the
Naval Postgraduate School publication, Update NPS.
These highlights blend archival photos with concise
“caption stories” to provide perspective on the origins
and evolution of the university as well as




The Dudley Knox Library Special Collections and Archives provides monthly 
historical highlights for the Naval Postgraduate School publication, Update 
NPS. These highlights blend archival photos with concise “caption stories” to 
provide perspective on the origins and evolution of  the university as well as 
achievements of  the institution’s leaders, faculty and alumni. Following are 
additional examples of  these Historical Highlights.
JANUARY
  Willis Winter Bradley, Jr. was the first NPS alumnus to 
receive the Congressional Medal of Honor. Following a 
distinguished Navy career, he also served in the U.S. 
Congress and the California State Assembly.
  When he retired from public service in 1954, the California 
State Assembly unanimously passed House Resolution No. 
20, recognizing Bradley as a “scholar, naval officer, and 
statesman who has brought honor to our State and our 
Nation” and applauding him as “a stirring example of the 
outstanding courage and leadership that has made this 
Country great.”
  The keel for the USS Bradley (DE/FF 1041), named in his 
honor, was laid in January 1963 at the San Francisco Yard of 
Bethlehem Steel Company.
FEBRUARY
  Following a cross-country, 3,000-mile move involving three 
million pounds of gear – from wind tunnels and thousands 
of books to office and classroom furniture and delicate lab 
instruments – the Naval Postgraduate School held a formal 
dedication ceremony of NPS Monterey on Feb. 16, 1952. 
Secretary of the Navy Dan Kimball and Fleet Admiral 
Chester Nimitz were among the dignitaries and speakers for 
the ceremonies. 
MARCH
  NPS faculty and student research projects took center stage 
in the 1987 publication Naval Research Reviews by the 
Office of Naval Research. The quarterly journal also profiled 
computer science professor Richard W. Hamming, who had 
been honored by the Institute for Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE) through the establishment of the Richard 
W. Hamming Medal. Hamming was the first NPS professor 
to have a major scientific medal named in his honor. In 2009, 
the NPS Information Technology and Communications 
Services Department unveiled its new supercomputer, named 
Hamming, to recognize the world-renowned mathematician 
and computer science pioneer.
APRIL
  The Navy requisitioned Hotel Del Monte in late 1942 to 
establish a pre-flight school for its wartime mobilization and, 
by early 1943, aviation cadets – prospective Navy and Marine 
Corps pilots – stayed in the guest rooms once occupied by 
world leaders, corporate executives and Hollywood film stars 
while hotel staff was retained to run the physical plant for 
the new Del Monte Pre-Flight School. Del Monte Properties 
Company President Sam F.B. Morse fully supported the 
Navy in this endeavor, but he subsequently found himself 
bankrolling staff payroll for several months while the Pre-
Flight School operated under a letter of intent. On April 17, 
1943, the Counsel for the Bureau of Naval Personnel sent a 
telegram to Morse notifying him that a definitive contract 
had been completed and a $100,000 payment was being 
expedited. In the telegram, BUPERS Counsel J. A. Fowler 
said, “Sincerely regret we could not act faster but have done 
best we could.”
MAY
  The earliest known appointment for a Naval Postgraduate 
School professor occurred on May 6, 1910 when the 61st 
Congress approved Ensign Guy K. Calhoun as “professor of 
mathematics in the navy.” Calhoun’s Congressional 
appointment – discovered by NPS Mathematics Department 
Chairman Carlos Borges – sheds new light on the process of 
faculty hiring at Annapolis. (At this time, NPS was called the 
School of Marine Engineering and was co-located with the 
Naval Academy at Annapolis.) 
  Following his 1908 graduation from the Naval Academy, 
Calhoun made extensive computations to develop a set of 
math tables that proved to be highly useful to navigators. His 
work, “Products of Arcs and Sines of 15-Degree Rhumbs,” 
was published by the Government Printing Office in 1910. 
Products of Arcs and Sines, possibly the first NPS faculty 
publication, has remained in print for a century and is still 
available to this day.
JUNE
 After using the Hotel Del Monte under emergency 
requisition authority during World War II, the Navy 
proposed a purchase of the hotel to provide a new campus 
for the Naval Postgraduate School. The Navy’s actions came 
on the heels of the 1944 Pye Commission report which 
recommended post-war growth of the university. 
Authorizing legislation was passed by the Congress in 1947 
but the appropriations did not come until the following year. 
Finally, on June 15, 1948, Captain Frank Watkins presented a 
U.S. government check for $2.13M to Del Monte Properties 
Company and Deed Number 1933 was recorded by 
Monterey County. 
JULY
 Physics/chemistry professor Gil Kinney earned a 
membership certificate for the Domain of Neptune Rex 
when he crossed the line aboard the USS Laffey in July 1946. 
Kinney was returning from Bikini Atoll, where he served as a 
scientific adviser for Operation Crossroads, the series of 
nuclear weapons tests on naval ships.
 Kinney’s subsequent 1962 book, Explosive Shocks in Air, 
would be considered a major, authoritative work and the 
book’s 1985 edition continues to be used as an important 
reference source today. Kinney was awarded the Naval 
Postgraduate School Distinguished Professor Medal shortly 
after the first edition was published. 
AUGUST
 The earliest Naval Postgraduate School student thesis 
currently held by the Dudley Knox Library was written in 
1930 by ordnance engineering student Lt. j.g. P.E. McDowell. 
His thesis, titled “The Problem of the Eight Inch Cruiser,” 
was a classical kinetics treatment of  offensive firepower.
  In 1942, McDowell turned his attention to human factors as 
a member of the secret National Defense Research 
Committee Project 17:3-1, a joint Army-Navy program titled, 
“The Physiological and Psychological Effects of Sound on 
Men in Warfare.” 
  He then played a key role in a landmark 1943 psychological 
analysis for crew selection for the new battleship USS New 
Jersey. The project was later called “a miraculous success” by 
Dr. Leonard Carmichael, secretary of the Smithsonian 
Institution and president of  Tufts University. 
SEPTEMBER
 The Naval Postgraduate School was transformed during 
World War II when the Navy dramatically increased the 
student population.
  Enrollments plummeted in the 1930s until Admiral Chester 
Nimitz became Chief of the Bureau of Navigation in 1939. 
Nimitz’s duties included oversight for NPS and the Naval 
War College and he incorporated a strategy for growth of 
both educational institutions into the Navy’s war plans. 
  Silver Star recipient Robert McNitt was among hundreds of 
combat-experienced officers who subsequently received 
orders to Annapolis. The executive officer of the fabled 
WWII submarine USS Barb, McNitt inspired many young 
men and women throughout his Navy career, including a 
southern California high school student named Mike Mullen.
 Admiral Mullen, the first NPS alumnus to serve as Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, recently acknowledged McNitt’s 
role during his Hall of  Fame induction speech in King Hall.
NOVEMBER
 The first students in the Navy’s inaugural advanced 
education class arrived in Annapolis in November 1909. The 
first class was comprised of 10 students – eight lieutenants 
and two ensigns – and classes were held in two attic rooms in 
the Naval Academy’s Isherwood Hall.
 Secretary of the Navy George von L. Meyer, whose 
executive order created the early school, wrote in his annual 
report to Congress that year, “The establishment of an 
engineering school … has involved additional expenses for 
which there are at present time no funds appropriated. The 
department recommends that Congress be requested to 
include the sum of $5,600 in the annual appropriation bill for 
the payment of a clerical and drafting force at the school of 
marine engineering.”
DECEMBER
  In the closing weeks of 1951, faculty, students and staff at 
the Naval Postgraduate School in Annapolis expertly tagged 
and packed three million pounds of classroom and lab 
equipment – from sensitive chemical balances to large wind 
tunnels – for cross-country shipment. The school’s library 
shipped nearly 20,000 books and technical reports. Their 
destination: a new campus in the most beautiful meeting of 
land and sea in the world, the Monterey Peninsula. Those 
who made the move called themselves “trekkers” and they 
modified “California, Here We Come” to create a theme 
song with the following lyrics:
California, here we come
With the school we’re moving from.
We’re driving, we’re flying
We’ll have some fun.
We’re packing, farewelling,
Headed for our future dwelling.
New home, new friends, that’s our fate.
That’s why we can hardly wait.
Open up that Golden Gate
California, here we come!
Archival images are used to illustrate the Dudley Knox 
Library Historical Highlights.
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Conferences Attended
Internet Librarian Conference, October 2009
Military Libraries Workshop, December 2009
Electronic Resources & Libraries, February 2010
Handheld Librarian Online Conference, February 2010
ILLIad International Conference, March 2010
Cataloging for Non-Catalogers, April 2010
California Academic and Research Libraries (CARL), April 2010
GSA Training Conference and Expo, May 2010
Military Education Coordinating Committee Library Working Group,
June 2010
 
2010 Federal Librarian of the Year:
Eleanor Uhlinger
Kudos
"Matt  W. was instrumental in getting all cardholders
familiar with KFS at its inception.  As one who quickly
grasped this new program, Matt made the learning
process for others much simpler. As a result, the
Purchase Card program was able to transition very
quickly from one system to another.The inception of
any new program can be daunting, and we all take
great comfort in having a “go to” person who can keep
us on track and not get lost.  Matt is that person for our
program, and for that, we will always be grateful." [APC
Government Purchase Card]
"Thank you for your excellent assistance in developing
a bibliography for the Committee on the Future.  Trying
get our minds around the future is a daunting
challenge and trying to anticipate what the committee
members might want to know more about is equally
difficult.  Many thanks for your help and ongoing
recommendations about sources that should be
considered." [Committee member]
External Presentations
Master of Ceremonies, MOBAC Hands-On Workshop, October
2009 (I. Berry)
"Serving International Students at the Naval Postgraduate School."
Presentation at MOBAC Hands-On Workshop, October 2009 (I.
Berry)
"Digital Culture" track moderator, Internet Librarian, October 2009
(A. Jacobson)
"Mobile Reference: Customer Use of Mobile Text Reference
Serices" - round table moderator, Handheld Librarian Online
Conference, February 2010 (A. Jacobson)
“ABCs of Military Resources (Updated)” Co-presentation with L.
McGovern, Special Libraries Association/DC Chapter, March 22,
2010, Alexandria, VA (G. Marlatt) 
“ABCs of Military Resources (Updated)” Co-presentation with L.
McGovern, Intelligence Community Library Consortium (ICLC), July
15, 2010, Washington, DC (G. Marlatt)
“Defense Sites for Searchers” Co-presentation with L. McGovern,
Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC) Annual Conference,
March 2010, Alexandria, VA(G. Marlatt)
Springer LibraryZone eBook Summit Webinar: West Coast
Corporate and Government Panel Member, August 2010 (G.
Marlatt)
Springer LibraryZone eBook Summit: West Coast Panel Member,
San Francisco, April 2010 (G. Marlatt)
"War of Ideas: Origin and Evolution of the Naval Postgraduate
School", September 2010 (J. Sanders)
"Up from the Ashes: Birth of the Hotel Del Monte Art Gallery",
January 2010 (J. Sanders)
SITREP Newsletter –Librarian’s Corner author (Maritime Defense
and Security Research Program) (G. Marlatt)
Blog author "greta’s links" with weekly updates and accompanying
email (G. Marlatt)
Professional Memberships
American Geophysical Union (AGU)
American Libraries Association (ALA)
Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL)
Atmospheric Science Librarians International (ASLI)
California Academic and Research Libraries (CARL)
International Association of Aquatic and Marine
Science Libraries and Information Centers(IAMSLIC)
Military Libraries Division (MLD) of the Special
Libraries Association
Navy League of the United States
Naval Order of the United States
Project Management Institute (PMI)
Society of American Archivists (SAA)
Society of California Archivists (SCA)
Special Libraries Association (SLA)
In House Professional Development:
Knox Talks
  12 sessions
214 Library and other NPS staff attending
"Knox Talks" is a presentation series established this
year. An NPS faculty or staff member is invited to
speak to the Library about their research, instruction or
other related work.  The series helped raise
awareness about some of the amazing things going on
at NPS and helped us appreciate and understand our
"customers" more. 
External Committee Memberships
Monterey Bay Area Library Cooperative (MOBAC) Reference
Committee, Webmaster (I. Berry)
Monterey Bay Area Library Cooperative (MOBAC) ILL Committee
(I. Fink)
Monterey Bay Area Library Cooperative (MOBAC) Administrative
Council (E. Uhlinger)
Pacific Library Partnership, Executive Committee (E. Uhlinger)
Military Libraries Division, Special Libraries Associtation- President
(G. Marlatt)
Military Libraries Division, Special Libraries Association - Editor,
Military Libraries newsletter (A. Jacobson)
Homeland Security Affairs Journal editorial board (G. Marlatt)
American Geophysical Union, Library Advisory Board (E. Uhlinger)
Springer Government Library Advisory Group (G. Marlatt)
Historic Monterey Coordinating Committee (J. Sanders)




Provost Council (E. Uhlinger)
Executive Council (E. Uhlinger)
Strategic Planning Council (E. Uhlinger)
WASC Accreditation Steering Committee and Planning
Group (E. Uhlinger)
Kuali Financial System Planning & Communications (V.
Moule, M. White, B. Lopez) 
Naval Support Activity Monterey (NSAM) Customer
Advsisory Committee (V. Moule, M. White, B. Lopez) 
Management Internal Control Program Team (V. Moule,
B. Lopez)
IT Task force (J. Reedy)
DKL:
BOSUN (Library Catalog) Committee (S. Topete, D. Nath,
G. Koue, D. Carlson)
WorldCat Local Committee (G. Koue, J. Rothal, D. Nath,
Z. Lober, S. Topete, V. Moule, E. Uhlinger)
DKL Signage Working Group (G. Goncalves, M. White, J.
Hope, J. Rothal, I. Fink, V. Moule)
DKL Furniture Working Group (I. Fink, M.A. Watson, D.
Williams)
NPS Dudley Knox Library Annual Report 2010
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Overview
As part of a program of continuous assessment and
transparency, the Dudley Knox Library works with NPS
faculty to create customized reports for a variety of
NPS assessment activities.  These reports identify
existing/new scholarly resources and services that will
support new programs as well as document how the
Library supports NPS instruction and research.
Accreditation
 2010 Library Support for Systems Engineering ABET
Program Review
NPS is a nationally accredited university and our
business and engineering schools are professionally
accredited The Library participated in several
important accreditation reviews in FY10:
WASC Educational Effectiveness Report (pdf) 
WASC Educational Effectiveness Report - Appeinx 1-4
(pdf)  
WASC Educational Effectiveness Report - Appendix 5
(pdf)
Academic Program Review
 2010 Library Support for Applied Mathematics Program
Review
The process for Academic Program Review  (APR)
begins with the preparation of a self study and
culminates in a peer review of the educational and
research activities of a department. The purpose of an
academic program review is to foster academic
excellence, to improve the quality of every department,
and to provide guidance for administrative decisions in
support of continual improvement. The APR process
calls for each academic department to conduct an
APR approximately every six years.
 2010 Library Support for Meteorology Program Review
Patron Feedback
"Thanks very much!  This is extremely useful
information --- just what we need!  I will certainly give
you credit as this information is consolidated and
passed on to others.”  [from professor collecting information on NPS
contributions to climate change research for the Oceanographer of the Navy]
"We received our (glowing) draft statement back from
ABET over the break. Thanks again for the support of
the library team --- you are a true strength of NPS and
your help is truly appreciated." [NPS faculty]
"Echoing, (professor's) compliments [about ABET},
your staff support was outstanding! Thanks again."
[Captain, US Navy]
New Program Review
NPS is dedicated to providing new programs, as
needed, in response to the changing needs of the
military and defense communities.  The New Program
Review (NPR) process ensures that newly developed
programs meet NPS academic standards, and that
appropriate infrastructure and funding sources are
defined and allocated prior to implementation. Once a
potential new program is identified, a proposal
development process is initiated that defines the
business case and provides detailed information about
strategic, academic, programmatic, support and
resource elements. The process includes several
stages—NPR  proposals are reviewed within
departments and schools and presented at both the
Provost Council and the Academic Council.
 2010 Cost Estimating and Analysis Master's DL Program
Library Impact Statement
 2010 Systems Engineering Ph.D. Program Impact
Analysis
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The Dudley Knox Library is open, virtually, 24/7 to its clientele.   
The NPS research community can use the library’s robust and dynamic website 
[http://www.nps.edu/Library],its electronic books, journals and a broad spectrum of web-
searchable resources at any time, through proxy server access and the Virtual Private Network.  
Remote access, vital to Distributed Education, extends the Library’s ability to serve all NPS 
students and faculty, in both resident and off-site programs, anywhere in the world from any 
time zone. 
 
This ability, together with the dedication of a motivated and energized onsite staff, forms the 
core of our support for the NPS Draft Vision to serve  “[a] defense oriented research university, 
operating as a geographically distributed educational system, providing graduate education in 
support of national and international security.” All members of the NPS research community, 
onsite and around the world, gain by the library’s efforts to broaden access to an excellent 
research collection available “anywhere, anytime.”  
 
In particular, the Systems Engineering distributed education program benefits from the library’s 
commitment to this goal. Whether by the provision of a dedicated librarian to offer specific 
outreach to students and faculty in specific DL programs, or by a continuing commitment to 
purchase library content in electronic formats, wherever possible, the Dudley Knox Library acts 
to support the growth and development of distributed educational programs at NPS, including 
Systems Engineering.   
 
Today's university libraries have a three-fold mission: they are gateways to information; provide 
physical and virtual places for study, research and learning; and our personnel offer a wide 
range of services that support the academic and research enterprise.  This report documents 
how the Dudley Knox Library supports the highly related and integrated Systems Engineering 
curricula and research at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS).   
 
Background 
The Dudley Knox Library’s mission is to provide an information rich environment supporting the 
academic and research pursuits of the Naval Postgraduate School and its partners.  As the 
university library, we are expected to meet standards established by the Naval Postgraduate 
School's principal accrediting body, the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC), 
as well as the accreditation standards set for specific academic programs such as ABET 
(formerly the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology).  
 
The Library’s annual budget of approximately $5.2 million supports a rich combination of content 
collections, library services, and 30 FTE staff dedicated to facilitating graduate education and 
research in NPS subject areas.  DKL anticipates and responds to current and emerging 
requirements, and seeks innovative and creative ways to provide scholarly information to 
patrons by investing in leading edge technology and services.  In the current global economy, 
Dudley Knox Library Support for ABET/NPS Program Review, April 2010 
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no library stands alone.  DKL actively partners with federal, special, and academic libraries—
particularly the Consortium of Naval Libraries; the National Research Library Alliance; and a 
multi-type library consortium (Pacific Library Partnership)—to leverage limited budget dollars 
and invest in collaborative acquisitions, joint-licensing agreements, and resource sharing that 
extend content offerings to NPS patrons beyond what we could afford on our own.   
 
Space 
The Library building (100,000 sq ft), is open 7 days a week for an average 86 hours per week 
(we offer additional extended hours during finals week).  In addition to physical and virtual 
collections and services, the Library provides a wide variety of individual- and group-
collaborative spaces, computers, and peripherals for resident student use: 
• 134 individual study carrels 
• 19 collaborative group study rooms (6 equipped with interactive audio visual systems) 
• 4 designated areas for large group study and collaborative space with furniture designed 
to facilitate this use 
• 3 conference rooms (with interactive audio visual systems) 
• 54 public access computers and 23 circulating laptops 
• 8 networked multi-function devices (copy, print, scan, email, fax) 
• 2 standalone microformat reader/printers and  2 color scanners 
• 110 storage lockers 
• and miscellaneous peripherals such as: digital voice recorders; a television monitor with 
VHS and DVD players; headphones; network cables; patron self-checkout machine; and 
2 plasma public messaging screens. 
 
Restricted Resources and Services (RRS), a separate “classified” library within the DKL 
building, provides a full range of collections, equipment, networks, meeting spaces, lockers and 
librarian-provided services for “limited distribution, restricted, or classified work up to the 
SECRET level”.  Authorized patrons have access to the RRS library during all hours that the 
Library is open (86 hours/week). 
 
Space and collaboration 
Finally, the Library remains central to the campus community, in part by sharing space in the 
DKL building with several organizations whose presence provides collaborative opportunities for 
librarians, students, faculty, and staff.  The bar is raised for both sides when new technologies, 
practices and resources are exchanged, and the result is better service to NPS clientele.  
Systems Engineering DL students have gained, specifically: thanks to the proximity of Center 
for Educational Design, Development, (CED3), SE distributed program students and faculty 
have received relevant orientation and instruction in formats that reach them where they are; the 
library has taken a lead role in writing orientation material for the DL handbook and faculty has 
learned that the library is a responsive partner in the creation of downloadable instructional 
content they can use in class.   Our other tenants include the Center for Educational Design, 
Development, and Distribution (CED3); Faculty Development; Homeland Security Digital 




In 2008 NPS worked with outside consultants to identify an appropriate set of peer universities 
against which we could benchmark NPS programs and activities.  Figure 1 compares DKL 
budget expenditures per faculty and Figure 2 shows Library staffing levels against our 16 peer 
institutions and 2 national standards, ACRL (Association of College and Research Libraries), of 
which DKL is a member, and the ARL (Association of Research Libraries). 
 


















* latest available data
 





















DKL currently spends $1.71 million on content (35% of the total library budget): 55% for 
journals, 43% for electronic (e-) databases (full-text resources, e-books, and 
abstracting/indexing services), and 2% for print monographs. The Library collection is one of the 
primary assets supporting NPS educational and research efforts. The main collection is 
comprised of print and electronic monographs (books, conference proceedings, government 
documents, and technical reports), journals, theses, dissertations, professional reports, and 
maps/nautical charts.  An online catalog provides 24/7 access to these materials.  DKL shares 
bibliographic records with the international OCLC database and NPS deposits theses, 
dissertations, and professional reports with the Defense Technical Information Center in order to 
make NPS intellectual property broadly available and freely accessible.   
 
A separate facility in the Library, Restricted Resources and Services, houses a secure collection 
of classified and limited distribution resources and provides all services found in the main library 
albeit for authenticated users only.  DKL has also been a selective federal depository since 
1963 and makes government documents freely available via our catalog or to anyone using the 
Library. 
  
Databases:  We offer access to more than 140 online databases (primarily indexes to published 
online content), most also offering full-text to users.  Many of these are of particular interest to 
Systems Engineering, including Wiley Interscience, ENGnetBASE: Engineering Handbooks 
Online, Engineering Village 2 and the IEEE/IET Electronic Library  (IEEE Xplore).  (See 
Appendix 1 for a complete list.)  We also provide many other scientific and technical databases. 
65% of our expenditures for databases in FY 2009 went for GSEAS and GSOIS to provide the 
engineering, science and technology databases that Systems Engineering students need most 
(Figure 3). 
 



















Journals:  DKL aggressively licenses online journals that support NPS curricular and research 
needs.  It is important  to consider the multidisciplinary nature of SE “interests”.  73% of our 
journals budget is spent on scientific/technology titles of interest to Systems Engineering, shown 
by the expenditures for GSEAS/GSOIS for journals (Figure 4).  We offer full-text access to 
recognized SE society publications, as well, however, such as the INCOSE’s Systems 
Engineering and Naval Engineers Journal, and significant titles from major commercial 
publishers (Table 1) such as International Journal of Systems and Cybernetics.  As part of our 
strategic plan we are committed to licensing journal and technical “backfiles” to extend the reach 
of our digital content and provide access to scholarly information “anytime anywhere”. Year-end 
funds make this possible. Thanks to support from Systems Engineering department Chair Dr. 
Cliff Whitcomb, the library was able to acquire a long backfile for Naval Engineers Journal in 
digital format in just this way.  
 






















Table 1.  DKL ejournals of interest to Systems Engineering (2009). 
 
Subject # Online Titles 
Aeronautics/Astronautics 126 
Computer Science 115 
Engineering 1,738 
Electrical Engineering 114 
Mechanical Engineering 117 






Like other academic libraries, DKL has experienced an annual price increase in the unit price for 
science and technology journals, on average, about 9.7% annually, or about a 35% increase 
over the last 4 years). (Figure 5).  This inflation rate when coupled with similar increases in the 
costs of databases, software, and personnel, makes it increasingly difficult for us to maintain 
current levels of subscription spending.  In this environment of escalating costs we engage our 
stakeholders for feedback and monitor usage statistics continuously to best leverage our limited 
resources to support the NPS mission. 
 




























Monographs (books, technical reports, and reference works, including those published 
electronically):  Subject Specialist librarians work with faculty to continuously review and 
evaluate program requirements and select/acquire materials for use, including books, 
proceedings, reference standards and other monographs to support NPS students, faculty, and 
staff.  The current print collection is about 38% science/technology (Figure 5).  While the library 
allocates fewer budget dollars to traditional print monographs than to databases and journals 
currently, we continue to increase full-text and electronic book (ebook) offerings in the sciences 
significantly.  The majority of our current ebooks are in science and technology areas, an 
advantage to Systems Engineering research because SE interests span several science and 
technology disciplines and an additional percentage cover Systems Engineering topics 
specifically.  Eresources enable us to update editions and seamlessly integrate monographs 
into discovery and access tools for 24/7 access.  This growing trend, especially for emerging 
and cutting edge subject areas like Systems Engineering, will refresh our science/technology 
print collection over time (Figure 7). 
 
 
















Figure 7.  Growing number of eResources at DKL. 
 





DKL provides a variety of public and behind-the-scenes services that support Systems 
Engineering DL programs, including those of obvious direct use to researchers such as 
Document Delivery from our collection (for both electronic and print documents we own) and 
Interlibrary Loan (for electronic and print documents we do not own).   
 
Circulation and Access to Library Materials:  DKL circulates materials to resident and distant 
members of the NPS research community.  Systems Engineering usage may seem to constitute 
a statistically smaller percentage of annual book circulation figures, but it can be shown that this 
is due in large part to their heavy dependence on journals and online resources, which do not 
“show up” in traditional circulation figures. 
 
In cases where we do not have materials in our library, the DKL Interlibrary Loan team rapidly 
obtains articles and books from other libraries, delivering them electronically wherever possible.  
As expected, Systems Engineering and other DL faculty and students use this service in 
growing numbers (Figure 8). 
 






Reference, Instruction and Outreach 
Systems Engineering students experience the personal connection of having six librarians 
available to assist them with reference questions.  Access to this service is offered in ways to 
promote DL use, including via phone, email, real-time chat and even a by a popular text-
messaging service.  Systems Engineering research is supported by a dedicated subject liaison 
librarian working onsite in Monterey, and also by a second librarian working offsite at NAVAIR in 
San Diego, with a special charge to serve DL students at that site. 
 
SE DL students receive online instruction just as onsite students do, from their first orientation 
meeting, when the subject liaison librarian appears live to them via VTC as part of their NPS 
support team.  Later, they will meet her again in the classroom via Elluminate and throughout 
their time at NPS, as needed, via concise, downloadable “screencasts” designed for relevant 
use.  Just as onsite Systems Engineering students take advantage of the numerous in-person 
instructional classes the Library offers on various research tools and techniques,  DL students in 
Systems Engineering can take advantage of similarly-focused instructional content delivered via 
screencasting. They can download curriculum-focused and resource-specific library instructional 
presentations that run independently, available 24/7, at the point of need.  These include both 
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database-specific instruction (Using Jane’s Online, Defense Technical Information Center; 
Defense Insider Class) and skill-development specific classes (Using RefWorks to Manage 
Citations; Library Research Quickstart; Searching the Web More Efficiently, and Thesis 
Quickstart).  They are intended to mirror current instruction to onsite students, but can be 
provided by faculty request as well: the subject liaison librarian was recently asked to provide a 
short, two-minute real-time screencast designed to demonstrate access to articles in Naval 
Engineers’ Journal.  This popular service to DL students is soon to move t a specially designed 
library video “channel”, part of the NPS Media Portal, in order to promote ease of use and 
continuous updating. 
 
Table 3.  Reference, Instruction and Outreach Onsite (FY2009; FY 2010 to 4/13) 
 




FY 2010 (6 mos.) Total 
Reference Questions Answered 
 
5735 2327 8062 
Library Orientation Tours  25 8 33 
Library Instruction 
  # classes taught 
 
191 101 292 
  # students participating 
 
2990 1409 4399 
  # teaching hours  
 
251 129 380 
  # Systems Engineering Classes 
 
4 3 7 
  # Systems Engineering students participating 
 
93 58 151 
 
Systems and Access Support “Behind the Scenes” 
Just as importantly, we offer critical support for the 24/7 access DL students require via 
acquisitions, cataloguing, collection maintenance; and systems support of the critical 
hardware/software systems they depend on, and, of course the DKL’s robust website, which 
includes an up-to-date page especially designed for DL users.  Our services, both public and 
behind-the-scenes promote better understanding and appropriate use of the Library’s 
information resources by students and faculty in Systems Engineering and other DL programs. 
 
The Library web site is a rich portal with resources, links, and training assistance targeted to 
specific curricular and subject audiences.  Materials are presented in a variety of formats to 
account for the diverse learning styles of our adult-learner students.  PDF handouts, PowerPoint 
presentations, Flash tutorials, and custom web pages provide important resources, instruction, 
and research assistance empower NPS students to discover, learn, and utilize Library 
resources at their point of need.   
 
We also allow students to “take it with them when they go” by offering a small sampling of full-




The Dudley Knox Library provides a robust suite of content, systems, and services focused on 
supporting the instructional and research needs of NPS faculty, students, staff, and alumni.  We 
repeatedly garner the highest praise in Student Exit and Alumni Surveys.  Our goal is to prepare NPS 
students for future assignments as well as to cultivate their ability to utilize scholarly information 





Databases of interest to Systems Engineering research 
currently offered by Dudley Knox Library 
 
ABI Inform Global (ProQuest)  
Search 1000 premier worldwide business periodicals for information on advertising, marketing, 
economics, human resources, finance, taxation, computers, and more. Also, information on 60,000+ 
companies. 
 
Compendex (Engineering Village)  
Compendex contains over seven million references and abstracts taken from over 5,000 engineering 
journals, conferences and technical reports. Online coverage is from 1969 to the present and includes 
nuclear technology, bioengineering, transportation, chemical and process engineering, light and optical 
technology, agricultural engineering and food technology, computers and data processing, applied 
physics, electronics and communications, control, civil, mechanical, materials, petroleum, aerospace and 
automotive engineering as well as narrower subtopics within all these and other major engineering fields. 
 
DTIC Online (Defense Technical Information Center)  
Citations to reports from DTIC, a clearinghouse for a variety of defense-related scientific and technical 
publications. Through the Public Technical Reports database, DTIC indexes and abstracts these reports, 
providing full-text to some reports. Coverage is from 1975 to the present. The library owns the print 
version of some of the DTIC reports, and has nearly complete coverage in microfiche.  Learn more online 
about using this resource.  
 
ebrary (ebrary)  
Access the full-text of over 43,000 books. Create a personal bookshelf and highlight and take notes in the 
books. Coverage includes the subject areas of Business & Economics, Computers & IT, Education, 
Engineering & Technology, History & Political Science, Humanities, Interdisciplinary & Area Studies, 
Language, Literature & Linguistics, Law, International Relations & Public Policy, Life Sciences, Medical, 
Nursing & Allied Health, Physical Sciences, Psychology & Social Work, Religion, Philosophy & Classics, 
Sociology & Anthropology. 
 
Engineering Village 2 (Engineering Village 2)  
Engineering Village 2 offers access to Compendex, CRC ENGnetBASE (Engineering Handbooks Online), 
and records from the United States Patent and Trademark Office for information specialists, 
professionals, and researchers working in the applied science technical and engineering fields. 
 
ENGnetBASE: Engineering Handbooks Online (EngnetBase)  
ENGnetBASE provides online access to the full text of the CRC Press Engineering Handbook series. 
Subject areas include civil engineering, telecommunications, electronic engineering, materials science, 
chemical technology, computer science, avionics, manufacturing, signal processing, and mechanical 
engineering.  
 
IEEE/IET Electronic Library (IEEE Xplore)  
This database provides full-text access to over 12,000 publications produced by in conjunction with the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers [IEEE] and the Institution of Engineering and Technology 
[IET]. Included in this database are journal articles, conference papers and technical standards. Coverage 
is from 1988 to present, with some content going back as far as 1913. 
 
INSPEC (Thomson ISI)  
Contains citations and abstracts to the literature in physics, electrical engineering, electronics, 
telecommunications, computers, control technology, and information technology. Covers journal articles, 
conference papers, significant books, technical reports, dissertations, and patents. INSPEC is the premier 
database for physics & related disciplines but also covers areas like systems management and 




Knovel (Knovel)  
Knovel offers interactive access to the full-text content of over 800 engineering and scientific handbooks 
and databases, and the ability to manipulate and search across this entire collection. Knovel currently has 
19 subject areas: Adhesives, Coatings, Sealants & Inks; Aerospace & Radar Technology; Biochemistry, 
Biology & Biotechnology; Ceramics & Ceramic Engineering; Chemistry & Chemical Engineering; Civil 
Engineering & Construction Materials; Earth Sciences; Electrical & Power Engineering; Electronics & 
Semiconductors; Environment & Environmental Engineering; Food Science; General Engineering 
References; Mechanics & Mechanical Engineering; Metals & Metallurgy; Oil & Gas 
Engineering; Pharmaceuticals, Cosmetics & Toiletries; Plastics & Rubber; Safety & Industrial Hygiene; 
Textiles  
 
Safari Tech Books Online (ProQuest)  
Safari is an "electronic reference library for programmers, IT professionals and knowledge workers." It 
allows you to search across the full text of hundreds of computer and technical books from O'Reilly, Que, 
New Riders, Addison-Wesley, and more. 
 
Synthesis Digital Library of Engineering and Computer Science (Morgan & Claypool)  
The basic component of the Digital Library is a 50- to 100-page "Lecture"; a self-contained electronic 
book that synthesizes an important research or development topic, authored by an expert contributor to 
the field. They provide more synthesis, analysis, and depth than typical research journal articles. New 
lectures will be added continuously and existing lectures will be revised as needed. 
 
Wiley Interscience (Wiley Interscience)  
Wiley Interscience is a full-text resource for scholarly journals and other electronic resources for research 
in Engineering, Mathematics and Statistics, Physics and Astronomy, Materials Science as well as 
Psychology and other Social Sciences areas including Business, Economics, Finance and Accounting. 
The Dudley Knox Library provides access to over 300 Wiley Interscience resources. 
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The Dudley Knox Library’s mission is to provide an information rich environment supporting the 
academic and research pursuits of the Naval Postgraduate School and its partners.  As the 
university library, we are expected to meet standards established by the Naval Postgraduate 
School's principal accrediting body, the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC), 
as well as the accreditation standards set for specific academic programs such as ABET 
(formerly the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology).  
 
The Library’s annual budget of approximately $5.2 million supports a rich combination of content 
collections, library services, and 30 FTE staff dedicated to facilitating graduate education and 
research in NPS subject areas.  DKL anticipates and responds to current and emerging 
requirements, and seeks innovative and creative ways to provide scholarly information to 
patrons by investing in leading edge technology and services.  In the current global economy, 
no library stands alone.  DKL actively partners with federal, special, and academic libraries—
particularly the Consortium of Naval Libraries; the National Research Library Alliance; and a 
multi-type library consortium (Pacific Library Partnership)—to leverage limited budget dollars 
and invest in collaborative acquisitions, joint-licensing agreements, and resource sharing that 
extend content offerings to NPS patrons beyond what we could afford on our own.   
 
Today's university libraries have a three-fold mission: they are gateways to information; provide 
physical and virtual places for study, research and learning; and our personnel offer a wide 
range of services that support the academic and research enterprise.  This report documents 
how the Dudley Knox Library supports the highly related and integrated Applied Mathematics 




The Library building (100,000 sq ft), is open 7 days a week for an average 86 hours per week 
(we offer additional extended hours during finals week).  In addition to physical and virtual 
collections and services, the Library provides a wide variety of individual- and group-
collaborative spaces, computers, and peripherals for resident student use: 
• 134 individual study carrels 
• 19 collaborative group study rooms (6 equipped with interactive audio visual systems) 
• 4 designated areas for large group study and collaborative space 
• 3 conference rooms (with interactive audio visual systems) 
• 54 public access computers and 23 circulating laptops 
• 8 networked multi-function devices (copy, print, scan, email, fax) 
• 2 standalone microformat reader/printers and  2 color scanners 
• 110 storage lockers 
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• and miscellaneous peripherals such as:  digital voice recorders; television monitor with 
VHS and DVD players; headphones; network cables; patron self-checkout machine; and 
2 plasma public messaging screens. 
 
The Library is virtually open 24/7 through proxy server and Virtual Private Network access to our 
robust website [http://www.nps.edu/Library] and web-searchable resources.  Onsite and remote 
access extend the Library’s ability to serve NPS students (resident and distributed learners) and 
faculty, anywhere in the world from any time zone.   
 
Restricted Resources and Services (RRS), a separate “classified” library within the DKL 
building, provides a full range of collections, equipment, networks, meeting spaces, lockers and 
librarian-provided services for “limited distribution, restricted, or classified work up to the 
SECRET level”.  Authorized patrons have access to the RRS library during all hours that the 
Library is open (86 hours/week). 
 
The Library shares space in the DKL building with several organizations whose presence 
provides collaborative opportunities for librarians, students, faculty, and staff.  Tenants include: 
Center for Educational Design, Development, and Distribution (CED3); Faculty Development; 




In 2008 NPS worked with outside consultants to identify an appropriate set of peer universities 
against which we could benchmark NPS programs and activities.  Figure 1 compares DKL 
budget expenditures per faculty and Figure 2 shows Library staffing levels against our 16 peer 
institutions and 2 national standards, ACRL (Association of College and Research Libraries), of 
which DKL is a member, and the ARL (Association of Research Libraries). 
 


















* latest available data
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DKL currently spends $1.71 million on content (35% of the total library budget): 55% for 
journals, 43% for electronic (e-) databases (full-text resources, e-books, and 
abstracting/indexing services), and 2% for print monographs.  The Library collection is one of 
the primary assets supporting NPS educational and research efforts. The main collection is 
comprised of print and e-monographs (books, conference proceedings, government documents, 
and technical reports), journals, theses, dissertations, professional reports, and maps/nautical 
charts.  An online catalog provides 24/7 access to these materials.  DKL shares bibliographic 
records with the international OCLC database and NPS deposits theses, dissertations, and 
professional reports with the Defense Technical Information Center in order to make NPS 
intellectual property broadly available and freely accessible.   
 
A separate facility in the Library, Restricted Resources and Services, houses a secure collection 
of classified and limited distribution resources and provides all services found in the main library 
albeit for authenticated users only.  DKL has also been a selective federal depository since 
1963 and makes government documents freely available via our catalog or to anyone using the 
Library.   
  
Databases:  We offer access to more than 140 online databases, many containing full-text 
resources.  Those of particular interest to Applied Mathematics include: MathSciNet, Society for 
Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM) Journals Online, Torpedo Ultra, and the Web of 
Science (Web of Knowledge).  We also provide many other scientific and technical databases 
(see Appendix A).  65% of our expenditures for databases in FY 2009 went for GSEAS and 
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Journals:  DKL aggressively licenses online journals that support NPS curricular and research 
needs.  53% of our journals budget is spent on scientific/technology titles and approximately 
10% of that is devoted to Applied Mathematics (Figure 4).  We offer full-text access to a wide 
range of society publications such as SIAM, Institute for Operations Research and the 
Management Sciences, as well as titles from major commercial publishers (Table 1).  As part of 
our strategic plan we license journal and technical back files as year-end funds make this 
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Table 1.  DKL e-journals of interest to Applied Mathematics (2010). 
 
Subject # Titles 






Like other academic libraries, DKL has experienced an average 9.7% annual price increase (or 
35% increase over the last 4 years) in the unit price for science and technology journals alone 
(Figure 5).  This inflation rate when coupled with similar increases in databases, software, and 
personnel costs makes it increasingly difficult for us to maintain current levels of subscription 
spending.  In this environment of escalating costs we engage our stakeholders and monitor 
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Monographs (books, technical reports, and reference works): Subject Specialist librarians 
work with faculty to continuously review and evaluate requirements and select/acquire books, 
proceedings, reference standards and other monographs to support NPS students, faculty, and 
staff.  The current print collection is about 38% science/technology (Figure 6). While the library 
allocates fewer budget dollars to monographs than to databases and journals, we are 
significantly increasing full-text and e-book offerings in the sciences. The majority of our current 
ebooks are in science and technology areas. E-resources enable us to update editions and 
seamlessly integrate monographs into discovery and access tools for 24/7 access.  This 
growing trend, especially for emerging and cutting edge subject areas, will refresh our 
science/technology print collection over time (Figure 7). The age of the DKL monograph 
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DKL provides a variety of public and behind-the-scenes services that support Applied 
Mathematics, including: circulation, interlibrary loan and document delivery from our collection; 
reference and instruction; acquisitions, cataloguing, collection maintenance; and systems 
support of our critical hardware/software systems and the DKL’s robust website.  Our services 
also promote better understanding and appropriate use of the Library’s information resources by 
students and faculty. 
 
Circulation and Access to Library Materials:  DKL circulates materials to resident and distant 
members of the NPS community.  Applied Mathematics use constitutes a small percentage of 
annual book circulation figures, in large part due to their heavy dependence on journals and 
online resources. 
 
In cases where we do not have materials in our library, the DKL Interlibrary Loan team rapidly 
obtains articles and books from other libraries, delivering them electronically wherever possible. 
Applied Mathematics and other GSEAS faculty and students use this service in growing 
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Table 3.  Reference, Instruction and Outreach (FY2009). 
 
Reference/Instruction Statistics (FY 2009) Total
Reference Questions Answered 5,735 
Library Orientation Tours  25 
Library Instruction 
  # classes taught 191 
  # students participating 2,990 
  # teaching hours  251 
  # Science & Technology specific classes 25 
  # Science & Technology students participating 409 
 
 
The Library web site is a rich portal with resources, links, and training assistance targeted to 
specific curricular and subject audiences.  Materials are presented in a variety of formats to 
account for the diverse learning styles of our adult-learner students. PDF handouts, PowerPoint 
presentations, Flash tutorials, and custom web pages provide important resources, instruction, 
and research assistance empower NPS students to discover, learn, and utilize Library 
resources at their point of need.   
 
We also allow students to “take it with them when they go” by offering a small sampling of full-




The Dudley Knox Library provides a robust suite of content, systems, and services focused on 
supporting the instructional and research needs of NPS faculty, students, staff, and alumni.  We 
repeatedly garner the highest praise in Student Exit and Alumni Surveys.  Our goal is to prepare NPS 
students for future assignments as well as to cultivate their ability to utilize scholarly information 
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Appendix A.  Selected Resources for Applied Mathematics. 
 
 
Aerospace & High Technology Database (CSA) 
The Aerospace Database provides bibliographic coverage of basic and applied research in 
aeronautics, astronautics, and space sciences. The database also covers technology 
development and applications in complementary and supporting fields such as chemistry, 
geosciences, physics, communications, and electronics. In addition to periodic literature, the 
database also includes coverage of reports issued by NASA, other U.S. government agencies, 
international institutions, universities, and private firms.  
 
Computer and Information Systems Abstracts (CSA)  
There are thousands of sources in this growing field - and only Computer and Information 
Systems Abstracts provides fast, organized access to all of them, including hard-to-find 
conference literature. Jointly published with Engineering Information, this database provides a 
comprehensive monthly update on the latest theoretical research and practical applications 
around the world. From its inception as one of the earliest databases in the field, Computer and 
Information Systems Abstracts has proven itself an essential resource.  
 
Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC) 
Through its Scientific and Technical Information Network (STINET) database, DTIC indexes, 
abstracts, and often provides the full text of defense-related government-sponsored scientific 
and technical reports. Public STINET contains approved for public release documents. Private 
STINET also contains limited and classified materials. 
 
INFORMS PubsOnline   
Provides full-text access to the following INFORMS (Institute for Operations Research and the 
Management Sciences) publications: Decision Analysis, Information Systems Research, 
INFORMS Journal on Computing, Interfaces, Management Science, Manufacturing & Service 




JSTOR is a digital archive collection of core scholarly journals in the humanities, social sciences 
and sciences. It contains the entire runs of each journal from the first volume up to those 
published 2 to 5 years ago. By agreement with the publishers JSTOR maintains a moving 2 to 5 
year lag in most recent holdings available. 
 
MathSciNet    
Provides citations and reviews from Mathematical Reviews (1940 to present) and current 
mathematical publications (1864 to present).  
 
ProQuest Science Journals (ProQuest)       
Search full text and images for the leading periodicals in science and technology. Subject 
coverage includes computers, engineering, physics, telecommunications, and transportation. 
 
Science Citation Index (ISI Web of Knowledge)   
The Science Citation Index® provides access to current and retrospective bibliographic 
information, author abstracts, and cited references found in over 5,900 of the world's leading 
scholarly science journals covering more than 150 disciplines. Dudley Knox Library’s 
subscription covers articles and papers published from 1965-present.  
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SIAM's Journals Online 
Contains the full text for SIAM Review, SIAM Journal on Applied Mathematics, SIAM Journal on 
Computing, SIAM Journal on Control and Optimization, SIAM Journal on Discrete Mathematics, 
SIAM Journal on Mathematical Analysis, SIAM Journal on Matrix Analysis and Applications, 
SIAM Journal on Numerical Analysis, SIAM Journal on Optimization, SIAM Journal on Scientific 
Computing from 1997 to present and all SIAM journals published from 1953 through 1996. 
 
Springer eBook Collection in Computer Science 
Covers areas such as Artificial Intelligence, Bioinformatics, Computer Communication Networks 
and Telecommunications, Image Processing, Computer Vision, Pattern Recognition, and 
Graphics, Information Systems and Applications, Internet/Web, and HCI, Programming and 
Software Engineering, Security and Cryptology, Theoretical Computer Science.  
 
Torpedo Ultra  
Provides access to full-text articles from a wide variety of journals published by Elsevier, 
Academic Press and Institute of Physics.  
 
Wiley Interscience 
Wiley Interscience is a full-text resource for scholarly journals and other electronic resources for 
research in Engineering, Mathematics and Statistics, Physics and Astronomy, Materials Science 
as well as Psychology and other Social Sciences areas including Business, Economics, Finance 
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The Dudley Knox Library’s mission is to provide an information rich environment supporting the 
academic and research pursuits of the Naval Postgraduate School and its partners.  As the 
university library, we are expected to meet standards established by the Naval Postgraduate 
School's principal accrediting body, the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC), 
as well as the accreditation standards set for specific academic programs such as ABET 
(formerly the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology).  
 
The Library’s annual budget of approximately $5.2 million supports a rich combination of content 
collections, library services, and 30 FTE staff dedicated to facilitating graduate education and 
research in NPS subject areas.  DKL anticipates and responds to current and emerging 
requirements, and seeks innovative and creative ways to provide scholarly information to 
patrons by investing in leading edge technology and services.  In the current global economy, 
no library stands alone.  DKL actively partners with federal, special, and academic libraries—
particularly the Consortium of Naval Libraries; the National Research Library Alliance; and a 
multi-type library consortium (Pacific Library Partnership)—to leverage limited budget dollars 
and invest in collaborative acquisitions, joint-licensing agreements, and resource sharing that 
extend content offerings to NPS patrons beyond what we could afford on our own.   
 
Today's university libraries have a three-fold mission: they are gateways to information; provide 
physical and virtual places for study, research and learning; and our personnel offer a wide 
range of services that support the academic and research enterprise.  This report documents 
how the Dudley Knox Library supports the highly related and integrated Meteorology curriculum 




The Library building (100,000 sq ft), is open 7 days a week for an average 86 hours per week 
(we offer additional extended building hours during finals week and the preceding week).  In 
addition to physical and virtual collections and services, the Library provides a wide variety of 
individual- and group-collaborative spaces, computers, and peripherals for resident student use: 
 134 individual study carrels 
 19 collaborative group study rooms (6 equipped with interactive audio visual systems) 
 4 designated areas for large group study and collaborative space 
 3 conference rooms (with interactive audio visual systems) 
 54 public access computers and 23 circulating laptops 
 8 networked multi-function devices (copy, print, scan, email, fax) 
 2 standalone microformat reader/printers and  2 color scanners 
 110 storage lockers 
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 and miscellaneous peripherals such as:  digital voice recorders; television monitor with 
VHS and DVD players; headphones; network cables; patron self-checkout machine; and 
2 plasma public messaging screens. 
 
The Library is virtually open 24/7 through proxy server and Virtual Private Network access to our 
robust website [http://www.nps.edu/Library] and web-searchable resources.  Onsite and remote 
access extend the Library’s ability to serve NPS students (resident and distributed learners) and 
faculty, anywhere in the world from any time zone.   
 
Restricted Resources and Services (RRS), a separate “classified” library within the DKL 
building, provides a full range of collections, equipment, networks, meeting spaces, lockers and 
librarian-provided services for “limited distribution, restricted, or classified work up to the 
SECRET level”.  Authorized patrons have access to the RRS library during all hours that the 
Library is open (86 hours/week). 
 
The Library shares space in the DKL building with several organizations whose presence 
provides collaborative opportunities for librarians, students, faculty, and staff.  Tenants include: 
Center for Educational Design, Development, and Distribution (CED3); Faculty Development; 




In 2008 NPS worked with outside consultants to identify an appropriate set of peer universities 
against which we could benchmark NPS programs and activities.  Figure 1 compares DKL 
budget expenditures per faculty and Figure 2 shows Library staffing levels against our 16 peer 
institutions and 2 national standards, ACRL (Association of College and Research Libraries), of 
which DKL is a member, and the ARL (Association of Research Libraries). 
 












source: FY05 & 06
ACRL # 15, 20, 38, & ARL
DKL: FY05 &  FY06*
Total Library Expenditures per Faculty
2005
2006
* latest available data
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DKL currently spends $1.71 million on content (35% of the total library budget): 55% for 
journals, 43% for electronic (e-) databases (full-text resources, e-books, and 
abstracting/indexing services), and 2% for print monographs.  The Library collection is one of 
the primary assets supporting NPS educational and research efforts. The main collection is 
comprised of print and e-monographs (books, conference proceedings, government documents, 
and technical reports), journals, theses, dissertations, professional reports, and maps/nautical 
charts.  An online catalog provides 24/7 access to these materials.  DKL shares bibliographic 
records with the international OCLC database and NPS deposits theses, dissertations, and 
professional reports with the Defense Technical Information Center in order to make NPS 
intellectual property broadly available and freely accessible.  Unclassified Meteorology theses 




A separate facility in the Library, Restricted Resources and Services, houses a secure collection 
of classified and limited distribution resources and provides all services found in the main library 
albeit for authenticated users only.  DKL has also been a selective federal depository since 
1963 and makes government documents freely available via our catalog or to anyone using the 
Library.   
  
Databases:  We offer access to more than 140 online databases, many containing full-text 
resources.  Those of particular interest to Meteorology include GeoRef, Meteorological and 
Geoastrophysical Abstracts, Oceanic Abstracts, and the Web of Science (Web of Knowledge).  
We also provide many other scientific and technical databases (see Appendix A).  65% of our 
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expenditures for databases in FY 2009 went for GSEAS and GSOIS to provide the engineering, 








Journals:  DKL aggressively licenses online journals that support NPS curricular and research 
needs.  51% of our journals budget is spent on scientific/technology titles and approximately 5%  
of that is devoted to Meteorology (Figure 4).  We offer full-text access to a wide range of society 
publications such as American Meteorological Society and American Geophysical Union, as 
well as titles from major commercial publishers (Table 1).  As part of our strategic plan we 
purchase and license journal, technical report, and conference proceedings whenever year-end 














FY2009: DKL Database Expenditures by School
source: web renewal 
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Table 1.  DKL e-journals of interest to Meteorology  (2009). 
 
Subject # Titles 
Earth Sciences 509 
Engineering 1746 
Environmental Sciences 565 
Mathematics 668 




Like other academic libraries, DKL has experienced an average 9.7% annual price increase (or 
35% increase over the last 4 years) in the unit price for science and technology journals alone 
(Figure 5).  This inflation rate when coupled with similar increases in databases, software, and 
personnel costs makes it increasingly difficult for us to maintain current levels of subscription 
spending.  In this environment of escalating costs we engage our stakeholders and monitor 
















2010 DKL Journals Expenditures by 
School - GSEAS
GSBPP GSOIS LIB SIGS GSEAS METOC GSEAS OTHER
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Monographs (books, technical reports, and reference works): Subject Specialist librarians 
work with faculty to continuously review and evaluate requirements and select/acquire books, 
proceedings, reference standards and other monographs to support NPS students, faculty, and 
staff.  The current print collection is about 38% science/technology (Figure 6). While the library 
allocates fewer budget dollars to monographs than to databases and journals, as they become 
more readily available, we are continuing to work to significantly increase full-text and e-book 
offerings in the sciences. E-resources enable us to easily provide access to updated E-
resources enable us to update editions and seamlessly integrate monographs into discovery 
and access tools for 24/7 access.  This growing trend, especially for emerging and cutting edge 
subject areas, will refresh our science/technology print collection over time (Figure 7). The age 
of the DKL monograph collection further demonstrates the transition from print to online 
























(Source: LC Van Orsdel & K Born, Library Journal, 4/15/2009)
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Percentage of Science and Engineering Titles in 
















Growing Number of eResources at DKL
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DKL provides a variety of public and behind-the-scenes services that support Meteorology, 
including: circulation, interlibrary loan and document delivery from our collection; reference and 
instruction; acquisitions, cataloguing, collection maintenance; and systems support of our critical 
hardware/software systems and the DKL’s robust website.  Our services also promote better 
understanding and appropriate use of the Library’s information resources by students and 
faculty. 
 
Circulation and Access to Library Materials:  DKL circulates materials to resident and distant 
members of the NPS community.  Meteorology use constitutes a small percentage of annual 
book circulation figures, in large part due to their heavy dependence on journals and online 
resources. 
 
In cases where we do not have the needed materials in our library, the DKL Interlibrary Loan 
team rapidly obtains articles and books from other libraries, delivering them electronically 
wherever possible. Meteorology and other GSEAS faculty and students use this service in 
















Publication Date in Print Collection 
4/2010
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Reference, Instruction and Outreach                                    
       
All six librarians assist with general reference, but one is the designated Subject Specialist for 
Meteorology.  Research assistance is offered via in-person consultation, phone, email, a 
popular real-time chat program, and even via text-messaging. The subject specialist for 
Meteorology provides services that include: library orientation and resource tours; reference; 
research assistance, and thesis preparation assistance (Table 3).  He works with faculty and 
Program Officers to develop curriculum-focused and resource-specific library instruction that is 
delivered face-to-face in the Library or in the classroom.  Utilizing a variety of web-based tools 
we are able to capture these sessions and provide help and other resources via our rich 
website. Librarians also work with faculty to provide customized information modules that are 
embedded in the campus learning management systems.   
 
Science and technology students take advantage of the numerous drop-in classes the Library 
offers on various research tools and techniques. Classes include both database-specific 
instruction (e.g., CSA, Defense Technical Information Center—STINET, etc.) and skill-
development specific classes (e.g., Using RefWorks to Manage Citations; Library Research 
Quickstart; Searching the Web More Efficiently, and Thesis Quickstart). In 2009 librarians taught 
25 science/technology instructional classes to 409 students.  
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Table 3.  Reference, Instruction and Outreach (FY2009). 
 
Reference/Instruction Statistics (FY 2009) Total 
Reference Questions Answered 
 
5,735 





  # classes taught 
 
191 
  # students participating 
 
2,990 
  # teaching hours  
 
251 
  # Science & Technology specific classes 
 
25 





The Library web site is a rich portal with resources, links, and training assistance targeted to 
specific curricular and subject audiences.  Materials are presented in a variety of formats to 
account for the diverse learning styles of our adult-learner students. PDF handouts, PowerPoint 
presentations, Flash tutorials, and custom web pages provide important resources, instruction, 
and research assistance empower NPS students to discover, learn, and utilize Library 
resources at their point of need.   
 
We also allow students to “take it with them when they go” by offering a small sampling of full-




The Dudley Knox Library provides a robust suite of content, systems, and services focused on 
supporting the instructional and research needs of NPS faculty, students, staff, and alumni.  We 
repeatedly garner the highest praise in Student Exit and Alumni Surveys.  Our goal is to prepare NPS 
students for future assignments as well as to cultivate their ability to utilize scholarly information 
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Cambridge Scientific Abstracts provides access to a variety of databases which can be 
searched individually or simultaneously, including: 
 Aerospace & High Technology Database covers of basic and applied research in 
aeronautics, astronautics, and space sciences, including related fields such as fluid mechanics, 
heat transfer, geophysics, meteorology, climatology, and oceanography.  
 GeoRef is the most comprehensive database in the geosciences and continues to grow 
by more than 60,000 references a year. The database contains over 2.6 million references to 
geoscience journal articles, books, maps, conference papers, reports, dissertations and theses. 
Includes references to North American and international publications. Includes hydrology, 
hydrogeology, marine geology, and oceanography. 
Meteorological & Geoastrophysical Abstracts contains records drawn from the 
world's literature on meteorology, climatology, atmospheric chemistry and physics, astrophysics, 
hydrology, glaciology, physical oceanography and environmental sciences. Summaries from 
over 600 journal titles, as well as conference proceedings, books, technical reports and other 
monographs, are included. 
Oceanic Abstracts focuses on marine biology and physical oceanography, fisheries, 
aquaculture, non-living resources, meteorology and geology, plus environmental, technological, 
and legislative topics, including comprehensive coverage of meteorology and geology. 
 
Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC) Through its Scientific and Technical 
Information Network (STINET) database, DTIC indexes, abstracts, and sometimes provides the 
full text of defense-related government-sponsored scientific and technical reports.   
 
IEEE Xplore provides full-text access to over 12,000 publications produced in conjunction with 
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers [IEEE] and the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers [IEE].  Included are journal articles, conference papers and technical standards. 
Includes IEEE Journal of Oceanic Engineering and IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and 
Remote Sensing, and proceedings of the annual Marine Technology Society/IEEE conferences.           
 
Ingenta indexes more than 20,000 journals covering a wide variety of subjects, some dating 
from 1988 to the present. 
 
Jane's Online provides the full text of Jane's publications including periodicals and other series 
such as Jane's Fighting Ships and All the World's Aircraft.  We subscribe to the Chem-Bio 
Warfare, Defense Equipment, Geopolitical, Defense Magazines, Market Intelligence, Military 
Biography, Terror & Insurgency, and Transport libraries, as well as the Image library.  
 
ProQuest provides access to a variety of newspapers and journals.   Find research on 
computers, the military, management, economics, business, human resources, and more.  
Many articles are available full-text (some in PDF format).  Others contain only the abstracts.  
Date coverage varies.  Includes databases on these topics and more: Applied Science & 
Technology, Computing, Military, and Telecommunications. 
 
Web of Knowledge/Web of Science (Science Citation Index Expanded) provides indexing, 
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Library	  Impact	  Statement	  
Librarian	  Assessment	  
21	  July	  2010	  
	  Program:	  	  	  Systems	  Engineering	  Ph.D	  program	  
Department,	  School:	  Graduate	  School	  of	  Engineering	  and	  Applied	  Science	  
Faculty	  Member:	  Prof.	  Robert	  Harney	  
Date	  returned	  to	  Faculty:	  
	  Librarian	  Completing	  Assessment:	  Irene	  Berry	  
__________________________________________________	  
	  Assessment	  of	  the:	  
• 	  suitability	  of	  existing	  resources;	  	  
• 	  new	  resources	  required	  to	  support	  the	  program;	  	  
• 	  information	  skills	  education	  required	  by	  the	  students;	  and	  	  
• 	  funds	  needed	  for	  library	  materials	  and	  services.	  	  
	  
1.	  Summary	  of	  existing	  library	  holdings	  in	  relevant	  subject	  categories.	  	  
Dudley	  Knox	  Library	  currently	  offers	  resources	  of	  relevance	  to	  this	  proposed	  
curriculum.	  	  Systems	  Engineering	  research	  draws	  on	  the	  literature	  of	  fields	  as	  diverse	  
as	  Engineering,	  Operations	  Research,	  Computer	  Science,	  Modeling	  and	  Simulation,	  
Human	  Factors	  Studies,	  Mathematics	  and	  even	  Business	  and	  Management.	  	  This	  means	  
that	  relevant	  material	  is	  strongly	  represented	  in	  our	  current	  collection,	  by	  journals	  
focused	  specifically	  on	  System	  Engineering	  and	  peripherally	  by	  journals	  that	  serve	  the	  
component	  fields	  that	  contribute	  to	  Systems	  Engineering	  research.	  
The	  picture	  is	  slightly	  different	  for	  book	  content.	  	  NPS	  has	  a	  rich	  collection	  of	  Ebooks	  and	  
conference	  proceedings;	  however,	  reviewing	  a	  list	  of	  nearly	  200	  desirable	  and	  
significant	  Systems	  Engineering	  book	  titles	  provided	  by	  Prof.	  Harney,	  DKL	  currently	  
owns/provides	  access	  to	  about	  50%	  of	  the	  list	  and	  only	  a	  fraction	  of	  those	  are	  in	  
electronic	  format	  (primarily	  through	  subscriptions	  to	  EngNetBase,	  Knovel	  Synthesis	  
Digital	  Library	  and	  other	  eBook	  vendor	  subscriptions).	  The	  shortfall	  of	  book	  content	  is	  
more	  significant	  than	  it	  may	  appear,	  however,	  because	  Systems	  Engineering	  relies	  on	  
published	  book	  material,	  perhaps	  more	  than	  other	  technical	  research	  areas	  do,	  due	  to	  
its	  cross-­‐disciplinary	  nature:	  books	  tend	  to	  provide	  the	  “big	  picture”	  analysis	  needed	  for	  
the	  study	  of	  systems,	  chaos,	  human	  factors,	  etc.	  	  	  
Overall,	  the	  library’s	  collections	  seem	  to	  support	  SE-­‐related	  “literature”	  adequately,	  but	  
the	  proposed	  PhD	  program	  needs	  additional	  content	  as	  detailed	  in	  Question	  3.	  
2.	  Does	  DKL	  have	  the	  essential	  journals	  as	  noted	  in	  the	  Faculty	  
Questionnaire?	  	  
Faculty	  suggested	  28	  relevant	  journal	  titles;	  DKL	  currently	  subscribes	  to	  16	  of	  them.	  	  
One	  of	  the	  most	  significant	  is	  available	  only	  to	  members	  of	  the	  core	  professional	  
association,	  International	  Council	  on	  Systems	  Engineering	  (INCOSE),	  and	  is	  not	  available	  
to	  institutional	  subscription.	  Other	  relevant	  journals	  and	  databases	  that	  are	  requested	  
to	  support	  the	  PhD	  program	  are	  detailed	  under	  Question	  3.	  
3.	  What	  new	  resources	  are	  required	  to	  support	  the	  program	  (including	  
online	  or	  other	  nonprint	  materials)?	  
Books,	  Journals	  
Book	  content:	  In	  response	  to	  Prof.	  Harney’s	  observation	  about	  the	  utility	  of	  books	  
content	  to	  SE	  research,	  we	  suggest	  the	  following	  electronic	  book	  resources:	  
Wiley	  Interscience	  eBooks.	  	  Wiley	  presents	  users	  with	  a	  large,	  browsable	  collection	  of	  
electronic	  books	  categorized	  for	  Systems	  Engineering	  and	  for	  Industrial	  Engineering	  
(especially	  useful	  for	  research	  in	  applied	  technology/case	  students	  and	  Project	  
Management.)	  Approximate	  costs	  follow	  each:	  
Systems	  Engineering;	  ($12,464)	  
Industrial	  Engineering	  ($5,188)	  
	  
-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐	  




Journal	  content.	  I	  suggest	  the	  following	  resources	  to	  supplement	  our	  journal	  collections:	  
	  
HFES	  Digital	  Library	  Current	  (Human	  Factors	  and	  Ergonomics	  Society)	  ($1205)	  
Current	  content	  from	  the	  Human	  Factors	  and	  Ergonomics	  Society	  
http://www.hfes.org/publications/ProductList.aspx?CategoryId=11	  
Includes	  these	  publications:	  
• Human	  Factors	  (1957-­‐2006)	  
• Ergonomics	  in	  Design	  (1993-­‐2006)	  
• HFES	  Annual	  Meeting	  Proceedings	  (1972-­‐2006)	  
• Journal	  of	  Cognitive	  Engineering	  and	  Decision	  Making	  (with	  current	  year	  
subscription)	  
• Reviews	  of	  Human	  Factors	  and	  Ergonomics	  (2006)	  
	  
HFES	  Digital	  Library	  Archive	  (Human	  Factors	  and	  Ergonomics	  Society)	  ($2000)	  
This	  “backlog”	  piece	  provides	  additional	  content	  for	  HFES	  publications,	  including	  those	  
the	  library	  already	  has	  some	  issues	  for,	  via	  SAGE.	  
-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐-­‐	  
Also	  suggested	  for	  subscription:	  	  	  
Complex	  Systems	  (Complex	  Systems	  Publications)	  $325	  
International	  Journal	  of	  Enterprise	  Systems	  Integration	  and	  Interoperability	  
(Indersicence	  Publications)	  $638	  
International	  Journal	  of	  General	  Systems	  (Taylor	  &	  Francis)	  $3025	  
International	  Journal	  of	  Neural	  Systems	  (World	  Scientific)	  $829	  
Journal	  of	  Biological	  Systems	  (World	  Scientific)	  $566	  
Journal	  of	  Industrial	  and	  Systems	  Engineering	  (Inderscience	  Publications)	  $949	  
Journal	  of	  Infrastructure	  Systems	  (ACSE)	  $405	  
Journal	  of	  Systems	  and	  Information	  Technology	  (Emerald)	  cost	  TBD	  
Journal	  of	  Systems	  Architecture	  (Elsevier)	  cost	  TBD	  
4.	  What	  library	  workshops,	  tutorials,	  guidance	  might	  be	  necessary	  for	  the	  
students?	  
Workshops.	  	  Library	  instruction	  and	  orientation	  customized	  for	  Systems	  Engineering	  
researchers	  is	  currently	  offered	  on	  request	  for	  the	  SE	  classroom.	  	  General	  instructional	  
products	  currently	  provided	  by	  the	  Library	  offer	  basic	  library	  literacy	  and	  research	  skills	  
and	  would	  be	  informative	  for	  Ph.D	  candidates	  in	  SE	  who	  attend	  programs	  on-­‐site.	  
Tutorials.	  	  Library-­‐provided	  video	  screencasts,	  handouts	  and	  research	  guides	  provide	  
support	  material	  for	  both	  general	  and	  customized	  sessions,	  and	  can	  stand	  alone,	  
providing	  asynchronous	  content	  at	  the	  point	  of	  need.	  The	  video	  content,	  hosted	  on	  the	  
NPS	  Video	  Portal,	  forms	  a	  part	  of	  the	  library’s	  Systems	  Engineering	  research	  guide.	  	  
Because	  of	  the	  proposed	  DL	  component	  for	  this	  program,	  downloadable	  instructional	  
material	  is	  especially	  important	  to	  bridge	  the	  gap	  DL	  students	  sometimes	  experience	  
with	  library	  instruction,	  and	  we	  recommend	  continuing	  support	  for	  the	  production	  of	  
library	  instructional	  video	  content.	  
Guidance.	  Systems	  Engineering	  has	  an	  assigned	  Subject	  Specialist	  (program	  liaison)	  
librarian.	  	  Irene	  Berry	  will	  continue	  to	  support	  Systems	  Engineering,	  but	  will	  need	  to	  be	  
alerted	  to	  new	  PhD	  candidates	  entering	  the	  program	  so	  that	  she	  can	  inform	  them	  of	  
available	  resources	  and	  services	  for	  their	  research	  and	  encourage	  them	  to	  arrange	  
research	  consultations	  as	  needed.	  
5.	  What	  is	  the	  approximate	  cost	  to	  acquire	  the	  materials	  necessary?	  Which	  
of	  these	  will	  be	  continuing	  costs?	  	  
Resource	   Approx.cost	  
Human	  Factors	  Digital	  Library:	  
Springer	  Engineering	  ebook	  Collection:	  






Approx.	  total	   $40,702	  
	   	  
Human	  Factors	  Digital	  Library	  Archive	  is	  a	  one-­‐time	  cost	  of	  $2000.	  	  All	  other	  
costs	  are	  continuing.	   	   	  
	   	   	   	  
An	  appendix	  of	  current	  resources	  for	  Systems	  Engineering	  research	  follows.	  
Appendix:	  	  
Relevant	  Databases	  for	  Systems	  Engineering	  research	  currently	  in	  place	  at	  
DKL:	  
ABI/INFORM	  Global	  [ProQuest]	   	  
AccessScience	  
ACM	  Digital	  Library	   	  
Aerospace	  &	  High	  Technology	  Database	  [CSA]	  	  
Business	  Source	  Complete	  [EBSCO]	   	  
Compendex	  
Computer	  &	  Information	  Systems	  Abstracts	  [CSA]	  
Credo	  Reference	  
DTIC’s	  STINET	  database	  	   	  
Ebrary	  
Emerald	  Fulltext	  
EnergyPortal	  Search	  (OSTI)	  
Engineering	  Village	  2	  
ENGnetBase:	  Engineering	  Handbooks	  Online	   	  
Homeland	  Security	  Digital	  Library	  [Free	  source]	   	   	  
IEEE	  Electronic	  Online	  Library	  	  
INFORMS	  Journals	  
Ingenta	   	  
InsideDefense	  	  
Internet	  &	  Personal	  Computing	  Abstracts	  [EBSCO]	   	  
Jane's	  Online	   	  
JSTOR	  
Knovel	  
NTIS	  (National	  Technical	  Information	  Service)	  	   	  
ProQuest	  Computing	   	  
ProQuest	  Research	  Library	   	  
ProQuest	  Science	  Journals	  
PubMed	   	  
Safari	  TechBooks	  Online	  
Science	  Citation	  Index	  	  
ScienceDirect	  	  
Scitopia	  SPIE	  Digital	  Library	  	  
Springer	  eBook	  Collection	  in	  Computer	  Science	  
Synthesis	  Digital	  Library	  of	  Engineering	  and	  Computer	  Science	  
Wiley	  Interscience	  (Journals	  only)	  	  
	  
Relevant	  eBooks	  providers	  currently	  in	  place	  at	  DKL:	  
	  
COMPUTER-­‐SCIENCEnetBASE	  (CRCnetBASE)	  	  
ebrary	  (ebrary)	  	  
ENGnetBASE:	  Engineering	  Handbooks	  Online	  (CRCnetBASE)	  
ITKnowledgeBASE	  (CRCnetBASE)	  	  
Jane's	  
MyiLibrary	  (Ingram	  Digital)	  	  
Safari	  Tech	  Books	  Online	  (ProQuest)	  	  
Synthesis	  Digital	  Library	  of	  Engineering	  and	  Computer	  Science	  (Morgan	  &	  Claypool)	  	  
Relevant	  Journals	  in	  Systems	  Engineering	  currently	  provided	  by	  DKL:	  
Complexity	  
EURASIP	  Journal	  of	  Bioinformatics	  and	  Systems	  Biology	  
IEEE	  [Transactions	  on]	  Systems,	  Man	  and	  Cybernetics	  
IEEE	  Systems	  Journal	  
Intelligent	  Systems	  Engineering	  
International	  Journal	  of	  General	  Systems	  [in	  paper,	  1974-­‐1991]	  
International	  Journal	  of	  Intelligent	  Systems	  
International	  Journal	  of	  Project	  Management	  	  
International	  Journal	  of	  Systems	  Science	  
Journal	  of	  Decision	  Systems	  
Journal	  of	  Intelligent	  and	  Fuzzy	  Systems	  
Journal	  of	  Intelligent	  Information	  Systems	  	  
Journal	  of	  Mathematical	  Systems,	  Estimation	  and	  Control	  
Journal	  of	  Systems	  and	  Software	  
Journal	  of	  Systems	  Engineering	  [old]	  
Journal	  of	  Systems	  Management	  
Molecular	  Systems	  Biology	  
Nonlinear	  Phenomena	  in	  Complex	  Systems	  
SIAM	  Journal	  on	  Applied	  Dynamical	  Systems	  
Software	  and	  Systems	  Modeling	  
Systems	  Engineering	  
NPS Dudley Knox Library Annual Report 2010
Overview
The Library participates in campus surveys and
launches library-specific surveys to keep in tune with
patron needs. 
NPS Customer Satisfaction Survey
Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each statement. If you
have NO KNOWLEDGE about a particular statement, please check N/A. Please answer
the following about the LIBRARY.
2009 Faculty & Staff Customer Survey
   % All
Resident
Respondents
1. Service providers understand my work requirements. 96%
2. Service providers have the knowledge and skills necessary to answer
my questions accurately.
95%
3. Service providers anticipate what my needs will be to assist me in
completing my work requirements.
95%
4. Service providers handle my questions and assist in meeting my
work requirements in a timely manner.
94%
5. Service providers make available the tools and resources I need to
meet my work requirements.
94%
6. Service providers communicate a courteous and cooperative attitude
by assisting and advising me in meeting my work requirements.
93%
7. Service providers have processes that are consistent from contact-to-
contact.
92%
8. Service providers make changes to their services based on
communication and feedback from customers.
92%
9. On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the worst and 10 being the best,




"The library deserves a 12 out of 10, minimum.  No
one is more dedicated to helping NPS faculty/students
than the Dudley Knox staff.  No one more consistently
goes out of their way to be of assistance than the
Dudley Knox staff -- to a person!" [NPS faculty]
"The library is excellent and in my experience very
responsive to faculty requests and requirements.  Ann
has consistently been particularly helpful." [NPS faculty]
"DKL is the shining example on campus for a service
organization...perhaps because they believe that they
are a service organization and act accordingly..." [NPS
staff]
"GREAT SERVICES.  DLK is constantly improving and
seeking excellence.  School liaisons (research
assistance and instructional librarians) are highly
responsive and proactive in meeting our needs."  [NPS
faculty]
"The Dudley Knox Library is outstanding. They are
constantly improving their support to us. The fine staff,
and I want to mention Greta, are the best imaginable.
And, I have extensive experience elsewhere, including
at Stanford University." [NPS faculty]
California Snapshot Day
A Day in the Life of California Libraries  (October 4, 2010)
Topic CombinedAnswer
Users  
How many people hold library cards, are
registered as users, or are authorized to use
7477
Visits to the library or information center  
How many people visited the library/information
center in person?
1135




How many items were checked out or renewed? 85
Collection use  
How many times was the library’s/information
center’s digital collection(s) accessed?
1563
How many items were retrieved from the digital
collection(s)?
4091
How many times were the library’s/information
center’s licensed databases accessed?
303
How many items were retrieved from the licensed
databases?
172
Reference questions  
How many reference questions were answered in
18
2009 Student Exit Survey




 48. The CLASSROOM and other NON-
LABORATORY facilities for my program
had the following characteristics:
Accessible
96%
 39. Databases: NPS library resources
met all my course work and research
needs.
95%
 26. NPS faculty in my program was
generally available to provide additional
assistance outside the classroom when
I needed it.
95%
 24. NPS faculty members involved me
in active and participative learning
experiences.
94%
40. Journals: NPS library resources met
all my course work and research needs.
94%
 42. Reference Assistance & Instruction:
NPS library resources met all my course
work and research.
93%
 44. Services (circulation, interlibrary
loan, course reserve, printing, etc): NPS
library resources met all my course
work and needs.
92%
 13. The tests that I took at NPS were
fair and relevant.
92%
 12. The grades I received at NPS





How many reference questions were answered
via other means, e.g., telephone, email, instant
message, mail or the web?
27
Computer use  




How many programs were held for children
and/or families (including class visits, outreach
activities, and library tours)?
N/A
How many people attended these programs? N/A
How many programs were held for teens
(including class visits, outreach activities, and
library tours)?
N/A
How many people attended these programs? N/A
How many programs were held for adults
(including library tours, outreach activities, and
presentations for others within your
organization)?
4
How many people attended these programs? 46
Tutoring, instruction, and training
How many people received bibliographic or
information literacy instruction, or training in
library resources?
43
How many people received literacy tutoring? N/A
How many people used the homework help
service?
N/A
Outside groups using the library  
How many outside groups used
library/information center property for meetings,
clubs, or other activities?
0
Feedback for future surveys  
Please provide examples of the ways staff in your
library/information center spent their time on
Snapshot Day.
0
How could the Snapshot Day survey be
improved?
0
Circulation (optional questions)  
How many inter-library loans were requested? 34
How many inter-library loans did your library fulfill
by sending items to another library?
71
How many course reserves were accessed? 33
How many items were accessed in the special
collections department(s)?
0
How many requests were fulfilled from off-site
storage facilities?
N/A
How many requests were fulfilled using your
document delivery service?
23
Computer use (optional question)
How many people used their own computer in the
library?
64
Groups using the library (optional question)





















GSBPP 46.2 25.6 3.8   2.6 19.2 2.6
GSEAS 8.9 39.3 17.9 12.5 21.4 0
GSOIS 30.0  37.8 12.2 6.7 11.1 2.2
SIGS 63.3 33.3 0 3.3 0 0
Quality of Library Service: 1999, 2004, 2007 Cohort
School Less than  Adequate Adequate
More than 
Adequate
GSBPP 0 57.7 42.3
GSEAS 3.6 58.9 37.5
GSOIS 1.1 50.0 48.9
SIGS 3.3 26.7 70.0




Number of monographic volume purchased 2,310
Number of serials purchased (Total) 23,731
   Number of electronic serials purchased 23,618
   Number of print serials purchased 113
Microform units 489,264
Audio-Visual materials 
   Cartographic 4,081
   Audio      191
   Film & Video     1,401
Staff FTE        30
Number of library presentations to groups       222
   Total number of participants           3,311
Number of reference transactions               5,366
Total Circulation (excludes reserves)        22,995
ILL
   To other libraries              5,174
   From other libraries               4,899
Number of E-Books                 82,851
Number of virtual reference transactions        2,065
Number of sessions (logins) to databases or
services
364,153
Number of searches (queries) in databases or
services   
786,309
Number of successful full-text article requests
      
168,565
Number of virtual visits (to Library’s
Website)          
293,454
Number of virtual visits to Library’s
catalog                
126,564
Number of items in library digital
collection            
 7,554




ACRL 2009 Trends and Statistics Survey 
  
      
Part 1 - Library Information 
Reporting Institution Naval Postgraduate School
Report Prepared By (Name) Valerie Moule
Title Associate University Librarian
Email Address vmoule@nps.edu
Phone Number 8316562975




Part 2: Volumes 
1.a. Volumes held June 30, 2008 634415
comments -   FY at NPS is October 1st - 30 September so this number is 
as of 30 Sept, 2008 not June 30, 2008
1.b. Volumes added during the year
1.b.(i) Volumes added gross 31025
comments -   
1.b.(ii) Volumes withdrawn during year 11880
comments -   FY09 response is correct. FY08 included very large weeding 
project.
1.b. Volumes added (b = b.i. - b.ii.) 19145
comments -   
1. Volumes held June 30, 2009: (a + b) 653560
comments -   Sept 30, 2009 not June 30th.
2. Titles held June 30, 2009 394054
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3. Number of monographic volumes purchased 2310
comments -   
4. Basis of volume count is: B
Part 3: Serials 
5.a. Number of serial titles currently purchased
5.a.i. Electronic (deduplicated) 23618
5.a.ii. Print (and other format) serials purchased 113
5.a. = 5.a.i. + 5.a.ii. 23731
comments -   FY09 response is correct. Active targets in SFX deduplicated 
via ARL document recommendation. 
5.b. Number of serial titles currently received but not purchased
5.b.i. Consortial 0
5.b.ii. Freely accessible 20849
5.b.i. Exchanges, gifts, etc. 89
5.b.ii. Government documents 65
5.b. = 5.b.i. + 5.b.ii. + 5.b.iii. + 5.b.iv. 21003
comments -   FY09 response is correct. FY09 became more aware of free 
and open access content and added it to SFX.
5. Total serials received: (a + b) 44734
comments -   
6. Government documents are included in count of Current Serials? Y
Part 3: Other Library Materials 
7. Microform units 489264
comments -   
8. Government documents not counted elsewhere 0
comments -   
9. Computer files 3497
comments -   
10. Manuscripts and Archives (linear ft) 0
comments -   
Part 3: Audiovisual Materials  
11. Cartographic 4081
comments -   
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12. Graphic 0
comments -   
13. Audio 191
comments -   
14. Film and video 1401
comments -   
Part 4: Expenditures 
15. Are the below figures reported in Canadian dollars? N
Total Library Materials Expenditures
16.a. Monographs 150746.00
comments -   
16.b. Current serials, including periodicals 1703710.00
comments -   
16.c. Other Library Materials 13612.00
comments -   
16.d. Miscellaneous 32571.00
comments -   FY09 response is correct. This year included OCLC and 
other maintenance not included FY08.
16. Total library materials: (a + b + c + d) 1900639.00
comments -   
17. Contract Binding 0.00
comments -   
Total Salary and Wages
18.a. Professional staff 1333308.00
comments -   
18.b. Support staff 932982.00
comments -   
18.c. Student assistants 0.00
comments -   
18. Total salary and wages (a + b + c) 2266290.00
comments -   
19. Fringe benefits are included in expenditures for salaries and wages? Y
20. Other operating expenditures 0.00
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comments -   
21. Total Library Expenditures = ( 16 + 17 + 18 + 20) 4166929.00
Part 4: Electronic Materials Expenditures 
22. One-time electronic resource purchases 13040.00
comments -   FY09 response is correct. FY08 amount larger due to availability of 
end of year funds
23. Ongoing electronic resource purchases (e.g., subscriptions, annual 
license fees) 1675319.00
comments -   
24. Bibliographic Utilities, Networks, and Consortia
24.a. From internal library sources 32663.00
comments -   
24.b. From external sources 39886.00
comments -   FY09 response is correct. Less funding available from external 
sources. 
25. Computer hardware and software 148735.00
comments -   
26. Document Delivery/Interlibrary Loan 0.00
comments -   
Part 5: Personnel 
Total Staff FTE
 27.a. Professional staff (FTE) 13.00
comments -   
 27.b. Support staff (FTE) 17.00
comments -   FY09 response is correct.
 27.c. Student assistants (FTE) 0.00
comments -   
27. Total staff FTE (a + b + c) 30.00
comments -   
Part 5: Staffed Service Points and Hours 
28. Number of staffed library service points 3
comments -   
29. Number of weekly public service hours 86
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comments -   
Part 5: Instruction 
30. Number of library presentations to groups 222
comments -   
30.a. Figure based on sampling? N
31. Number of total participants in group presentations reported in 
previous question 3311
comments -   
31.a. Figure based on sampling? N
Part 5: Reference 
32. Number of reference transactions 5366
comments -   
32.a. Figure based on sampling? N
Part 6: Circulation 
33. Number of initial circulations (excluding reserves) 19440
comments -   
34. Total circulations (initial and renewals, excluding reserves) 22995
comments -   
Part 6: Interlibrary Loans 
35. Total number of filled requests provided to other libraries 5174
comments -   
36. Total number of filled requests received from other libraries or 
providers 4899
comments -   
Part 6: Ph.D. Degrees and Faculty 
37. Number of Ph.D.s awarded in FY2008-09 21
38. Number of fields in which Ph.D.s can be awarded 15
39. Number of full-time instructional faculty in FY2008-09 367
comments -   
Enrollment Fall 2008 (Line numbers refer to IPEDS survey form.) 
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40. Full-time students, undergraduate and graduate 
(Add line 8, columns 
15 & 16, and line 
14, columns 15 & 
16.)
1579
comments -   
41. Part-time students, undergraduate and graduate 
(Add line 22, 
columns 15 & 16, 
and line 28, columns 
15 & 16.)
905
comments -   
42. Full-time graduate students 
(Add line 14, 
columns 15 & 16.)
1579
comments -   
43. Part-time graduate students  
(Add line 28, 
columns 15 & 16.)
905
comments -   
Part 7: Electronic Books 
44. Number of electronic books 82851
comments -   FY09 is correct. Improved reporting method
45. Expenditures for electronic books 94403.00
comments -   FY09 is correct. Improved reporting method
46. Are the above expenditures reported in Canadian dollars? N
Part 7: Use of Networked Electronic Resources and Services 
47. Number of virtual reference transactions 2065
comments -   
48. Does your library offer federated searching across networked 
electronic resources? N
49. Number of sessions (logins) to databases or services 364153
49.a. Number of resources for which you are reporting 50
comments -   
50. Number of searches (queries) in databases or services 786309
50.a. Number of resources for which you are reporting 92
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comments -   
51. Number of successful full-text article requests 168565
51.a. Number of resources for which you are reporting 23
comments -   FY09 is correct.
52. Number of virtual visits
52.a. Number of virtual visits to library's Website 293454
52.b. Number of virtual visits to library's catalog 126564
52.c. Excludes virtual visits from inside the library? Y
comments -   
Part 7: Library Digitization Activities 
53. Number and size of library digital collections
53.a. Number of collections 1
53.b. Size (in GigaBytes) 12
53.c. Items 7554
comments -   
54. Use of library digital collections
54.a. Number of times items accessed -1
54.b. Number of queries conducted -1
comments -   
55. Direct cost of digital collections construction and management
55.a. Direct cost of personnel 110135.00
55.b. Direct cost of equipment, software or contracted services 0.00
comments -   
56. Volumes held collectively 0
comments -   
Final Footnotes 
Joint-Use Facilities 
1. Does your library operate a joint-use library with any of the following:
a) Another academic institution? N
a) A public library? N
a) a K-12 school? N
a) Other (e.g. government agency, hospital, law firm)? N
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Repository 
2. Does your library have an institutional repository or participate in a consortium 
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Today's university libraries have a three-fold mission: they are gateways to
information; provide physical and virtual places for study, research and learning; and
Library personnel offer a wide range of services that support the academic and
research enterprise.  The Dudley Knox Library provides content and services to a
dynamic patron base in a rapidly changing environment. Our patrons are increasing
in numbers, changing in demographics, and diversifying in subject areas. We are
serving a growing number of civilian students and DL students as well as more PhD
programs. Institutional research activity is increasing; and we are providing more
outreach and services to alumni.  Access to information is a 24/7 global process
requiring academic and research libraries to be more nimble and flexible. 
Heightened expectations of new generations of professors and learners require that
the Library: be proactive in identifying current and anticipating future needs; creating
and implementing products and services that respond to those needs; and designing
facilities and electronic systems that enable new kinds of interaction between
information sources and information consumers.
DKL Vision Statement 
The Dudley Knox Library is a dynamic and collaborative partner with members of the
NPS community that is dedicated to advancing knowledge through integrated
resources, responsive services, library instruction, and research assistance.  We
work collegially to promote NPS’s position as a top-tier graduate-level teaching and
research institution that fosters lifelong learning.  DKL is a flexible, agile organization
that measures and continually assesses our quality, relevance and effectiveness as
we support the NPS strategic plan.
DKL Mission Statement 
Dudley Knox Library contributes to learning, research and teaching,
anytime/anywhere, through relevant and evolving collections, tools, services, and
spaces designed for NPS patrons of today and tomorrow.
DKL Goal 1:  Select and provide scholarly content relevant to NPS instructional and research needs 
DKL Goal 2:  Promote seamless access and remove barriers to collections, people, and services 
DKL Goal 3:  Create learner-centered physical and virtual spaces 
DKL Goal 4:  Assure institutional memory through a centralized repository for the NPS scholarly record and
archival materials
Connection to Naval Postgraduate School Strategic Goals
NPS Mission
 The Naval Postgraduate School is America's national security research university.
The mission of the University is to provide high-quality, relevant and unique
advanced education and research programs that increase the combat effectiveness
of the Naval Services, other Armed Forces of the U.S. and our partners, to enhance
our national security.
The Dudley Knox Library Strategic Plan reflects the mission and priorities of NPS and is aligned with NPS
strategic goals:
NPS Goal 1:  Sustain continuous improvement in the highest quality and relevance in graduate education
and research 
NPS Goal 2:  Extend education to the total force and our partners 
NPS Goal 3: Broaden national security research across the distributed campus 
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Dudley Knox Library 
Naval Postgraduate School 
http://www.nps.edu/Library/ 
 
FY10 ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT & FY11 STRATEGIC PLANNING UPDATE 
Brief for Strategic Planning Council 2011.01.25 
	  
DKL Vision Statement: 
  The Dudley Knox Library (DKL) is a dynamic collaborative partner with members of the NPS 
community and is dedicated to advancing knowledge through integrated resources, responsive services, research 
support, and instruction as we collectively work to position the university as a top-tier graduate-level teaching and 
research institution.   
 
DKL Mission Statement:  
 Dudley Knox Library contributes to learning, research and teaching, anytime/anywhere, through 
relevant and evolving collections, tools, services, and spaces designed for NPS patrons of today and tomorrow. 
DKL Strategic Goals: 
1. Select and provide scholarly content relevant to NPS instructional and research needs  
2. Promote seamless access and remove barriers to collections, people and services  
3. Create learner-centered physical and virtual spaces  
4. Assure preservation and access to institutional memory through a centralized repository for the NPS 
scholarly record and archival materials  
 
STATUS OF DKL STRATEGIC PLAN: 
• Updated mission statement 
• Revising strategic plan for next 3-5 years 
• Each Library Department prepared FY10 annual report of activities, including metrics 
• Each Library Department has FY11 working action plans that align with DKL goals 
• Dashboard and metrics monitor activities and inform decisions – a culture of assessment 
 
FY10 MILESTONES: 
• FY10 Annual Report http://libguides.nps.edu/annualreport2010	  (online and viewable in a format suitable 
for printers, screen-readers or mobile devices) 
• Annual statistical out-reporting continues to:  Provost; Strategic Planning Council; Institutional Research; 
local and national library associations 
• FY11 budget package submitted on time to NPS and IMET Planning Groups in new format, aligned with 
NPS and DKL goals 
• Ongoing staff realignment to be more innovative and respond to changing requirements  
o Hired 2 new Research Assistance and Instruction Librarians to improve outreach to faculty, 
students, staff, and alumni 
o Offsite (stationed in San Diego) “embedded” Research Assistance and Instruction Librarian 
(part-time) focuses on service to distance learners in region and elsewhere 
o As part of NPS Centennial, established Special Collections and Archives department for 
preservation and access to NPS scholarly, institutional and historical materials 
http://www.nps.edu/Library/Services/Special%20Collections/SCA.html	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o Established Electronic Resources and Digital Services Librarian positions to promote digital 
initiatives (reassigned existing staff) 
o Hired additional part-time student assistants (from MPC and CSUMB computer studies) to 
assist with Systems support, particularly in digital and mobile initiatives 
• Established a working group to create a publically accessible repository of NPS scholarly and institutional 
materials using open source software (DSpace) 
• Metadata services focused on rapidly processing and making accessible new books and resources, 
particularly for course reserves and capstone students 
• Retrospective reload and overlay of all content metadata into international OCLC database and local 
online catalog (http://bosun.nps.edu) to expand access to resources  
• WorldCat Local pilot empowers patrons to search and request materials from DKL and beyond using “the 
cloud” http://nps.worldcat.org/  
• Major physical weeding project of outdated materials involved many staff to identify, pull, remove 
records, and ship materials offsite for other libraries to select from our weeded materials 
• Library systems continually upgraded tools, servers and services to improve patron experience 
• Continued to revitalize and refurbish physical spaces with data, power, equipment and furniture 
• Increased collaboration and communications with other academic military and regional library directors 
to share best practices and leverage limited resources 
• Continued focus on outreach to faculty, distance learners, and international students 




• Continued emphasis on a “culture of assessment” throughout the organization 
• Major overhaul of processes for gathering, reporting, and using statistics for management decisions 
• Improving use of collaborative and open source software for administrative and public services 
• Continued focus on acquiring access to relevant current and historical information in e-format 
• Ongoing communications with various stakeholders, including: Student Council; Deans and Chairs; 
Individual faculty and others 
• Ongoing reporting for NPS New Program Review, Academic Program Reviews, and accreditation 
• Pilot DSpace institutional repository moving along (launch expected FY11) 
• Building mobile interface to DKL website and eResources 
• Branding and identity project – a new look and feel for DKL logo and work products 
 
CHALLENGES: 
• Annual price increases for subscriptions and services (average 9%) continue to greatly exceed our budget 
allocations and Navy inflation rates (~3%) 
• No budget process to fund Library requirements for those resources identified as part of new program 
review, academic program review, and accreditation processes 
• Keeping staff knowledge, skills and abilities up-to-date in ever more technical environment 
o Difficulty with federal hiring process resulted in long vacancies and failed searches  
o Continued reliance on “temporary” student workers for critical positions 
o Reaching the critical mass of skilled workers to move projects along (“one deep” means same 
people are doing too much) 
o Cross training and sharing technical knowledge and skills among critical positions that are “one 
deep” 
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• Physical plant issues 
o No budget process for “small capital” project to convert print collection space to patron space 
(requires significant investment in eResources, plus purchase of compact mobile shelving, 
followed by weeding/integrating remaining print collection, then remodeling space for student 
study space) 
o Ongoing physical plant problems (locks, leaks, HVAC, sewage, deferred maintenance) impact 
patrons, staff, and building tenants 
o Creating space for a coffee lounge/24 hour room 
• Copyright, digital rights management, and fair use 
• Knowledge management and data management for coming generations 
 
FY10 ACHIEVEMENTS (BY DKL STRATEGIC GOAL):   
 
1. Select and provide scholarly content relevant to NPS instructional and research needs  
 
a. FY10 Budget & FY11 Budget mapped to Strategic Plan (including budget reductions) 
b. Library Impact Statements created for 3 New Program Reviews to identify appropriate 
resources/infrastructure necessary to support new programs (Cost Estimating and Analysis – Master’s 
and DL; Systems Engineering – PhD) 
c. Library reports created in support of 2 Academic Program Reviews (Math, Meteorology) 
d. Library reports created in support of ABET and Western Association of Schools and Colleges 
accreditations 
e. Usage analysis (print and e-resources, journals and databases) another tool that is critical to collection 
selection/management decisions (for example, journal cancellation proposal sent to faculty resulted in 
~$140,000 worth of cancellations of low-use resources, freeing calendar year 2010 dollars for other 
uses; by end of year DKL had procured ~$500,000 worth of new e-books, journal backfiles and 
databases that support current and future instructional and research needs) 
f. Analysis of interlibrary borrowing and in-house document delivery to determine gaps in collection, 
recommend additions, and pay copyright royalties  
g. Significantly expanded access to eResources, including >130,000 eBooks  
h. Focus on NPS-created scholarly content  
a. Electronic theses/dissertations/technical reports processed and made available shortly after 
release via digital library 
b. Topical- or service-based compilations provided upon request 
c. Project underway to create an online institutional repository to permanently house documents 
(including NPS, CIVINS, and SMART capstone projects, theses, dissertations, technical 
reports) 
d. Resource lists and bibliographies routinely created at faculty/leadership request (including 
DoD) (ex: Haiti earthquake; greta’s links – widely distributed blog of Navy/DoD resources; 
A member of the Research Assistance and Instruction team provided a Meteorology professor 
with citations to NPS publications on various aspects of climate change, to be used by the 
Oceanographer of the Navy to help meet “the DOD need for climate related research, 
development, education, and information to support DOD operations.” 
i. Participated in a multi-institutional study of how faculty integrate scholarly resources into Sakai 
course management system (members: NPS, Berkeley, Stanford, Harvard, Indiana, Johns Hopkins, 
Michigan, Yale, and others) 
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2. Promote seamless access and remove barriers to collections, people, and services  
 
a. New/expanded services:   
i. Added 6 more nights of “extended hours” during finals week per student (number of students 
using service increased 18% over FY09) 
ii. Systems staff provide computer triage for incoming students at the Circulation Desk the first 
2 weeks of classes 
iii. E-Week workshops offered to reach patrons who have “elective” time during E-Week  
iv. More “external” library workshops delivered in the classroom or via Elluminate/VTC as part 
of faculty’s syllabus (vs. internal workshops in the Library) reaches more students 
v. Dudley Knox Library Channel on the NPS Video Portal 
http://www.nps.edu/video/portal/Channel.aspx?enc=BhtPFFWzZVZTITV%2bXL8Dy1thd76ePc9p 
b. Increased outreach to distance learners  
i. San Diego embedded Librarian offered Library workshops via Elluminate nights and 
weekends 
ii. Routine reference/instruction visits to NCR (CHDS cohorts) 
iii. Working with CED3, SE, Python, and ITACs to identify DL students and improve 
communications  
iv. Number of DL students taking library workshop increased 104% over FY09 
v. Discussions with military librarians at sites where NPS DL students are employed – looking 
for collaborative opportunities 
c. Sophisticated patrons asking questions more difficult results in Librarians spending in-depth time 
with patrons (increased % of research/consultation services versus general reference questions) 
d. Patron-centered tools being implemented to improve “discovery to delivery” of relevant information 
(examples include: WorldCat local; DSpace institutional repository; multi-lingual databases)  
e. Focus on patron-initiated activities:   
i. Self check-out of DKL owned materials (17% of all transactions) 
ii. Direct borrowing from other libraries (19% of total interlibrary borrowing requests) 
iii. Desktop delivery to patrons of interlibrary loan articles (up 29% from FY10) 
f. Improved discovery of and access to Library collections (print and online) 
i. Continued emphasis on high quality metadata for NPS-authored and licensed scholarly 
content  
ii. Added thousands of URLs to records, improved discovery and enhanced online access to 
information  
iii. Piloting new web search interfaces to allow simultaneous searching of DKL and global 
library resources and better identify availability and format -- WorldCat 
iv. General Collection (sections B, C, D, E, Government Documents, and Archives) weeded and 
reorganized to improve patron browsing and access (~4.6 TONS of materials, representing    
>5,000 titles withdrawn from collection) 
g. Added new power/data ports throughout DKL public spaces for patron use 
h. Restricted Resources and Services (RRS)   
i. Network upgraded to T1  
ii. Participated on NPS-Classified Computing Committee and resulting report/action items 
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iii. RRS team continues to improve access to limited distribution/classified NPS content on 
SIPR- and JWICS networks 
1. Library Technician hired for RRS 
2. RRS Librarian cataloged all theses in SCIF for years 2000-2010 
3. RRS Librarian significant advisor on processes and implications for classifying and 
de-classifying NPS-created scholarly content 
4. White paper shared with Vice President and Dean of Research and ITAR Team 
5. Pilot project for a digital library underway 
i. DKL partners with NPS students and faculty for case studies and projects: 
i. Knowledge Superiority course case study on DKL (Professor Mark Nissen) 
ii. Established “Knox Talks”: a series of monthly invited faculty brown bag lectures for DKL 
staff 
j. Continual review and assessment of library systems and services – from workshops to course-specific 
feedback 
3. Create learner-centered physical and virtual spaces 
 
a. Statistics UP in every area of the library:  
i. Daily onsite/virtual visits remained steady with higher gate counts than FY09 thanks to recent 
improvements (average 907 physical and 1,274 virtual visitors each day) 
ii. Reference questions down 2% from FY09, but more time was spent on more difficult 
consultations 
iii. Instructional hours remained steady but more were delivered “in the classroom” (physical and 
virtual) rather than “in the Library”; there was a 104% increase in the number of distance 
learning students taking workshops 
i. Document delivery from our collections - 21% increase over FY 2009 
ii. Interlibrary borrowing from other libraries  - 29% increase over FY 2009 
iii. Physical items circulated - 2% increase over FY 2009 
iv. Hard copy academic course reserves circulated - 14% of total FY10 circulation 
v. High utilization of student collaborative/conference rooms – average occupied 5-8 hours/day 
and many evenings 
vi. Students taking advantage of extended hours DOUBLED over FY09 – they asked us to add 
more days of extended hours and we added 6 more days to rave reviews 
b. Growth in Alumni DKL Access 11% in FY10 (~15% international alumni; Top countries: US, 
Turkey, Greece, Singapore, Korea, Philippines, Pakistan, Spain, Germany, Hungary, Romania) 
c. Major furniture and equipment upgrades in information commons and patron areas 
d. Added >150 data and electrical outlets for patron use  
e. Developed building-wide signage program (installation in early FY11) 
f. Continued emphasis on mobile and social networking tools and services, including:  Text A 
Librarian; launched DKL Facebook page; created more online instructional videos and tutorials on 
DKL website and NPS Video Portal; greta’s links (blog); 1,000’s of URLs added to the BOSUN 
public catalog; significant growth in the number of e-books and online journal backfiles; and 
Playaway audio books;  
g. DKL always in Top 10 most positive things about NPS in Student Exit Surveys 
h. DKL scored “9 out of 10” in December 2009 NPS Customer Satisfaction Survey 
i. Monthly reports and regular brief to the Student Council keep us connected with our patrons  
j. Special Collections and Archives (SCA) created 
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i. Space assigned and outfitted with archival storage units and protective glass finishes 
ii. >515 Rare Books catalogued and made accessible from local and international OCLC 
databases; 360 on display in SCA Reading Room 
iii. Equipment allows for digitizing of images and files on demand 
iv. Arizona Garden stabilization and restoration project (with funding from the Thomas Doud 
4. Assure preservation and access to institutional memory through a centralized repository for the NPS 
scholarly record and archival materials  
 
a. Funds identified to begin retrospective digitization of >10,000 NPS documents in FY11 so originals 
can be preserved in NPS Archives 
b. Institutional Repository pilot underway to create a central repository for NPS-authored content using 
open source software (DSpace) 
c. Created Special Collections and Archives (SCA) department 
i. Appropriate glass coverings and archival storage units installed 
ii. Retrospective cataloguing of Rare Books and creation of SCA Reading Room 
http://bosun.nps.edu/uhtbin/cgisirsi.exe/x/0/0/5/?location=RAREBOOK 
iii. Exhibits, lectures, tours and presentations to internal and outside groups reached >900 people 
iv. Ongoing research uncovering important facts and documents about NPS and its predecessors 
v. Arizona garden stabilization and restoration project (funded by the Thomas Doud, Sr. and 
Anita M. Doud Fund I of the Community Foundation of Monterey) in conjunction with NPS 
Foundation Inc. 
1. Numerous volunteers doing studies of historic maps, images, and beds 
2. 2 West Point Cadets interned in Summer 2010 to help create GIS overlays of historic 
maps with current conditions 
d. Major Events 
i. Centennial – Library materials locked in NPS time capsule 
ii. Face in Space – Library staff picture sent up with NASA Mission STS-133 (launch 
rescheduled to 2011) https://faceinspace.nasa.gov/STS133.aspx 
iii. Wozencraft Memorial Tribute - On June 17, 2010, the Dudley Knox Library and Armed 
Forces Communications & Electronics Association (AFCEA) presented a Lifetime 
Achievement Award to Frances Trask Wozencraft in honor of the pioneering work ranging 
from the fundamental science of sequential decoding to military operational programs such as 
command, control and communications by her late husband, John McReynolds “Jack” 
Wozencraft, a former NPS Dean of Research. Participants in the memorial tribute. Dr. Irwin 
Jacobs, Chairman of the National Academy of Engineering and a co-author with Wozencraft 
on the seminal book, Principles of Communications Engineering, was among the program 
participants, which also included noted pioneering scientists: Tom Kailath, Robert Kahn, 
Jerome Elkind and David Forney. 
iv. Special Exhibits:  Fleet Admiral Chester Nimitz (in collaboration with CED3); USS Arizona 




DUDLEY KNOX LIBRARY ACCESS SERVICES 
FISCAL YEAR 2010 
 





In support of the School’s Mission and Goals to sustain continuous improvement in the 
quality and relevance of our graduate education and research programs (Goal 1), extend 
education to the Total Force and to our global partners (Goal 2), and seek operational 
excellence in financial, business, administrative and support areas (Goal 4), the Access 
Services Unit adopted the following goals for FY 2010: 
 
o Weed, shelf-read, shift collections – ongoing with focus on severely impacted 
collections areas. 
 
o Upgrade to ILLiad 8 – schedule training (dependent upon readiness [by the vendor] 
of Bookeye scanner upgrade); upgrade the Bookeye scanner 
 
o Prepare for upgrade to Sirsi 3.3 
 
o Participate with both internal and external committees and task groups 
 
o Continue the project to evaluate Media collections  
 
o Simplify and reorganize Excel files for unit metrics 
 
o Update unit webpages and policies pages 
 
o Continue the SharePoint Knowledge Base project; reorganize and expand the 
Enterprise SharePoint site 
 
o Explore software options/vendors for electronic reserves and address 
policy/procedure issues associated with electronic reserves 
 
o Explore an inventory system for physical collections 
 
 
FY 2010 highlights for the work unit include… 
 
Weeding/Surveying of Books and Materials: 
 
In FY 2010 the General Collection sections B, C, D, & E were weeded, with section E and 
the “Archives” currently a work in progress.  This has been a library-wide effort involving 
Collection Development staff to identify items for removal, Technical Services staff to 
update catalog records, and Access Services staff to do the physical removal of materials 



























9/30/2010 232 123 25 875   
 
6/11/2010 630 142 65 2275   
 
4/7/2010 421 206 21 735   
 
2/2/2010 2480 428 80 2800   
 
10/23/2009 1333 308 73 2555   
 
Total 5096 1207 264 9240 4.62 
 
*Average weight per box = 35 pounds 
Data collected and maintained by Marlon Wilson 
 
 
Collection Development (CD): 
 
An important feature with ILLiad is the ability to track journal use to maintain compliance 
with Copyright rules and regs.  As titles reached the CONTU Guidelines “rule of 5”, journal 
title lists were presented to the CD Manager and the Library was able to expand its 
coverage of African Affairs and Business Asia and to purchase “prepaid” transactions from 
Elsevier.  From ILLiad we are able to extract reports detailing volume/year and user data 
for each journal title to show what Library users are requesting and to better inform the 
collection development process. 
 
The Library is now registered with the Copyright Clearance Center’s “pay-per-use” service 
to facilitate copyright invoice payment at the end of the calendar year. 
 






ILLiad 7.4 and Bookeye Scanner: 
 
Systems staff moved the ILLiad pages to our new Library webpage template and with that 
change, the “Subscribe to Alerts” and “Subscribe to Notifications” features were turned 
on.  Notifications are shown below (a chronological listing of every email notification 
received by the patron).  I saw a good use of Alerts at one of the ILLiad Conference poster 






A visit with CSUMB Systems and ILL staff in the spring resulted in the successful 
implementation of the FTP server and ultimately the full functionality of Odyssey for our 
DKL ILL processes.  In April, working with Sirsi, Sergio and Jonathon were successful in 
getting our Z39.50 feature to populate ILLiad Lending requests with call number and shelf 
status.  Thanks go to Jonathon and Sergio for their continued work with staff and tech 
support to enable the successful implementations of the FTP server, Odyssey and Z39.50 
searching.  With ILL requests on the increase, these time-saving features are essential to 
the efficiency of our ILL operation.  Below is a screen shot of the FTP server showing 
documents held locally (on the left side of the image) and our ability to move them to the 
remote server (on the right side of the image) for direct posting to patrons’ ILLiad 





The Bookeye scanner was upgraded to enable compatibility with ILLiad 8.  ILLiad is on 
track to be upgraded to version 8.0.10.0 in December.  Staff will be able to work with 





BOSUN was successfully upgraded in December 2009.  Thanks to Daryle and Sergio for 
their work on this project.  As a result of the upgrade, it was discovered that the user load 
templates required reconfiguration.  This also affected the alumni load template.  After a 
good deal of concentrated work, issues were resolved and we were able to successfully 
load students prior to their arrival in January. 
 
 
Committee Participation and Collaborations: 
 
Irma continues to represent the Library at the MOBAC ILL Committee meetings and works 
to prepare MOBAC statistics for the consortium. 
 
Access Services staff prepared and distributed the flyer for the DKL-hosted MOBAC 
Resource Sharing Workshop that took place, April 13, 2010, 1:00 pm – 5:00 pm.  Michael 
Ahern (OCLC) presented OCLC’s Web-scale Management Services; Ellen Pastore (MPL) 
presented her findings on ILLiad ILL management software and innovative Interfaces’ 
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INN-Reach product; CSUMB and DKL staff spoke about ILLiad and presented a detailed 
demonstration.  The workshop was well attended by 21 member library staff representing 
12 member libraries (and one person from the Santa Clara City Library).  Zooey, Jaqui, 
Angela and Cara were able to demo the ILLiad staff client and Bookeye scanner. 
 
Irma continues to lead the Furniture Task Group working with Mary Ann Watson and Doris 
Williams to explore and recommend furnishings for the Library and also participates with 
the Library’s Signage Committee. 
 
The Statement of Work to expand Data and Power throughout the Library was updated 
and work was completed in October 2010.  This effort added 217 data ports and a number 
of electrical receptacles as the next steps to adding messaging displays to the entry and 
lobby areas and upgraded furniture throughout the Library.  What began as a temporary 
relocation of computer equipment to other areas of the Library while furniture work was in 
progress for the Information Commons area, ended with the addition of approximately 12 
computers for public area use.  Next steps will involve acquiring the necessary switches 
and components to enable activation of all of the new data ports. 
 





Zooey is participating with the WorldCat Local group to implement and roll out WorldCat 
Local to our user community via the Library webpage. 
 
Daryle represents Access Services on the BOSUN Committee and we look forward to 
working out the kinks of our catalog and improving general funtionality. 
 
Evening/weekend staff assumed responsibility for monitoring “Text-A-Librarian”.  A nice 
collaboration with Reference that extends the hours of availability of the service. 
 
There was a library-wide effort (with nearly 70% staff participation) in the summer to 
take advantage of a scheduled power outage to clean the public areas of the Library… a 
very successful event that left the Library sparkling for the start of the new quarter in 
July. 
 
A summer project accomplished by our summer student hires – Neilsa Seivwright, Allison 
Nkwocha, Nina Berry – was to inventory the basement periodicals collection.  This 
continues as a work in progress to add electronic holdings to the list to enable Collection 
Development staff to review the collection for weeding. 
 
Watch for coming changes to our Media Room.  New furniture has arrived, data and power 
are in place and we await computer equipment to enable use of the newspaper databases 
in that room AND the addition of approximately 100 Playaway titles to be added to the 
approximately 100 new DVD titles that were added earlier in the year.  These are popular 





At the end of FY 2010, we put forward a request to purchase Sirsi’s PocketCirc to facilitate 
mobile circulation and possibly serve as an inventory tool for the collections.  Training will 
be scheduled. 
 
We will continue to explore Electronic Reserves, seeking compatibility with the School’s 
Sakai open source course management system. 
 
Our SharePoint sites continue to expand as we update and add procedures and 
documents.  We look forward to training so that we can better utilize SharePoint. 
 
 
Changes in Staffing and Work Responsibilities: 
 
Sherri’s February appointment was extended another year.  Tenly Connor joined the 
Library and supports Circ 3-4 hours/week.  We welcomed Ann Hay in July.  We welcomed 
Erica Nkwocha and Allison Greene in September. 
 
Cara’s September appointment was extended another year.  Although Access Services bid 
farewell to Cara at the end of February, she continued to support us at the Circ Desk 3 
hours each week. 
 
We were fortunate to have Allison Nkwocha, Nina Berry, Neilsa Sevwright, and Isaias 
Gallardo join us for the summer and were able to accomplish a number of significant 
projects with the collections... inventorying, weeding, shifting and lots of cleaning. 
 
We bid farewell to Jaqui in June and to Angela in August.  We are working to bring in new 
staff under the NCIP program in FY 2011. 
 
Hired under the Military Spouse Program, Darilyn (Dahl) Mina, who was scheduled to join 
us in September, ultimately began work in November. 
 
Marlon continues to support RRS on a regular basis.  He is responsible for the scheduling 
and operation of the industrial paper disintegrator/pulping machine, properly disposing of 
all shredded waste in compliance with established security procedures.  Marlon also 
manages many of the day-to-day building requirements submitting work requests to 
Public Works. 
 





On-The-Spot Awards were presented to: 
 
Cara Key in recognition and appreciation of her work to create the Access Services 
SharePoint Site Knowledge Base http://dklsp/teams/access/kb/default.aspx . 
 
Mary Ann Watson and Doris Williams for their work with the Furniture Working 
Group.  The “Library as Place” is quickly becoming a warm and welcoming 




Brenden Baca for his initiative to prepare a plan to guide the process for power 
outages. 
 
Marlon Wilson, Hyon Chong, Jaqui Hope for their work with shifting large sections of 
the General Collection to enable various projects (including HVAC) to proceed on 
schedule. 
 
Matt White who quickly come up to speed with the Government Purchase Card 
process and the Library’s acquisitions process. 
 
Angela Taylor who kept a cool head and took prompt action to extinguish a small 
fire in an ashtray receptacle and avert what could have quickly become a 
dangerous situation. 
 
Certificates of Appreciation were presented to: 
 
Zooey Lober, Sam Hornbeck, Daryle Carlson, Marlon Wilson, Brenden Baca, 
Jonathon Reedy, Angela Taylor, Cara Key, Jaqui Hope for their contributions to a 
successful presentation of DKL’s ILLiad Interlibrary Loan & Document Delivery 
processes for the MOBAC Resource Sharing workshop. 
 
Ann Jacobson, Brenden Baca, Carlos Villanueva, Glen Koue, Irene Berry, Jonathon 
Reedy, Jeff Rothal, Judit Sedillos, Sergio Topete for stepping forward to staff the 
Circulation Desk on a regular basis.  Reference staff covered the Circ Desk during 
our every-other-Friday Access Services meetings (Tenly now offers this service for 
us).  Systems Staff have offered support from the Circ Desk the first week of each 
new quarter. 
 
Angela Taylor, Jeff Rothal, Marlon Wilson, Sherri McMullin, Zooey Lober for stepping 
forward to staff Extended Hours during finals week each quarter. 
 
Jonathon Reedy and Sergio Topete for ongoing work with ILLiad. 
 
Daryle Carlson for his work with Kuali and the Government Purchase Card program. 
 
Yolie Kerr for her willingness to quickly step forward (always with very little 
advanced notice) and prepare the Library for opening on those weekday mornings 
when Circulation staff are unable to do so.  
 
 
Workshops and Training: 
 
Staff attended conferences and workshops throughout the year.  These included Internet 
Librarian, ILLiad International Conference, Library-sponsored brown bags, MOBAC-
sponsored workshops, and various NPS Staff Development Committee-sponsored events. 
 
Staff completed a variety of required training that included ESAMS, Security Awareness 
and Information Assurance.  Training with the Defense Travel System, NSPS and the 





Resource Sharing and Collaboration: 
 












 Staff volunteered to staff the Library’s table at the quarterly New Student Fair. 
 
 Staff continue to actively participate with MOBAC through resource sharing and 






FY 2010 statistics were prepared for the MOBAC ILL Committee along with comprehensive 
analyses for borrowing, lending, articles and loans, within system, out-of-system, etc.  
Irma will continue to populate with FY 2011 data. 
 
Statistics and meeting notes are posted to the MOBAC staff intranet: 
http://www.mobac.org/members/index.shtml  Select Interlibrary Loan from the list of 
COMMITTEES > click on Documents > scroll down to Statistics. 
 
Below are charts representing MOBAC Within System Borrowing and Within System 
Lending (items borrowed and lent between MOBAC member libraries) for State FY 
2009/10 (July 1 through June 30).  Note that (Chart 1) DKL (NPS) ranks first in MOBAC 
Borrowing with UC Santa Cruz ranking first in MOBAC Lending (Chart 2).  Charts 3 and 4 
represent increases/decreases in within system Borrowing and Lending for State FY 2009 
and FY 2010.  As a System, we have felt the loss of both Monterey Public and Santa Cruz 


















Extracted from ILLiad, the following represent Dudley Knox Library’s Borrowing and 
Lending data broken down into Articles (non-returnable items) and Loans (returnable 
items) for MOBAC for Federal FY 2010 (October 1 through September 30). 
 




RAW DATA for ITEMS BORROWED from MOBAC Libraries FY 2010 
Status Articles Loans Total 
Submitted 124 890 1014 
Cancelled 0 2 2 
In Process 1 0 1 
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Filled 123 888 1011 
 




RAW DATA for ITEMS LENT to MOBAC Libraries FY 2010 
Status Articles Loans Total 
Submitted 43 122 165 
Cancelled 9 35 44 
Conditionalized 0 0 0 
In Process 0 0 0 
Filled 34 87 121 
 
 
California State Library 
 
The Dudley Knox Library participates with the California State Library’s ILL/TBR 
(transaction based reimbursement) program.  In FY 2010 we received $494.95 in 
reimbursement funds that were used to support Interlibrary Loan and Document Delivery.  
Subject to Department of Finance concurrence, in August 2010 the Library of California 
Board approved an ILL/TBR reimbursement rate of $6.35 (increased from $5.99 in State 
FY 09) per eligible transaction for the 2009/10 fiscal year.  A percentage – 85% 
(increased from 80% in State FY 09) - is withheld from each quarterly reimbursement 
payment, with a 5th payment distributed at the end of the fiscal year based upon funds 
remaining in the TBR appropriation. 
 
The chart below represents California public libraries to which we lent materials during 













Loans to California Public Libraries – Federal FY 2010 
Symbol Library Name Requests Filled Percent 
ORK Orange County Public Library 64 29.77% 
JRB Monterey County Free Libraries 25 11.63% 
SFR San Francisco Public Library 20 9.30% 
SJP San Jose Public Library 18 8.37% 
PAK Pacific Grove Public Library 15 6.98% 
JTO Ventura County Library 13 6.05% 
WTX Watsonville Public Library 8 3.72% 
JQW County of Los Angeles Public Library 6 2.79% 
JTE San Mateo Public Library 5 2.33% 
JRV San Benito County Free Library 4 1.86% 
SPU Salinas Public Library 4 1.86% 
CPP Pasadena Public Library 3 1.40% 
JQS Harrison Memorial Library 3 1.40% 
PVL Palos Verdes Library District 3 1.40% 
CGI Torrence Public Library 2 .93% 
FUP Fullerton Public Library 2 .93% 
JTH Sonoma County Library 2 .93% 
JUA Benicia Public Library 2 .93% 
RRT Valle Vista Branch Library 2 .93% 
CBL San Bernadino County Library 1 .47% 
CCP Carlsbad City Library 1 .47% 
CGG San Marino Public Library 1 .47% 
CGL Glendale Public Library 1 .47% 
CRP Riverside Public Library 1 .47% 
CVL Chula Vista Public Library 1 .47% 
EHU Humboldt County Library 1 .47% 
JQQ Escondido Public Library 1 .47% 
JRS Sacramento Public Library 1 .47% 
JRW Santa Barbara Public Library 1 .47% 
JTB San Diego Public Library 1 .47% 
RBP Redondo Beach Public Library 1 .47% 
RMQ Rancho Mirage Public Library 1 .47% 
SNR San Rafael Public Library 1 .47% 
    Total: 215   














RAW DATA for LOANS to CALIFORNIA PUBLIC LIBRARIES – FY 2010 
Status Articles Loans Total 
Submitted 94 232 326 
Cancelled 39 72 111 
Conditionalized 0 0 0 
In Process 0 0 0 







Working with CED3 staff, the Library prepared a poster exhibit of Fleet Admiral Chester 
William Nimitz (1885-1966) for the annual Battle of Midway Dining Out held in June 2010.  
This is another example of collaboration and outreach and inspired the acquisition of a 
color poster printer for the Library to encourage and support future endeavors. 
 
The Library received an anonymous donation of silverware salvaged from the wardroom of 

























(Photo of the new Information Commons October 2010) 
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During the time between the two photos there was a tremendous amount of planning and 
work to weed and shift collections, remove shelving, replace carpeting, select furniture, 
expand data and power, purchase new equipment… every person in the Library can feel 
proud of the impact our contributions have made.  And, of course, there is more to be 
done, but we have made a great start. 
 
The next phases of work should include: 
 
• Switches and components to activate expanded data throughout the Library 
• 3 wall-mounted messaging systems (2 for the entry and 1 for the lobby area) 
• Collaborative equipment for room 258 
• Computers for viewing newspaper databases in the Media Room 
• Replacement flatbed scanner for public use 
• Upgraded furniture and study carrels 





Throughout the year we received general notes of thanks as well as thesis & dissertation 
acknowledgements from NPS students, staff, faculty and other libraries.  
Acknowledgements have been included with monthly reports, but the following comments 
provide a sense of the variety of customers we serve and their perceptions of the quality 
of service received: 
 
January 4, 2010 
From Defense Analysis faculty to Daryle for his work with course reserves: 
 
Dear Daryle, many thanks for your excellent work. 
 
January 7, 2010 
From an NSA DL student 
 
Throughout my time in the CHDS master’s program the ILL staff have been 
amazingly helpful and timely. They have always been able to get me what I need 
and been in good communication with me. If you get the chance, please pass on 
my thanks. They are appreciated. 
 
January 8, 2010 
From Restricted Resources & Services staff to Marlon Wilson 
 
Thank you for all the shredding you did over the break. That back corridor was 
really becoming awkward, and you managed to do a huge amount of shredding and 
really improved access to those shelf ranges. As I probably mentioned, one of my 
pet peeves with our getting all this shredding is that it makes it difficult to access 
those shelves and move in that hallway, and the work you did really helped in 
restoring some room. Thank you, again. 
 
January 14, 2010 
From a DL Student in the Human Systems Integration Program 
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You have no idea how great this E-mail is!!! I just recently had an NMCI meltdown - 
my office computer that I use for school just died!! I lost most of the initial 
information I got for the first week of this course.  What you have supplied here 
was one of my concerns.  Thank you very much, you have no idea how great this 
is!!   ;} 
 
January 21, 2010 
From an NSA DL Student 
 
I am a current student in the CHDS Master's program and wanted to relay my 
experiences concerning my dealings with the library staff. Thus far, I have made a 
number of requests in regards to research, as well as requesting books through 
Dudley Knox or inter-library loan. Anytime I make such a request, I receive a 
response in short order. The requested material is then delivered to me in an 
expedient manner. I have nothing but positive comments to offer concerning the 
library staff, the services that they provide, and the assistance they have offered 
me. Overall, it has aided in making my overall learning experience a very positive 
one.  Thank you. 
 
February 12, 2010 
From the Illinois College of Optometry Library 
 
Thanks so much for your quick response - he needed this item really quickly and I 
so appreciate all your efforts to get it to us so fast. 
 
February 12, 2010 
From an NSA Student 
 
By the way, thanks very much for your help with these research materials. I know 
I'm adding a lot to your workload, but I appreciate the effort - these resources are 
very useful! Kind regards. 
 
August 20, 2010 
From an NSA Student 
 
Thank you for spending so much time on this request including emailing the author. 
 I’ve certainly benefited from the speed at which the ILL staff has processed all my 
requests and appreciate how essential that has been to my thesis research. 
 
September 7, 2010 
From an NSA DL Student 
 




Book acknowledgements from NPS faculty during FY 2010: 
 
Privatizing Welfare in the Middle East: Kin Mutual Aid Associations in 
Jordan and Lebanon.  Anne Marie Baylouny 
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“… Thanks go to the interlibrary loan and research staff at Knox Library, Irma Fink, 
Zooey Lober, and Greta Marlatt.  My numerous requests were always met 
graciously.” 
 
Wave Forces on Offshore Structures. Turgut “Sarp” Sarpkaya 
 
“…Finally, I am truly grateful to Mrs. Irma Fink, Ms. Greta Marlatt, and Mr. Jeff 
Rothal, who have found and delivered with incredible speed hundreds of references.  
For all these I express to them and the Naval Postgraduate School my special 
gratitude.” 
 
The Grand Design: Strategy and the U.S. Civil War.  Donald Stoker 
 
“…Two indispensable helpers were the Dudley Knox Library’s Zooey Lober and Irma 






Interlibrary Loan (ILL) data analyses continue to be revised to incorporate data available 
to us through ILLiad and to reflect the three distinct operational areas: Borrowing, 
Document Delivery (DD), Lending.  For Borrowing & DD we are able to show the number 
of requests by NPS School as well as patron-type.  DD reflects items “filled in house” and 
provided to Distance Learners as well as to on-site faculty, staff and students.  Lending 
statistics provide detail regarding filled versus unfilled requests.  With Odyssey, we have 
the ability to “trust” other Odyssey lenders.  This means that for lenders set to “trust,” 
items delivered by them will go directly to the borrower without the need for staff 
intervention.  Improved turn-around and reduced staff time are among the benefits 
reported by libraries that have implemented this feature.  Direct Request has further 
simplified the borrowing process for our NPS user community and we look forward to 
seeing the impact that WorldCat Local will have on ILL once that feature rolls out. 
 
Excel files for the data presented below are posted to the Access Services SharePoint site 
http://dklsp/teams/access/default.aspx  See STATISTICS and appropriate process and 
year (ie, Circulation 2010, ILL 2010, etc.).  
 
As mentioned earlier, a special thank you to Jonathon and Sergio for their efforts to 
improve our ILLiad functionality.  The FTP Server, Odyssey and Z39.50 searching have all 














ILL BORROWING – FY 2010 
 
An item of interest: 
 
On the hard-to-find list… we were able to obtain a 2006 thesis from Stellenbosch 
University in South Africa. Conflict and peace in Burundi : exploring the cause(s) 
and nature of the conflict and prospects for peace.  Mokoena, Benjamin P.  2006 
 
 
Interlibrary Loan Borrowing represents items borrowed from other institutions for our NPS 
faculty, staff and students (including Distance Learning students).  We are able to run 
reports for item type, user type, school, filled/unfilled requests and more as shown below. 
 
 




RAW DATA for BORROWING FILL RATES – FY 2010 
Status Articles Loans Total 
Submitted 3373 3592 6965 
In Process 7 3 10 
Filled 3156 3270 6426 





































































































































































































Interlibrary Loan Borrowing - GSEAS

































































































Interlibrary Loan Borrowing - SIGS
Percent of Total Requests by User
Academic Year 2010
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MOST REQUESTED JOURNALS – FY 2010 
INTERLIBRARY LOAN BORROWING 
MOST REQUESTED JOURNALS - FY 2010 
Journal Name Department/Curric 
Number of 
Requests 
China report = Chung-kuo t?ung hsu¨n. 699 19 
Journal of forensic sciences. Physics 10 
Public relations review. 698 10 
Energy policy. 687 9 
Electoral studies. NationalSecurityAffairs 8 
Ethnopolitics. NationalSecurityAffairs 8 
Journal of hydraulic engineering. Oceanography 8 
Safety science. OperationsResearch 8 
The Round table. 681 8 
South Asian survey : a journal of the Indian 
Council for South Asian Cooperation. 
699 7 
West European politics. NationalSecurityAffairs 7 
Accident analysis and prevention. OperationsResearch 6 
African affairs. DefenseAnalysis 6 
Analytical and bioanalytical chemistry. Physics 6 
Business Asia. NationalSecurityAffairs 6 
Critical Asian studies. 682 6 
Journal of business venturing. Business&PublicPolicy 6 
Journal of international development. NationalSecurityAffairs 6 
Journal of operations management. Business&PublicPolicy 6 
Mediterranean quarterly : a journal of global 
issues. 
NationalSecurityAffairs 6 
Safety science. 362 6 
The International journal on drug policy. 681 6 
The RUSI journal.  681 6 
Wind engineering. 570 6 
STATS ILL BORROWING - Misc - AY 2010 
 
  
Source: ILLiad Web Reports     
 
Note that Library holdings for several of these journal titles was expanded as a result of 
demonstrated need for access. 
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MOST REQUESTED BOOKS – FY 2010 
INTERLIBRARY LOAN BORROWING 





The Amnesty International report 5 
Annual report 3 
Bioviolence : preventing biological terror and crime 3 
Democracy derailed in Russia : the failure of open politics 3 
Environmental justice in Latin America : problems, promise, and 
practice 
3 
Fatal system error : the hunt for the new crime lords who are bringing 
down the Internet 
3 
Force and statecraft : diplomatic challenges of our time 3 
Hamas in politics : democracy, religion, violence 3 
Handbook of human abilities : definitions, measurements, and job task 
requirements 
3 
Handbook of test development 3 
International and historical roots of American higher education 3 
Official (ISC)2 guide to the CISSP CBK 3 
Russophobia : anti-Russian lobby and American foreign policy 3 
Singapore: the battle that changed the world 3 
System engineering management 3 
The amateur magician’s handbook 3 
The limits of power : the end of American exceptionalism 3 
The unfinished peace after World War I : America, Britain and the 
28tabilization of Europe, 1919-1932 
3 
Unresolved tensions : Bolivia past and present 3 
Unrestricted warfare : China’s master plan to destroy America 3 
US national security : policymakers, processes, and politics 3 
Walking away from terrorism : accounts of disengagement from radical 
and extremist movements 
3 
War, peace and international relations : an introduction to strategic 
history 
3 
Why men rebel 3 
STATS ILL BORROWING – Misc – AY 2010   
Source: ILLiad Web Reports   
 







WHO WE BORROW FROM – FY 2010 
 
WHO WE BORROW FROM – TOP 25 INSTITUTIONS 







CUZ University of California, Santa Cruz 692 10.77% 
MIO Monterey Institute of International Studies 308 4.79% 
MB@ California State University, Monterey Bay 172 2.68% 
CFI California State University, Fullerton 85 1.32% 
NTD University of Idaho 73 1.14% 
GZU University of Wisconsin 70 1.09% 
UPP University of Puget Sound 58 .90% 
CDS San Diego State University 57 .89% 
MZF Montana State University, Bozeman 57 .89% 
ILU Texas Tech University 55 .86% 
CS1 California State University, San Marcos 50 .78% 
DKC Dickinson College 49 .76% 
CSU Cleveland State University 46 .72% 
CFS California State University, Fresno 45 .70% 
CSA California State University, Sacramento 45 .70% 
DLC Library of Congress 42 .65% 
MERUC University of California, Merced 42 .65% 
OPU Pacific University Library 41 .64% 
TXF Texas A & M—Corpus Christi 40 .62% 
EYM University of Michigan 39 .61% 
GZM University of Wisconsin, Madison 39 .61% 
MDY Middlebury College 39 .61% 
VMC James Madison University 39 .61% 
CSJ San Jose State University 35 .54% 
OUP University of Portland 33 .51% 
  STATS ILL BORROWING – Misc – AY 2010 
 
  
  Source: ILLiad Web Reports     
 
Note that the first three libraries listed are MOBAC libraries.  We receive courier service 3 
days/week among MOBAC members, which contributes to our quick turnaround time in 






REQUESTS FINISHED and CANCELLED – BORROWING – FY 2010 
 
Total Number of Requests Finished: 6426; Total Number of Requests Cancelled: 529 





Reason for Cancellation Number Cancelled Percent of Total 
We have exhausted all possible sources. 136 1.96% 
Other. 128 1.84% 
Cancelled by Customer 116 1.67% 
This is a duplicate request. 61 .88% 
Unable to verify your request as cited. 43 .62% 
Other 15 .22% 
Too new for an interlibrary loan. 12 .17% 
Customer Disavowed 8 .12% 
This item is non-circulating. 7 .10% 
Checked Out. 2 .03% 
 No reason given 1 .01% 
 
We attempt to purchase titles published in the current year (too new to borrow through 
ILL) and have been moving requests for items purchased to Document Delivery. 
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FISCAL YEAR COMPARISONS 










































































DOCUMENT DELIVERY – FY 2010 
 
Document Delivery represents those requests that are filled “in house” with Library-owned 
materials.  This also includes Library-owned materials provided to our Distance Learning 
students.  As with ILL Borrowing requests, we are able to run reports for item type, user 
type, school, filled/unfilled requests, and more as shown below. 
 





RAW DATA for DOCUMENT DELIVERY FILL RATE – FY 2010 
Status Articles Loans Total 
Submitted 1032 568 1600 
Cancelled 2 5 7 
In Process 0 3 3 






RAW DATA for DISTANCE STUDENTS – FY 2010 
Status Articles Loans Total 
Submitted 73 127 200 
Cancelled 0 1 1 
In Process 0 1 1 









RAW DATA for FACULTY – FY 2010 
Status Articles Loans Total 
Submitted 365 120 485 
Cancelled 1 0 1 
In Process 0 2 0 







RAW DATA for STAFF – FY 2010 
Status Articles Loans Total 
Submitted 87 19 106 
Cancelled 0 0 0 
In Process 0 0 0 









RAW DATA for STUDENT – FY 2010 
Status Articles Loans Total 
Submitted 495 294 789 
Cancelled 0 4 4 
In Process 0 0 0 















































Faculty Staff Student Student-DL
Document Delivery Requests by School & User Type










MOST FILLED JOURNAL REQUESTS – DOCUMENT DELIVERY – FY 2010 
 
Journal Title Number of Requests 
Proceedings of the SPIE 18 
Science 17 
Journal of Geophysical Research 10 
African Affairs 9 
Survival 9 
Journal of personality and social psychology 8 
Nature 8 
New York Times 8 
Asian Survey 7 
Journal of Applied Psychology 7 
Public Manager 7 
Review of International Studies 7 
European Journal of Operational Research 6 
Human Factors 6 
Interfaces 6 
MERIA Journal 6 
Political studies 6 
Psychological review 6 
 
The Bookeye scanner along with implementation of Odyssey and the FTP server have 













ILL LENDING – FY 2010 
 
ILL Lending represents those items that we provide to other libraries. 
 




RAW DATA FOR LENDINF FILL RATES – FY 2010 
Status Articles Loans Totals 
Submitted 5408 2223 7631 
Cancelled 1706 948 2654 
Conditionalized 2 7 9 
In Process 0 0 0 
Filled 3700 1268 4968 
 
MOST LENT BOOKS – FY 2010 
 
MOST LENT BOOKS - FY 2010 
OCLC 




Internetworking with TCP/IP. Vol. III. Client-server programming and 
applications 5 
67375137 Data analysis using regression and multilevel/hierarchical models 3 
6481055 
Department of Defense authorization for appropriations for fiscal 
year 1981 ; hearings before the Committee on Armed Services, 
United States Senate, 3 
54900781 
Evaluation criteria for reliability-centered maintenance (RCM) 
processes 3 
54694699 Foundations of library and information science 3 
47837963 Fluid mechanics with engineering applications 3 
468230890 The design of design ; essays from a computer scientist 3 
35138624 An introduction to fiber optic systems 3 
32496207 Sea loads on ships and offshore structures 3 
30667031 Digital control system analysis and design 3 
  STATS ILL Lending - Misc - AY2010   




MOST LENT JOURNALS – FY 2010 
 
MOST LENT JOURNALS - FY 2010 
OCLC 
Record Journal Title 
Number of 
Requests 
3231916 European journal of operational research. 47 
37867870 International public management journal ; IPMJ. 41 
3511129 Navy times. 36 
5139880 Journal of library administration. 32 
6933446 Economics of education review. 31 
6974696 Journal of economic behavior & organization. 31 
21097969 The Leadership quarterly. 26 
31495572 International peacekeeping. 25 
1481719 Applied acoustics. Acoustique applique´. Angewandte Akustik. 23 
1641787 Military medicine. 22 
1794490 Acta astronautica. 22 
13134789 Intelligence and national security. 20 
24497443 
Journal of marine systems ; journal of the European 
Association of Marine Sciences and Techniques. 
19 
40476797 Journal of African business. 19 
6498596 International journal of remote sensing. 19 
12566055 
The international journal of intelligence and 
counterintelligence. 
18 
1514213 Army times. 18 
24814213 Journal of Asia-Pacific business. 18 
29926349 Atmospheric environment. 18 
8656508 Acta oceanologica Sinica = Hai yang xue bao / 18 
  STATS ILL Lending - Misc - AY2010   




















WHO WE LEND TO – FY 2010 
 







MIO Monterey Institute of International Studies 109 7.97% 
ADB Army Research Laboratory 90 6.58% 
UMR Missouri University of Science & Technology 78 5.71% 
CSJ San Jose State University 67 4.90% 
ORK Orange County Public Library 64 4.68% 
FNN Nova Southeastern University 53 3.88% 
CFI California State University, Fullerton 52 3.80% 
NA$ Naval Air Warfare Center, China Lake 52 3.80% 
SCK AFRL Phillips Research Site Technical Library 52 3.80% 
NAL NASA Glenn Research Center 50 3.66% 
GIM U.S. Geological Survey Library 42 3.07% 
UAF University of Alaska Fairbanks 41 3.00% 
CBU US Census Bureau Library 38 2.78% 
DOM US Department of Energy 37 2.71% 
UPP University of Puget Sound 37 2.71% 
USR U.S. Army Natick Soldier Center 37 2.71% 
IMC Indiana Wesleyan University 36 2.63% 
BET Bentley College Library 35 2.56% 
EZC Central Michigan University 35 2.56% 
AAF NASA Ames Research Center 33 2.41% 
ELW Webster University 33 2.41% 
ORZ Portland State University 33 2.41% 
WNE D'Amour Library 33 2.41% 
ISH Caterpillar Inc. - Technical Information 31 2.27% 
MB@ California State University Monterey Bay 31 2.27% 
  STATS ILL Lending - Misc - AY2010 
 
  
  Source: ILLiad Web Reports     
 
 
Some International libraries that we lend to: 
 
P4A:  University of Pretoria, Merendky Library – Africa  
TR7VN:  TUBITAK-ULAKBIM – Ankara, Turkey 
BGZ:  Bogazici University Library – Istanbul, Turkey 
SUE:  Biblioteca Universidad de Sevilla – Spain 








FISCAL YEAR COMPARISONS 












While we experienced an 8% decrease over FY 2009, we maintained a 65% fill rate in FY 

























2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Filled Requests 2190 2523 2907 4892 4666 4572 4633 4734 5174 4964


















Filled Requests vs Unfilled Requests
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Our Gate Count showed a general decline beginning with FY 2007.  Construction work 
during FY 2007-FY 2009 directly impacted not only Library traffic, but the ability to capture 
data as power to the gate was occasionally turned off, the gate was relocated, etc.  With 
the completion of major/disruptive construction we began to have a sense of increased 
activity in the library and our gate count for FY 2010 confirms that by showing a 15% 
increase over FY 2009. 
 
Gate Count information shows that overall for FY 2010 (as with FY 2009) Wednesday is the 
most heavily trafficked day followed by Monday, Thursday, Tuesday.  The Library is open 
until 2200 on those days.  We will continue to analyze the information we are able to 
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Circulation and Course Reserves – FY 2010 
 
Circulation statics represent items checked out to our Library users.  The chart below 
represents items circulated throughout FY 2010.  One can see the trend of circulation 
increasing with the beginning of each new quarter (October, January, April, July). 
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Top 27 Journals Used In-House - FY 2010 
Journal Title Number of Times Used 
Aviation week & space technology 38 
Proceedings of the United States Naval Institute 35 
The Economist 35 
Time 34 
Popular Science 32 
Jane's navy international 31 
Naval forces 30 
Geophysical research letters   29 
Popular mechanics 27 
Science 25 
Datamation 25 
The Marine Corps gazette 24 
Army 24 
Scientific American 23 
Nature 23 
Journal of geophysical research. Section D, Atmospheres   23 
Air Force Magazine 23 
Vietnam 21 
Military Technology 21 
Marine Corps times 20 
International defense review 20 
Foreign Affairs 20 
Psychological reports 19 
Navy Times 19 
Jane's intelligence review 19 
Jane's defence weekly   19 
Acta oceanologica Sinica = Hai yang hs*ueh pao / Chinese Society 19 
 
Workflows: List Titles Used/Unused report for FY 2010 
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Items Placed on Reserve









































GSBPP GSEAS GSOIS SIGS
Items Placed on Reserve 120 178 274 471



















Items Placed on Reserve with Check Outs by NPS School
Academic Year 2010
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Wish List items acquired in FY 2010: 
 
• Impress Ultra Task Stools for the Information Commons and 2nd floor 
• Impress Ultra Task Chairs for the Information Commons and large group study 
spaces on the first floor 
• Impress Ultra glide chairs for lower level study area 
• Mirra Task Chairs for quiet study areas on the 2nd floor 
• Caper chairs without casters for the staff room; mobile staff room chairs were 
redeployed to the large group study area by RRS 
• Ethospace curvilinear furniture system with built-in data/power for the Information 
Commons 
• Akira Vecta tables (including tables that are ADA height adjustable) for the 
Information Commons 
• Taglio tablet arm chairs 
• Bandrud Meridian high back and large scale lounge seating with ottomans 
• KI All Terrain mobile markerboards for student group study areas 
• Multimedia display shelving for the Media Room 
• Outdoor book returns (2) 
• Large heavy duty book trucks for our weeding/shifting projects 
• Periodical rack & revolving displayer 
• Heavy duty foamboard cutter for use with exhibits 
• HP Designjet Z5200 PostScript color poster printer 
• Bookeye scanner for Special Collections 
• New DVD titles to expand the Media Collection 
 
Results of Informal Chair Survey 
Survey period: May 1 – 5, 2010 
 
IMPRESS ULTRA TASK CHAIR 
 
Please tell us what you think of our new chairs… 27 people responded 
 
The Impress Ultra Task Chair meets my needs for a comfortable desk chair (please CIRCLE 
your choice): 
 
_20_ Strongly Agree 
__6_ Agree 
____ Disagree 
____ Strongly Disagree 





• Much more comfortable than previous chair 
• Seating surface must not be fabric – these will look bad in a year from now, in consequence 
requiring cleaning (cost) 
• Comfy! 
• Nice 
• Much better than previous chairs!  No more trips to the chiropractor. 
• These chairs rock!  Took away my excuse for not coming to the library. 
• One of my biggest gripes about working in the library was chair comfort.  Replacing the 
chairs was a worthwhile investment. 
• Love the new chairs. 
• The chairs are very comfortable. 
• Very comfy.  After using these chairs a few times, I liked them. 
• I wish these chairs were in the group rooms! 
• It would also be nice if desks were installed that were fit for people over 5’8”. 
• Just awesome!  It is comfortable, adjustable and having the instructions made it easy to use. 
• Good chair. 
• Chair is comfortable, but it is strange that it does not allow you to adjust the seat pad angle. 
• They take getting used to, but they appear to be a functional, appropriate chair. 
• Seems OK, but not sitting in it long enough to make a valuable assessment (responded N/A 
or Don’t Know) 
 
 
MIRRA TASK CHAIR 
 
Please tell us what you think of our new chairs… 37 people responded 
 
The Mirra Task Chair meets my needs for a comfortable desk chair (please CIRCLE your 
choice): 
 
_29_ Strongly Agree 
__8_ Agree 
____ Disagree 
____ Strongly Disagree 




• Best chair ever! 
• Much better than the old chairs. 
• Chair is very nice. 
• Arm rest 
• Thanks for asking, no arm rest. 
• Very nice except for the ones without arms. 
• Great chairs!  I don’t deserve this good.  Is this really a Navy base?! 
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• I’d like to have one of these at home at my desk!  I like the back support. The chair is very 
nice, very comfortable. 
• I enjoy the ability of the chair to encourage good posture while using the computer, but also 
the chair’s ability to relax while reading documents. 
• Please get more of them for the cubicles and desks upstairs 
• This is a wonderful chair.  It helps to have something comfortable to sit in when spending 
long hours studying. Thank you! 
• Appreciate the arm rest and enjoy the back and seat support it gives. 
• Very comfortable.  The armless models are better at the computer desks. 
• Where can I get one? 
• They are really comfortable and they make you sit straight, which is very good for our back 
because we are seated all day. 
• Chairs are great. 
• Love the chairs 
• Very comfortable!  I highly approve. 
• Nice! 
• Feels great! 
• Very ergonomic and comfortable chair. 
• Thanks for this choice. 
 
 
Wish List items for FY 2011 include: 
 
• Switches and components to activate expanded data throughout the Library 
• 3 wall-mounted messaging systems (2 for the entry and 1 for the lobby area) 
• Collaborative equipment for room 258 
• Computers for viewing newspaper databases in the Media Room 
• Replacement flatbed scanner for public use 
• Upgraded furniture and study carrels 



























Unit Goals for FY 2011 
 
 
• Achieve full staffing for Access Services unit 
 
• Establish and maintain training plans for staff members 
 
• Upgrade to ILLiad 8 and schedule training 
 
• Continue efforts to upgrade library facility – furniture, fixtures, equipment 
 
• Continue weeding and shifting efforts with focus on basement and lektriever areas.  
Weed and shift through the General Collection HD sections, archives, folio, abstracts 
and periodicals. 
 
• Receive training and implement Pocket Circ 
 
• Explore software options/vendors for electronic reserves and address 
policy/procedure issues associated with electronic reserves 
 
• Continue the SharePoint Knowledge Base project; reorganize and expand Enterprise 
SharePoint site; receive SharePoint training 
 
• Participate with both internal and external committees and task groups. 
 




























DKL ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE ANNUAL ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT 2010 
D-R-A-F-T (v1 11/15/10) 
 
Background:  The DKL Administrative Office supports the efforts of all of the groups within DKL as well as 
customer service to Library patrons including conference room reservations and other assistance to 
visitors and others.  Below is a summary of accomplishments arranged under each DKL Strategic Goal it 
supports. 
 
SUPPORT AREA:  DKL Strategic Goal #1:  Select and provide scholarly content relevant to NPS 
instructional and research needs.  
 
Operational Goal:  Improve upon the current content purchasing process to ensure better planning, 
communication and execution.  Develop and implement processes ensuring regular communication with 
Collection and Development regarding new content purchases.  [measure via customer 




• Collaborated with all involved in the new content acquisition process and developed a work flow 
diagram.   
• Created several tracking spreadsheets and tools that resulted in better, more visible 
(SharePoint) management of content renewals and new content purchases.  This included the 
ability to have reminders well in advance of expirations so renewals would occur on time. 
• Established regular communication with University Librarian and Collection Development 
Manager to keep up with content and licensing issues.  Also kept in regular communication with 
DKL Systems staff/vendor when access issues arose.  This resulted in notable improvements. 
• Continued to maintain a 5-Year trend chart for analysis of content pricing to enable more sound 
management planning and decisions.  
• Compared experiences with different contracting and purchasing methods such a Library of 
Congress’ “Fedlink”  contract vs. FISC.  Experimenting in some cases and will evaluate and report 
results later in FY 11.   
• Created a new book ordering/purchasing process that significantly reduced problems with 
books slated for “on hold” and delays.  Consolidated book with other content purchasing which 
reduced the need for an extra Purchasing Agent, freeing up that staff member to concentrate on 
primary tasks.  Placed over (do we want to show the number (or cost) of these purchases?  If 
so I will get the updated number – was 175 at end of June)  book/DVD/CD orders (175 end of 
June) containing multiple items each. 
• Successfully contracted and purchased a large volume of added content using end of fiscal year 
funding under short-fused time constraints. 
• Served as an early adopter for Naval Postgraduate School’s new Kuali Financial System (KFS).  
Administrative staff actively participated in a variety of planning meetings and provided input 
for user requirements and feedback on prototypes.  Some staff became KFS “experts” and were 
called upon to train and assist others with KFS. 
• Coordinated DKL’s submission for the renewal of contracts for the Federal Library & Information 
Center Committee’s (FEDLINK) serials agent which occurs every five years.  Identified submission 
requirements and held meetings with staff who could provide the information for the package.  
Collected information from several sources and then close the loop with the group to ensure 
everything was in place and was correct.  This requirement was delayed until FY11 but the task 
will then but much of the hard work has been done and only updates will be required.  
• Eleanor – should we include the number of titles or total cost we spent on content here or 
should that go elsewhere (general DKL facts)? 
 
SUPPORT AREA:  DKL Strategic Goal #2: Promote seamless access and remove barriers to collections, 
people, and services.   
Please note:  This strategic goal is really aimed at external customer service.  In the case of 
administration, our “customers” are primarily internal, including DKL staff and tenants.  
 
Operational Goal:  Develop a customer service annual survey.  Distribute survey, record results, brief 





• Conducted an internal survey in January 2010 regarding customer service from the 
Administrative Office.   Feedback indicated satisfaction with weaknesses noted in the area of 
communication.  Staff was briefed about results and updated about actions to improve.   
• Conducted sessions with smaller groups to identify more specifics about where improvement in 
communications was needed.  Determined that major improvements were needed in the 
Administrative SharePoint Site.  Working group has been formed with a goal of launching a new, 
improved Site that answers the concerns of staff before mid FY11.  Two staff members were 
sent to off-site SharePoint training and other training has been requested to help execute 
desired results.  Mock-up is scheduled to be presented to DKL leadership November 2010.   
• SharePoint project includes the need to readily access statistics and action tracking.  HR Action 
Tracking spreadsheet created and added.  Master Statistics spreadsheet in process of 
improvement and tied to source data.  
 




• Noteworthy improvements mentioned above under content purchases apply to purchasing in 
general.  All requisitions get routed via the KFS system and all staff have access to it so can check 
status.  Routinely -purchased items were executed in a timely fashion, other items were placed 
on wish lists and purchased when approved as funds became available; End-of-Fiscal –Year 
purchases were executed despite the required quick turn-around constraint. 
• All three Purchasing Agents passed their internal and external audits.  The NPS’ Agency Program 
Coordinator mentioned that DKL consistently shows exceptional performance in purchasing. 
 
Operational Goal:  Enable staff development by organizing “brown bag” sessions for the entire staff, 
advertising conferences, Webinars and other opportunities as well as supporting the paperwork and 
scheduling process.  Help create a climate of learning. 
 
Accomplishment(s):  Staff development dramatically increased in FY10.  Other groups will report their 
staff training.  Below is a summary of administrative related training or general training (Library topics) 
for the entire staff. 
 
• Administrative staff and NPS presented training for the new KFS system and the timekeeping 
system: Standard Labor Data Collection and Distribution Application (SLDCADA) adopted by NPS 
in FY10. 
• In January 2010, established a “Knox Talks” presentation series (monthly or more…) where an 
NPS faculty or staff member was invited to speak to the Library staff about their work (research, 
teaching, project, etc.).  This helped raise awareness about some of the amazing things going on 
at NPS and helped appreciate and understand our "customers" more.  Over 200 people 
attended the 12 sessions offered.  Of note, tenant employees were invited as well and attended 
on a regular basis.  Feedback for these sessions has been extremely positive.  Appendix A-1 
contains the schedule with attendance counts. 
• Selected administrative staff participated in training for Management Internal Control Program 
meetings (when scheduled) and worked with relevant DKL staff to achieve tasks.  Complimented 
for being the first to successfully meet all requirements.  Purchasing Agents and Approving 
Officials regularly attended Purchase Card Holder meetings and training.  Travel Approving 
Officials attended mandatory training as well. 
• Numerous Webinars on a variety of library topics were coordinated by Admin and made 
available to all Library staff.  Sources included American Library Association, National 
information Standards organization (NISO), vendor training, Magna Publications, National 
Seminars and others.  About 12 sessions were offered and attendance ranged from 3 to 8 at 
each session. 
• About 6 “brown bag” sessions by staff members to discuss conferences or other training they 
received, or to discuss a project or a new tool or process they discovered and wanted to share.  
The attendance ranged from 3 to 12 attendees. 
 
Operational Goal:   
 
Property Management:  Ensure process described in DKL Management Internal Control Program flow 




• Passed inventory audit with high grades.   
• Accurately processed a large turnover of equipment including complete inventory of staff 
computers, large quantities of furniture and other equipment. 
 
Operational Goal:  Continue to coordinate and support DKL Assessment in both data gathering, 




• Completed the Annual ACRL survey on time 
• Updated Peer Comparison (benchmark) data for expenditures using ACRL and ARL data  
• Participated in California libraries “Snapshot Day” which provided data for a series of questions 
for one day (October 4, 2010).   
• Participated in an Outsell’s Information Management Benchmark Study 
• Prepared graphs for DKL briefings and WASC Accreditation documents. 
• Assembled data and prepared graphs for NPS Annual Fact Book (2009) 
• Still need to better organize data collection (already addressed under the SharePoint project 
above).  Is a continuing project in FY11 
 
SUPPORT AREA:  DKL Strategic Goal #3: Create learner-centered physical and virtual spaces.  
 
Operational Goal:   
 
Provide facilities support that ensures health and safety in a clean building with equipment in good 
working order by continuing to self- inspect, support external inspections and responding to trouble 
calls/complaints about the facility.  [Measurement will be list of actions/results  documented by the 




• Passed all safety inspections with the highest grades.  DKL met all safety training requirements 
for staff.   
• In addition to routine facilities issues, continued to coordinate and facilitate numerous building 
projects including continuing renovation projects (carpeting, etc.), an HVAC, solar panel project 
and others.  These projects involved interacting with numerous contractors, points of contact at 
Public Works, DKL staff and tenants to coordinate schedules, provide directions and access to 
different parts of the facility, and keeping all people involved in the loop. Monitored working 
conditions and responded to employee needs when needed.   
• Developed and maintained a tracking spreadsheet for Public Works trouble calls.  Although 
response rates are not within DKL’s control, the data provided facts to use when reporting 
issues to higher authorities 
• Demonstrated dedication during flooding resulting from a storm on October 13, 2009.  After 
avoiding damage to the newly renovated areas of the second floor by placing trash cans to catch 
the drips and removing ceiling tiles that were disintegrating and falling from the weight of the 
water, flooding was discovered in the basement.  Contacted the Public Works Department to 
help clear the drain and seal the door where water was flowing in as well as helping clean up the 
2 – 3 inches of water that covered a large section of the basement.  Due to the high demand 
Public Works was unable to respond quickly so stayed to assist by using a wet vacuum to draw 
up water, setting up large fans to help dry the areas, emptying buckets of water, ensuring safety 
precautions were taken and persistently calling for help until it finally arrived.   
 
Operational Goal:   
 
Monitor usage of Library conference rooms.   Collect and track use statistics and customer satisfaction 
levels/comments.  [Measurement will be the frequency count of room reservations and number of 




• In March 2010, created a tracking spreadsheet that will be used until the new automated 
conference room reservation (“Meeting Manager”) is operational in early FY11.  This temporary 
system tracks usage but not customer comments.  FY11 will develop a method for customer 
feedback.  Results covering the period March – September 2010 are shown in attachment A-2. 
 
Operational Goal:   
 
Serve as client representative for vendors and provide contract and other purchasing support for 




Tracked wish lists and advised University Librarian on funds available.  Purchased 225 chairs, 62 stools 




FY 2010 Collection Development Report 
 
 
2010 was a busy and exciting year for the Library in the Collection Development (CD) arena.  Many 
challenges occurred and they were either overcome or moved along towards resolution.  New things 
were tried with some working well and others representing attempts at news way of doing things.  Due 
to staffing changes and changes in purchasing requirements, several new procedures were implemented 
and we were able to experiment with some new ways of doing things.  Some were successful and some 
are still a work in progress and will need more work to make them truly useful and user friendly.  
Overall, we moved several steps forward in making collection development a more team oriented 




The publishing world and patrons demands have pushed us to jump even further into the electronic 
access world.  While we had already embraced this and have been working our way towards this goal 
over the past several years, the addition of a full-time position specifically focused on all things related 
to electronic access has allowed us to finally become more focused and work to develop better 
procedures all around.  These efforts have included: developing better usage tracking procedures, 
streamlining our problem reporting page and procedures, faster and smarter problem solving and better 
overall teamwork.   CD development is very much a teamwork process and has included:  
 
Judit Sedillos (Electronic Collections) 
Research Assistance librarians 
Matt White and Bardomina Lopez (Admin support) 
Yolie Kerr and Doris Williams (Technical Services support) 
Irma Fink (Access Services support) 
Greta Marlatt (CD Manager) 
 
CD ORDERING AND TRACKING PROCEDURES  
 
Rather than assigning specific dollar amounts to each fund code, the money was put into a pot and all 
CD specialists were encouraged to spend as much as they needed to support their faculty and build their 
areas as appropriate.  We tried a new ordering method which entailed emailing all requests to Matt 
White for purchase using the credit card rather than putting money with one vendor.   This process was 
reasonably successful though it tends to be rather time intensive at points.  All purchases were 
registered on a Sharepoint Spreadsheet that was updated regularly and available to all users.  [see FY 
2010 expenditures by Fund Code]. Records were also uploaded in to Bosun.  Matt did an analysis of the 
ordering procedures and found “we spent approximately $49K on books and DVD’s.  We purchased 
primarily from Amazon (381 books), eCampus (239 books), Barnes & Noble (252 books), and 
CompleteBook.com (70 books).”  He looked into the Fedlink option to see if we would be better off 
setting up a Blanket Purchase Agreement (BPA) with a vendor.  Due to the 6.10% fee we would have to 
pay on top of our purchases as well as the continued need to rotate vendors, it was his recommendation 
we continue to use our current procedures in FY2011.  He has become efficient at reconciling the 
purchase logs so that portion of the process that was an workload expense due to the time involved has 
been reduced and he now has more experience regarding which vendors to use and which ones (i.e. 
eCampus) to stay away from due to the purchase reconciliation issues. He also recommended that the 
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ILL/DL requests submitted by Irma be expedited by ordering them exclusively through Barnes & Noble 
since they regularly offer free 2-day shipping on GSA orders. 
 
The Library investigated and invested in an Electronic Resources Management System (ERMS) to help us 
do a better job of tracking our electronic resources.  This tool, once completed, will allow us to track 
purchases, cancellations, name changes, licenses, vendor information and statistics.  The start-up 
process for the use of this system is very time and labor intensive but once we have it fully implemented 
should allow us to be more efficient and productive.  It will help us have all the information we need in 
one location for easier tracking, renewals and manipulation for statistics for our various data calls.  
 
 
FY 2010 Expenditures by Fund Code  
   
 
FY 2010 
 Row Labels Cost  # of Titles 
AER  $435.47  7 
BIZ  $6,219.04  123 
COM  $1,123.05  21 
ECE  $431.44  4 
HLS  $3,467.06  62 
IFW  $391.90  11 
IST  $1,161.99  17 
ITL  $1,953.28  35 
LIB  $600.35  8 
MAT  $739.90  11 
MAT   $92.00  1 
MEC  $794.18  9 
METOC  $105.39  3 
MIL  $6,364.25  183 
NSA  $13,422.89  302 
OPR  $590.47  9 
OTH  $583.46  15 
PHY  $411.25  4 
REF  $1,433.78  13 
S&H  $ 551.19  38 
SEI  $3,859.04  61 
SPO  $3,965.08  87 
USW  $64.51  4 








COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT EMPHASIS  
  
The overall emphasis in collection development over the past year has been to provide better support to 
NPS teaching and research by reviewing and updating our existing collections to ensure they provide 
current and targeting information.  We have added many new and updated print books, however, more 
importantly, our primary focus and strategy has been on the addition of more comprehensive electronic 
collections to ensure our users have access 24/7.  This includes the addition of more ebook collections 
directly from publishers as well as aggregators, continuing to convert all journals over to electronic only 
and the purchase of many subject focused digital databases.   Due to requests and popularity, we 
focused on adding more audio and video materials to our collection and we upgraded our language 
materials from cassette to CD/DVD and/or Playaway format to match today’s equipment needs and user 
preferences.    
 
Knowledge gleaned from the ongoing weeding project as well as from the Interlibrary Loan request 
patterns and library assessments and impact statements was also used by collection development 
librarians to determine content in need of updating or development in support of new research areas.  




The receipt of over $500,000 in end of year (EOY) funds allowed us to add a large number of new digital 
collections including historical back-files of many.  We maintain a wishlist throughout the year so it was 
easy to make the purchases on short notice. To make the best use of the funds, many of the resources 
purchased were those with perpetual access vs subscription options so we would not incur a large 
purchase tail.  Many do include small annual access/maintenance fees which the Library will have to add 
to our budget going forward but it small compared to the overall purchase cost and overall value. Many 
of these EOY purchases will also allow us to weed less used books and old runs of periodicals.  We 
attempted to provide sources that would be representative of all areas (i.e. sciences, political science 
and business) and particularly things that would provide better support our distant learning 
components.  CAPT Hoyt, the Senior Intelligence Officer at NPS, provided $27,000 which was used to 
purchase 3 of the IGI Global InfoSci subject databases.  The Center for Homeland Defense and Security 
(CHDS) continued to purchase access to several databases and journals in support of their curriculum 
and committed to give us $80,000in funds but it due to the funding source, it will not be forthcoming 
until early FY2011. 
 
Newly added collections include: 
• AIP Digital Archives/Physics Today 
• ASME Journal and conference proceedings backfiles 
• Civil War Historic Newspapers 
• Congressional Record 
• Congressional Hearings 
• Congressional Serial Set 
• Emerald – Business management & Economics 
• Foundations and Trends series 
• Human Factors Digital Library 
• FBIS Annex 
• IEEE ebooks 
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• IGI Global InfoSci – subject databases 
• Latin American Studies Full-text online 
• Palgrave Political  & International Studies, Business & Management ebooks current and archive 
• San Francisco Chronicle historical 
• Springer ebooks [various] 
• Wiley ebooks [various] 




Due to changes in the Navy regulations for the acceptance of gifts, for most of the year, we did not 
encourage formal acceptance of gifts.  Those that were dropped off in the book return or anonymously 
appeared were searched and added as appropriate.  We did continue to ask and receive duplicate 
copies of books from other Navy libraries such as the Naval Historical Center and the US Naval Academy.  
One special collection that we did review and accept was from the local Monterey Maritime Museum.  
Due to a renovation project and funding issues, they needed to part with the majority of their book 
collection.  We were able to select a number of relevant books and NPS memorabilia to be transferred 
to us.  Included in this transfer were several original volumes of the Jane’s Fighting Ships series.  This is a 
nice addition to our collection as we were able to fill in some gaps as well as get first edition copies of 




A concerted effort was made to review the books and other materials currently checked out to 
MENDING.  Many of those books had been there for years and had not been mended or reviewed for 
replacement.  Many were removed (mended, replaced or surveyed) and a new process has been 
implemented to ensure all books are reviewed by the Collection Development manager before 
Circulation sends them back to Technical Services.  Decisions will now be made up front as to whether 
they can and should be repaired and/or if a replacement copy is needed.  In some cases, they will just be 
surveyed with no new copy being added.  Due to a leak caused by a roofing project, approximately 155 
books suffered water damage and had to be replaced by the contractor.  Fortunately, because we had 
not weeded that area yet, many of the damaged books were old and we were able to replace them with 
either newer editions of the same title or completely new materials in support of more current research. 
 
ACCESS AND FINDABILITY  
 
With the addition of Judit Sedillos in the role of electronic collections manager, we were able to begin to 
make a number of improvements to the accessibility of our electronic resources as well as the more 
consistent collection and presentation of statistics. FY2010 saw a big improvement in our use of SFX as a 
tool to help users determine what journal titles and runs they can access and from where.  Various 
projects were initiated to help clean up the SFX holdings information to make it more accurate and to 
update the Bosun records to ensure the proper link information was included as well as the proper use 
of the proxy URL.  A large number of records had links to the Library of Congress Table of Content 
information which caused unnecessary confusion for patrons and most of these were identified and 
removed.  Judit and Yolie worked together to update and streamline the Problem Resources reporting 
page on Sharepoint.  They also worked together to determine the sources of various access issues and 
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provide, when possible, quick responses to correct issues within our control and to contact the 
appropriate sources when they beyond our control.  
 
PROGRAM & ACCREDITATION REVIEWS 
 
The Library also become more involved in the School/Department/Curriculum programs and 
accreditation process and was able to provide information about the Library’s ability (or when 
necessary, lack of) to support accreditation and program reviews and well as perform impact 
assessments for potential new programs.  This participation encouraged the subject specialists to 
communicate with the appropriate departments to determine their need both now and on-going.  The 
information derived from these conversations resulted in the Library adding several new databases, 
journal titles and even a collection of books in support of the areas under review.  Reviews were done 
and/or information was provided for the following areas: 
• Applied Mathematics 
• Cost Estimating Analysis 
• Identity Management and Cyber Security 
• Meteorology/Oceanography 
• National Security Affairs 
• Physics 





Due to the new Electronic Collections position, we were able to review and modify the existing tools for 
tracking all our electronic resources, any changes (e.g. additions and cancellations), usage statistics, and 
cost per use, etc.  An Electronic Resources section was created on Sharepoint to facilitate tracking this 
information as well as the tracking of contact information, vendor and rep changes, admin passwords, 
links and other access information as well as any other information needed by others.  All relevant team 
members had input into the setup of the site and having it accessible in one location and linked to from 
the other appropriate DKL Sharepoint Team sites has made it more useful.  Currently the information is 
provided for each individual database but in the future we hope to make it also provide the aggregare 
information more readily available so, when needed, we can pull broad views such as total downloads of 




The weeding project is ongoing but considerable progress was made this year.  As well as continuing to 
systematically weed the GENERAL Collection, work was done in the ABSTRACTS and ARCHIVES 
collections to allow other special spaces need projects to be accomplished on short notice.    The 
Weeding statistics chart below shows the areas where specific progress was made.  As well as helping 
with space needs, the purpose of this on-going project is to remove materials that no longer support the 
NPS research and teaching needs as well as to help identify areas where the collection is weak or old 






Ongoing Weeding Project 
Class 
Titles 





A 251 5/19/2009 147 11/15/2010 104 41% 
B 3467 7/10/2009 1793 11/15/2010 1674 48% 
C 3583 8/26/2009 2464 11/16/2010 1119 31% 
D 17413 10/9/2009 16446 11/16/2010 967 6% 
E 4741 11/17/2009 4462 11/16/2010 279 6% 
F 2127 11/19/2009 0   0 0% 
G 3667 11/19/2009 0   0 0% 
H 31831 12/22/2009 0   0 0% 
J 10139 12/22/2009 0   0 0% 
K 1970 12/23/2009 0   0 0% 
L 2266 8/3/2009 2250 11/15/2010 16 1% 
M  107 1/8/2010 0   0 0% 
N  532 1/8/2010 0   0 0% 
P 5000 4/24/2009 1334 11/15/2010 3666 73% 
Q 36343 12/24/2009 0   0 0% 
R 1917 4/10/2009 473 11/15/2010 1444 75% 
S 369 4/17/2009 33 11/15/2010 336 91% 
T 27103 1/8/2010 0   0 0% 
U 10892 1/8/2010 0   0 0% 
V 3774 1/11/2010 0   0 0% 
Z 2097 1/11/2010 0   0 0% 
Total 152826   29402   9605 6% 
 
Final version 01/03/11 Val 
 
METADATA SERVICES ANNUAL REPORT FISCAL YEAR 2010 
 
Fiscal Year 2010 has been a year preparing for substantial changes in Library operations.  The continuing 
shift from print to electronic content involved a major weeding effort.  The increased emphasis on 
institutional content and discovering and preserving its history prompted laying the ground work to 
establish an Institutional Repository which included implementing a system and establishing policies and 
procedures.  Additionally, in order to simplify and make more intuitive the patron experience in 
discovery and delivery of content, efforts to implement a Naval Postgraduate School Dudley Knox 
Library WorldCat Local interface began that required a significant batch-load project by Metadata 
Services .   
 
SUPPORT AREA:  DKL Strategic Goal #2: Promote seamless access and remove barriers to collections, 




Metadata Services contributed to the Library’s efforts to move from print to electronic which opens 
space for student collaboration areas, and to remove titles in all formats from the collection that no 
longer have relevance or demand.  
 
WEEDING PROJECT FY 2009 FY 2010 
Number of Items Surveyed 8,674 5,481 
Number of Titles Surveyed 2,847 5,111 
 
Please note that there was a decrease this year in the number of titles.  This is because there was an 
unusually large weeding project in FY 2009.   
 
NPS THESES and TECHNICAL REPORTS 
 
The collection of NPS-originated content makes DKL especially valuable to the institution.  DKL Metadata 
Services contributed to this effort by cataloging NPS theses, Technical Reports, EMBA curricula Final 
Reports, as well as a host of other NPS articles and publications.  Most noteworthy was the shortened 
turn-around time due to a new more automated process.  Prior to March 2010, each thesis/technical 
report, etc. was individually manually loaded into the Hyperion database which could take weeks 
depending on the numbers of files and other concurrent duties.  Once loaded in the database, the 
Metadata Services Team would divide them up and catalog them.  After March 2010, a list of the theses 








to do a batch load into E-Docs (Hyperion replacement) reducing the file loading from weeks to hours.  
The cataloging has been completed within one to two days.  Students and others request access to their 
theses shortly after graduation and in the past had to wait a long time.  Now the turn-around time is 
much faster and patrons have expressed appreciation.  
 
NPS THESES and TECHNICAL REPORTS 
 





Number of NPS theses in print format  40 40,795   
Number of NPS theses in digital format  1,073 9,787   
Number of NPS theses moved to archives  1,478 1,478   
 
 
GENERAL OPERATIONS: OTHER KEY STATISTICS 
 





Number of e-docs 1,187 11,913 
Number of e-books 54,275 137,892 
Number of media items (audio+CD ROM+DVD) 312 2,281 
Number of Federal Documents (FEDDOCS) 6,089 78,027 
 
• Collections Statistics are shown in Attachment A-1. 
• OCLC Cataloging Statistics are contained in Attachment  A-2. 
 
TRAINING & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
 
Metadata Services staff attended a variety of training sessions, either on- line or in-person, on-site or off 
campus.  Below is a list of training that does not include all NPS employee required training and on-the-
job training: 
 
• Cataloging for Non Catalogers (1 day seminar; Buzz Haughton, UC Davis Library) 
• Library Knox talks Series (monthly presentations by a variety of NPS staff and faculty regarding 
their research and other projects) 
• Seminars on communications, coping and time management. 
• Electronic Resources Management System (ERMS) training (introductory). 
• American Libraries Association (ALA) Webinar series on RDA (new cataloging standards. 
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Department Statistical Highlights  
Research Assistance & Instruction 
 Reference/Research Assistance 
 Instruction 
 Other Research Assistance & Instruction Initiatives 
 Internal Process Improvements 
Collection Development 
Other Support of DKL Initiatives 
 Library Teams 
 Support for International Students 
 Support for DL Students  
 Library Web Site 






Highlights   
 
• While the total number of reference questions received was about the same as last year, we 
received more difficult/challenging questions this year.  Also, there was an increase in the 
number of questions we fielded “in person” and a decrease in the number we received 
electronically.   
 
• While the total number of instruction sessions that we offered was about the same as last year, 
there were some interesting changes and trends:  we offered far more workshops to distance 
students, we began offering workshops during E Week, and we reworked the array of 
workshops that we offer by eliminating a few that were not well-attended and incorporating the 
information presented in them into our Defense Insider workshop. 
 
• Our part-time librarian in San Diego began providing outreach and instruction to NPS students in 
the San Diego area and offered our first “drop in” Elluminate workshop.  She will be continuing 
and expanding these initiatives in FY 11. 
 
• We launched and subsequently maintained the Library’s Facebook presence to provide a new 
venue for outreach and engagement with the NPS community. 
 
• We improved some internal processes to help us more efficiently provide service and “tell the 
story” of what we do. 
 
• We participated in a variety of Library teams. 
 
• We investigated, subscribed to and began using LibGuides to create visually attractive, well-
organized and engaging web pages. 
 
• We wrote Library Impact Statements and Program Review documents for 6 NPS programs. 
 
• It was a dynamic year on the staffing front:   our previous intern transitioned to being a part-
time reference librarian, we had a second intern, and one of our long-term full time librarians 
accepted another position in the library. 
 






Department Statistical Highlights 
 
Research Assistance Questions Rec’d* AY2008 AY2009 AY2010 
Change 
 AY09-AY10 
 Means of Question         
      In person 1709 2255 2437 8% 
      E-mail and web form 1687 1678 1566 -7% 
      Chat (VR) 360 387 267 -31% 
      Phone 335 336 255 -24% 
      Text a Librarian 0 0 49 N/A 
 Total 4091 4656 4574 -2% 
           
 
Instruction AY2008 AY2009 AY2010 
Change 
 AY09-AY10 
 In-house workshops (Includes Vendor) 82 86 83 -3% 
 In-house participants (Includes Vendor) 918 854 732 -14% 
 External classes 86 105 107 2% 
 External participants 1717 2136 2202 3% 
 Distance Workshops 31 23 47 104% 
 Distance Participants 684 537 1023 91% 
 Instruction hours 222 252 248 -1% 
 Total Workshops 168 191 190 -1% 
 Total Participants 2635 2990 2934 -2% 
 
        AY2006 AY2007 AY2008 AY2009 AY2010 
Reference Questions* 4550 4145 4091 4656 4574 
Instruction Sessions 165 170 168 191 190 
Instruction Sessions Participants 2669 2679 2635 2990 2934 
Instruction Hours 221 225 222 252 248 
      *Does not include questions asked at Circulation Desk or Restricted Resources 
   
 
Note:   
Statistics for AY2010 are on the shared drive at G:\REFERENCE\Dept. Statistics\2010 
Most of the charts  displayed in this report are on the shared drive at G:\REFERENCE\Dept. 





Research Assistance and Instruction 
 
 Reference/Research Assistance 
 
In 2010, Research Assistance Librarians received and responded to more than 4,570 inquiries from the 
public service point, in person, via email, live “chat”, telephone, text message and by appointment. This 
was down slightly (2%) from last year.  See Department Statistical Highlights (above) for details. 
 
The number of face-to-face interactions began to grow in 2009 with the move of our service point to a 
location more integrated with student study space.  This trend continued through FY2010. Questions 
asked in person (face-to- face) at the service point increased 16%, from 1839 in 2009 to 2134 in 2010 
(see Chart 1). Even excluding simple “directional” questions traffic increased this year.  Excluding 
directional questions we received 2316 questions at the service point (in person, chat, telephone, text) 
this year vs. 2166 last year (a 7% increase) (See Chart 2).  Even in an age of virtual reference, these 
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Questions Asked in Person  (face-to-
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Charts 3, 4 and 5 show the various means by which we received questions, both at the service point and 
by individual librarians. They also illustrate the trend of increasing questions “in person.” 
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VR, E-mail & Text Questions vs. 
In Person & Phone Questions
Questions Asked By VR or E-mail or Text
Questions Asked In Person or By Phone
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As Charts 6 and 7 below illustrate, a slightly greater percentage of questions that we responded to this 
year were received from resident students and NPS faculty.   This is probably a reflection of an increase 
in questions asked in-person in the Library. 
 














































Charts 8 and 9 illustrate that even with a slight decrease in the number of total questions asked, there 






































Charts 10 and 11 below show that more difficult questions  (Research and Consultation) made up a 




























Other ongoing and new reference service initiatives in AY 2010 
 
Text a Librarian 
Last year we began providing a Text a Librarian service which enables customers to send and receive 
responses to questions via text messaging from their cell phones.  We continued to offer this service this 
year.  Although it has not been heavily used (we received 49 questions via text message in AY 2010), we 
believe it is important to offer mobile-friendly options and expect that over time usage will increase, 
especially when the Library develops a mobile website in 2011. 
 
To promote sharing among libraries offering text message reference, one of us conceived of and 
facilitated a virtual “roundtable” discussion about use of text message reference services at a national 
online conference. 
 
Sunday Reference Service 
At the beginning of AY 2009 we began providing 4 hours of Research Assistance service every Sunday 
afternoon that the Library was open.  We continued to provide this service through the end of AY 2010.  
Use of the service fluctuated. We collected detailed data for two years, and at the end of the AY decided 
to at least temporarily suspend the service due to both low usage and pending staffing changes. 
 
Reference Intern 
In AY 2009 we hosted a library school intern.  Our experience was so positive that we had another intern 
this year.  She focused on learning to provide reference service and completed a project that helped us 
to understand how we might use De.licio.us tagging and RSS feeds to share information amongst 
ourselves and with our user community. 
 
Virtual Librarian 
One of our two part-time librarians worked out of San Diego this year.  She did extensive outreach to 
NPS distance students in that area, developed and maintained our new Facebook presence, created and 
delivered workshops in-person and via Elluminate, responded to email reference questions, and more.  








As Charts 12 and 13 below shows, the total number of instruction sessions (and number of students) 
that we taught this year did not significantly change from last year.  However, significant changes and 



































This year NPS instituted Enrichment Week as an opportunity for students to pursue research and other 
activities that are difficult for them to incorporate into the regular quarter.  We experimented with 
offering several of our more popular library workshops during this additional period and were generally 
pleased with the results. Many students expressed appreciation as it can be difficult for them to attend 
during the regular quarter. The Manager of Special Collections offered a special workshop during Fall 
eWeek which was also well-received.  
 
 Instruction for Distance Learners 
 
One of our most important goals for this year was to increase our instruction and outreach to distance 
students in degree programs.  Early in the year we obtained detailed information on each distance 
program (number of students, points of contact, etc.) and contacted most of the lead faculty and/or 
program administrators to learn more about their programs and to investigate opportunities to provide 
instruction.  Late in the year our San Diego librarian also began offering general library introductions via 
Elluminate (Elluminate Library Research!).  As a result our instruction to DL students increased 
considerably, as illustrated in Charts 14-19 below.  Programs reached include Systems Engineering, 
EMBA, Masters of Science in Program Management, Masters of Science in Contract Management, SEM 
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The above charts and the details behind them are available on the shared drive G:\REFERENCE\Dept. 














AY2006 AY2007 AY2008 AY2009 AY2010
Hours of Distance Instruction 
as a Percentage of Total Hours
457 589 644 684 537
1023
2155








AY2006 AY2007 AY2008 AY2009 AY2010
Distance vs. Total Workshop 
Participants
Distance Students Total Students
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Internal and External Workshops 
 
The number of internal workshops (i.e., those that students sign up for here in the Library) that we 
offered this year was down slightly from last year, and the number of attendees was down 
significantly.  We think this is due to a variety of factors, as follows:  It continued to be difficult to 
schedule workshops that work for students’ schedules (which are now more tightly packed than before 
with the condensing of the regular quarter to make room for eWeek).  Often students did not show up 
for workshops they had signed up for, although we tried to minimize this problem by confirming all 
registrations.  We can only surmise that last minute changes to student schedules were at least partially 
responsible. We also had difficulties early to mid-year with being able to get our workshop 
announcements posted in a timely fashion to the student check in page, which is our primary venue for 
publicizing in-house workshops.  In addition, we deliberately cut back on the number of workshops we 
offered, eliminating a few (STINET, Private STINET and Jane’s) that were not well attended in previous 
years and condensing them into the Defense Insider workshop.  We also began cancelling workshops 
that received just a few signups, instead scheduling individual sessions with those students.  Attendance 
is also impacted by the size and composition of the student population which varies from quarter to 
quarter and year to year.  We continue to refine our scheduling to focus on those days, times and weeks 
in the quarter that historically have been well-attended. 
  
The number of external workshops offered  (those that librarians teach in the classroom either in 
person or via Elluminate) and students reached through these workshops was slightly up this year.  
This is partially attributable to the increasing number of distance programs that we taught sessions in, as 
described above in the section on Instruction for Distance Learners. 
 
 
 Chart 20 
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Move to the NPS Video Portal 
 
While our “face to face” program (whether in-person, via Elluminate or via VTC) continues to be the 
primary way we provide library research instruction, one of our ongoing goals has been to create and 
update downloadable instructional content such as recorded Elluminate sessions, videos, and flash 
presentations so that both resident and distance students will have the instruction they need available 
24/7 from their desktops. This year we continued to face numerous technical challenges posting these 
to our web site, but towards the end of the year the NPS video portal was launched and while it initially 
posed its own challenges those have now been worked out and we expect this process will be easier in 
FY 11.  Although we did create some new content, much of the work in this area this year was focused 
on updating content to reflect new interfaces and to function correctly in the video portal.  Most of our 
video content can be viewed on the Library’s help page at http://www.nps.edu/Library/Help/Help.html. 
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Other activities related to instruction  
 
• We met quarterly to plan our instruction program and to assign teaching responsibilities. 
• We developed (or updated) session content and support materials. (handouts; online guides; 
accompanying Flash presentation content).  This year we continued to face many technical 
challenges that made updating and creating new flash content difficult.  With the 
implementation of the campus media portal towards the end of the year we were able to 
resume this important instruction-related activity. 
• We publicized each workshop in a variety of ways including web announcements, emails, Apple 
TV signs in the Library lobby, Twitter and Facebook postings. 
• We routinely collected participant feedback to keep content relevant and effective. 
 
Other Research Assistance & Instruction Initiatives 
 
Library Facebook presence: 
 
To provide an additional venue for library outreach and engagement with the NPS community, we 
created, launched and maintained a Dudley Knox Library Facebook page, which as of early November 
2010 is “liked” by more than 380 people.  This was one of our top priorities identified in our plan for the 
year. 
 
Library Twitter Feed 
 
Last year we launched KnoxSquawkBox, the Library’s Twitter feed.  We “tweeted” a few times each 
month, but need to do more to figure out how best to use this technology for outreach and interaction. 
 
Internal Process Improvements 
 
Reference “Knowledge Base” in Sharepoint 
 
To facilitate accurate and efficient responses to reference and research inquiries, we developed and are 
now using a wiki “knowledge base” in Sharepoint to share information to help respond to questions.  




We are always trying new ways to use statistics to “tell the story” of what we do and the value we add.  
This year we experimented with some things, such as documenting the “purpose” of each reference 
question (student class work, thesis work, faculty teaching, etc.) and documenting which NPS school 
questions and workshop participants came from.  Some of these efforts proved helpful and we will be 
continuing them, others we decided to discontinue.   Towards the end of the year, we researched, 
tested, and agreed to implement in 2011 the READ scale for rating reference questions.  This is a 
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nationally used metric designed to illustrate the effort and expertise involved in responding to 
customers’ inquiries.   
Collection Development 
 
Since most members of our group are involved in collection development, some of our activities in that 
area are listed below.  The Collection Development annual report will probably provide more detailed 
information.  Our collection development activities this year included:  
 
• Each librarian selected new books for the collection in assigned subject areas, using a new 
process developed by the Collection Development Manager.   
• The library was able to subscribe to many new electronic resources this year, and we were 
involved in the process. We evaluated, compared and made recommendations about a variety 
of databases and other research tools to ensure we continue to provide the best, most cost-
effective mix of tools for our users.   
• This year there was a library-wide focus on weeding the collection. We identified materials to 
de-accession to ensure that the collection is current and relevant and to continue to make 
additional library space available for other purposes. 
 
Other Support of DKL Initiatives 
 
Library Teams and Projects 
 
One or more members of our department participated in various library committees and teams, such as: 
• Library signage working group 
• BOSUN Committee (when active) 
• WorldCat Local Implementation Team 
• Sharepoint Team 
• eResources informal working group 
In addition, one of us was instrumental in the creation of the Library’s special collection of Centennial 
Postcards. 
Support for International Students 
Early in the year, our International Student Services Librarian made a presentation about services to 
their students to visiting members of the Indonesian Defense College and provided them with a 
bibliography of thesis research by Indonesian students.  She also helped prepare the IMET funding 
request documentation for the year, reworked our suite of pages targeting International Students 
information needs into the new LibGuides format (http://libguides.nps.edu/international_students), 
coordinated tours for all incoming International students each quarter, and regularly taught a session in 
IT1700 (the class offered to students identified for additional instruction in English language academic 





Support for Distance Students (and others off site)   
Our plan for the year incorporated many initiatives to increase our outreach to and support of distance 
learners, and while there is still much to be done, we were very successful in this effort.  As described 
elsewhere in this report some of our accomplishments in this area included: 
• Our part-time librarian in San Diego conducted regular “meet and greets” with EMBA students 
in the NPS San Diego office and began providing library workshops for distance students in the 
San Diego area in person and for other students via Elluminate.  Much of the year was spent 
putting routines into place which will now become a regular routine in FY 11. 
• We increased our knowledge of distance degree programs offered by NPS so that we are better 
positioned to interact with their students and faculty. 
• We significantly increased the number of instruction sessions offered to DL students as 
described in detail in the section on instruction for DL. 
• We collaborated with CED3 to produce a library instruction module including a video for 
OA3413 Human Systems Integration Tools, Tradeoffs, and Processes), a distance learning 
course. 
• We updated our flash tutorials and other “video” materials and moved them to the NPS video 
portal.  Previously we were quite dependent on others external to the library to post these.  
Now that they are postable to the portal, we will be able to be more independent and the 
process will therefore be more streamlined. 
Library Web Site 
 
Members of our team are responsible for creating and maintaining pages on the Library’s web site.  In 
addition to routine updates, we made numerous improvements and refinements to the site, including 
developing content for the new tabbed navigation on the home page, reworking some of the landing 
pages and the Help page, refining the content on some of the pull down menu bars, and more.  
Rhythmyx continued to present challenges throughout much of the year, with frequent error messages, 
problems with functionality and navigation on various pages, etc.  These appeared to have been 
resolved late in the year. 
 
One of the goals we identified in our plan for this year was to investigate LibGuides or other options for 
creating and maintaining more engaging research guides.  We did so and in the summer we subscribed 
to and began using the LibGuides service.  We have currently gone live with three LibGuides linked from 
our web site, with many more planned for the coming year.  It is our hope that this easy to use tool will 
enable us to more efficiently and creatively develop subject-oriented web pages to support the research 
interests of the NPS community 
Other Support of and Outreach to NPS Programs and Initiatives 
 
Each librarian acts as a liaison to a variety of Schools, Departments and Centers. In addition to targeted 
instruction and collection development, each of us performed outreach to corresponding students and 
faculty, provided one-to-one instruction and research consultation, and developed and/or maintained 
subject-oriented web guides.  In 2010 we also produced numerous documents to support new programs 




• Applied Mathematics (Program Review) 
• Cost Estimating and Analysis Masters Program (Library Impact Statement) 
• Identity Management and Cyber Security Masters Program (Library Impact Statement) 
• Meteorology (Program Review) 
• Systems Engineering (ABET Program Review) 
• Systems Engineering PhD Program (Library Impact Statement) 
 
This year, the process of coordinating input for and writing these documents was more streamlined as 
we worked with library administration to develop a Sharepoint site and other processes to help with 
data collection and documentation. 
 
Members of our team (as well as others in the Library) collaborated with staff from CED3 by acting in a 
video produced for the IDARM program on successful negotiation. 
 
A member of our team provided a Meteorology professor with citations to NPS publications on various 
aspects of climate change, to be used by the Oceanographer of the Navy to help meet “the DOD need 




This year members of our team were involved in activities in the broader library community.  One of us  
was active in the regional library consortium, representing us on their reference committee, acting as 
webmaster (for part of the year), and planning, presenting and facilitating at events.   Another one of us 
moderated a day long track at the Internet Librarian conference, organized and facilitated a virtual 
roundtable discussion in a national online conference (Handheld Librarian), and became the editor of 
Military Libraries, the newsletter of the Military Libraries Division of the Special Libraries Association.  
Another participated in an international team of librarians exploring how to best create a library 




• Mid-year, our part time intern/student worker transitioned to being a part-time reference 
librarian.   
• We hosted an intern for six months, who helped respond to reference questions, and worked on 
various support projects. 
• One of our part-time librarians began working out of San Diego, focusing on support for DL 
students there and elsewhere. 
• Late in the year one of our team members agreed to take a new position in the Library.  We 
spent a good deal of time planning for that transition and reallocating responsibilities.  We hope 
that early in 2011 we will hire another staff member to replace her. 
RESTRICTED RESOURCES AND SERVICES 
FISCAL YEAR 2010 END OF YEAR REPORT 
 
 
In many ways 2010 was a year for beginning to implement some of the thinking done in the 
previous year. The highlights described below also show a move away from the internal-process 
centric work of previous years and towards greater contact outside our walls and greater 
impact as a presence in NPS’s overall restricted services arena. 
 
 
CLASSIFIED COMPUTING COMMITTEE 
The Classified Computing Committee was formed to review the requirements, level of 
support, and future of classified computing support at NPS. The work of the Committee 
culminated in a written report presented to Dr. Christine Haska and a briefing to the IT 
Task Force. The report, based on a survey of current users, presented the state of the 
classified computing on campus, and offered recommendations for addressing 
concerns. In general, the Committee made the following recommendations: a) IT 
resources for classified education and research should, at least, be equivalent to those 
provided for unclassified work; b) a model of sustained funding should be defined; c) 
resource sponsorship for classified facilities needs to be the responsibility of a high level 
administrator, d) a formal lifecycle management plan for IT needs to be 
formulated/implemented; e) current spaces are insufficient (both in number and 
appearance) to accommodate the existing needs; f) a more permanent committee 
should be established as a venue for improved communication; g) a means needs to be 
established for identifying, validating and funding new requirements in this area. 
 
 
LIMITED DISTRIBUTION DIGITAL LIBRARY 
RRS began working on a pilot project for a digital library designed to allow for the 
discovery and distribution of unclassified restricted NPS document to the NPS community. 
In essence, this site is intended to serve as a counterpart to the BOSUN catalog. The 
digital library will allow cleared users to access unclassified limited distribution NPS theses 
and reports at their desktop, and remotely via VPN. The project makes use of NPS’s 
enterprise SharePoint solution, dramatically reducing implementation costs and 
maintenance for the Library, as well as providing us with experience of SharePoint as a 
possible platform for similar future efforts. The project has been a terrific learning 
experience and has pushed the Library well ahead of any other campus user in terms of 
adapting SharePoint to resolve internal problems. That growth, though, has come at 
some expense. The requirements, that in the planning stage seemed to be good 
candidates for standard SharePoint functionality, proved to be more complicated to 
implement, especially in the shared/enterprise environment we find at NPS. In order to 
succeed, additional time has had to be carved out for learning and experimentation. 
Nevertheless, we are now very close to having something that is not just suitable to meet 
the needs we originally described, but that will serve as a platform for future projects, 
and that has provided a groundwork for a level of expertise that, should that Library 




This year RRS supported the ABET accreditation visit process by working with CDR 
Thomas Cowley (ABET Coordinator Supporting the Systems Engineering Department) 
and various faculty members to clear information on a number of restricted and 
classified NPS theses the System Engineering department wished to share with the 
visiting team. 
 
NPS RESEARCH DATABASE 
At the request of the Dean of Research and the Associate Dean of Research, RRS 
prepared a proposal for a discovery tool for NPS Research for users of classified networks. 
This proposal was intended as a follow-on to the work done some years ago with funding 
from STRATCOM. Although much smaller in scope than the original project, this proposal 
provides a solution that addresses the major “promises” of the earlier project, without 
taking on some of the complexities that made that project unsustainable. The proposal 




Although not directly related to RRS, signage has been an important additional task 
worked on this year. In this fiscal year the Library built on the work of the Signage 
Committee by using the data gathered and the group’s recommendations as the 
groundwork for selecting a commercial vendor for designing and building our signage. 
The company selected (TakeForm) has met with the Library on two different occasions 
and has provided us with a set of designs and a plan for each of the needed signs. 
While work still remains to be done, it is not unlikely that signage will go up within the first 




This year also saw a great deal of infrastructure changes in RRS. The most positive was 
the upgrade of our network connection which has already paid dividends for our 
Master Users and for our overall ability to deliver information and services to our patrons. 
We also oversaw the re-carpeting of the area and the installation of an alarm – both of 
which had collateral escorting duties which are always challenging. The carpeting, in 
particular, much like the network upgrade, will certainly go a long way to improving the 
look-and-feel of the area and bringing it more in-line with the general tone we created 
in other library spaces. 
 
RRS TECHNICIAN POSITION 
Tenly Connor began working full-time in RRS during this first quarter of 2010. She has 
been of particular help in catching up with our cataloging backlog, and in the process 
to consolidate the NPS portion of the RRS collection. She will also be working on the 
compacting of the RRS collection to aid with preservation and space recapitalization. In 
addition to her RRS duties, Tenly also regularly staffs the Library’s main circulation desk a 
few hours every week. 
 
DISA TEAM INSPECTION 
In April a team of DISA inspectors was on campus to evaluate NPS’s classified computing 
spaces from the aspect of IT and physical security. RRS staff was part of the team that 
served as contact points for the visiting inspectors. The group met with the inspectors on 
the first day for an in-brief, and every day at the end of the day for a review of the day’s 
activities and discussion of problems discovered. The visit culminated in a local out-brief, 
followed by a DoD-wide after-action meeting where sites were reported on to their 
superior commands. NPS performed quite well and received compliments from the 
team’s military liaison member COL John Schleifer (Joint Task Force – Global Network 
Operations). The Library hosted the team by providing them with a working space in our 
conference room and SIPRNet connection in RRS – of which they available themselves 
regularly. The Library conference room was also the site for the daily meetings. 
 
RESTRICTED DOCUMENT POC 
One of the less seen, but increasingly greater used RRS services, is our role as a point of 
contact to resolve issues with restricted NPS documents, in particular revising distribution 
statements, reviewing markings to older NPS documents and handling requests from non-
NPS users for access of materials. This year RRS worked with a faculty member and her 
sponsor to correct distribution limitation issues with two of her reports, and cleaned up the 
distribution statements on some older documents for better life-cycle management, to 
mention just few. One of the benefits of this work is that it has gotten RRS to have deeper 
contact with faculty and staff outside of the Library, not only increasing our visibility and 





THE YEAR IN NUMBERS 
In summary, bellow, are some of the statistics for the work performed this year 
• Number of volumes processed and transferred to the new NPS location = 1,934 
• Number of patrons served = 252 
• Number of information requests answered: = 138 (in various cases, groups used the area, with 
multiple patrons counting for 1 information request) 
• Number of patrons who used RRS for their SIPRNet and meetings needs = 70 
• Number of items checked out = 27 





‣Dedicated the archives on October 14, 2010
‣Developed a preliminary website along with guidelines for the use of  the Special Collections & Archives 
Reading Room, researcher registration form and researchers’ exit survey
‣Arranged and housed more than 360 titles for the reading room (515 items in all). There was no existing 
BOSUN record for 145 of  these titles.
‣Introduced two significant programs, “War of  Ideas: Origin and Evolution of  the Naval Postgraduate School” 


















presentations of  these two programs during the 
year. SCA reached a total audience of  more than 
900 through all outreach programs, events, speeches 
and tours.
‣Provided VIP tours for Assistant Secretary of  the 
Navy (MR&A) Juan Garcia; Chairman of  the 
National Academy of  Engineering Dr. Irwin 
Jacobs; a former Presidential Assistant for National 
Security Policy and former Secretary of  the Air 
Force Tom Reed; Chairman of  the UN 
Commission on International Piracy Dr. Sigurd 
Hess; and several other dignitaries.
Cara Key discusses rare books on display during the Special Collections & Archives dedication with NPS 
Deans Peter Purdue and Karl Van Bibber (center and right of photo) and Hilman Walker (far left).  
John Sanders delivers dedication remarks. Photos by Leo 
Carrillo, NPS Public Affairs Office.
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Facilities for Special Collections & Archives 
improved significantly during the year when 
University Librarian Eleanor Uhlinger 
allocated Knox-260 and KN-261 for SCA. 
Uhlinger arranged resource support as well so 
that windows could be coated with a nano-
ceramic film to control incoming solar radiation 
and ultraviolet  light. 
SCA staff, John Sanders and Cara Key, 
developed plans for an archival storage system 
(see photo below) and added cabinets and flat 
files to house documents ranging from 
correspondence to manuscripts, surveys and 
blueprints. 
These were important steps that paved the 
way for the October 14 dedication ceremony. 
SCA developed a series of  exhibits on the 
second floor of  Dudley Knox Library for the 
dedication and established service hours for the 
reading room.
Staff  selected PastPerfect software for the 
archival database system and work in FY2011 
will focus on cataloging documents and realia.    
“The archives that we have established 
will help to capture and document some 
of the important moments, important 
people and important circumstances 
that have influenced our lives and the 
lives of future generations.” 
John Sanders
Special Collections & Archives dedication speech
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS FACILITIES 





























Rare books, cabinet cards and historic scientific instruments are among the holdings in Special Collections & Archives. Above: Workers 
install an archival storage system. Right: Scene from the Special Collections Reading Room in KN-261.
Above left: An 1880 cabinet card of Hotel Del Monte 
by Carleton Watkins is the oldest hotel image in the 
collection. Above: An 1898 galvanometer is the 
earliest scientific instrument held by the archives.  
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Special Collections & Archives developed an Arizona 
Garden stabilization and restoration project with the 
Naval Postgraduate School Foundation and a team of  
experts from the UC-Santa Cruz Arboretum Director of  
Research and Education Stephen McCabe; Stanford 
University Heritage Services Coordinator Julie Cain; 
Ruth Bancroft Garden Curator Brian Kemble, Monterey 
Bay Cactus and Succulent Society volunteer Karl Karl; 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command installation 
planner Steve Quimby and others. 
The project was underwritten by a grant from the 
Thomas Doud, Sr. and Anita M. Doud Fund I of  the 
Community Foundation of  Monterey and administered 
by the NPS Foundation.
Two West Point cadets joined the team for a summer 
internship and utilized GIS mapping techniques to 
develop valuable data on the garden. 
An interim project report provides an overall 
assessment of  the garden, geographic information system 
and photographic data, and field notes.   Among the 
major findings: 
1. The Arizona Garden was the nation’s first major 
succulent garden. 
2. This pioneering garden concept created broader 
societal interest in drought-tolerant landscaping.
3. Ulrich’s design uniquely combined cacti and 





























“When Rudolph Ulrich was hired in 1880 to do 
the landscaping around Del Monte Hotel, 
there were no precedents in the country for 
gardens brimming with cacti, agaves, yuccas 
and other dry-growing plants, so his creation 
of the Arizona Garden was revolutionary.” 
Stephen McCabe and Brian Kemble
Arizona Garden Stabilization and Restoration Project, 2010
Above: Composite photos of Arizona Garden in September. 
Below right: Cover of SCA pamphlet on the historic garden. 
Below left: Condition of garden beds in March.
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      Special Collections & Archives continued 
to conduct historical research and develop 
programs to showcase NPS achievements.
A research trip to the Naval Historical 
Center and National Archives uncovered 
important, unpublished records about NPS 
from the office files of  Secretary of  the Navy 
James Forrestal.
The Historical Highlights (example below) 
continued its run in the monthly publication, 
Update NPS. “War of  Ideas: Origin and 
Evolution of  NPS” was presented for the first 
time during summer e-Week.
The most notable program of  the year was 
developed with Larry Reeves and the Armed 
Forces Communications and Electronics 
Association to honor a former NPS Dean of  
Research, Dr. Jack Wozencraft.
Dr. Irwin Jacobs, Chairman of  the National 
Academy of  Engineering and a co-author with 
Wozencraft on the seminal book, Principles of  
Communications Engineering, was among the 
program participants, including noted 
pioneering scientists Tom Kailath, Robert 
Kahn, Jerome Elkind and David Forney.
“This service is fitting tribute to a 
brilliant man, a true patriot, and a 
wonderful human being. Even back in 
the early 40’s, when Barbara and I first 
met Jack Wozencraft, we knew he 
would make great and lasting 
contributions to our country.” 
George H.W. Bush
41st President of the United States
Letter to the Wozencraft Family 





























Above left: Fran Wozencraft, wife of Dr. Jack Wozencraft, and children during the Celebration of Life service at NPS. Above right: Dr. 
Irwin Jacobs delivers the commencement address in June. Top: Detail from cover slide for e-Week presentation, “War of Ideas.” 
Wozencraft and Jacobs photos by Javier Chagoya, NPS Public Affairs Office.
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DKL Systems Office FY10 Annual Report 
FY10 Staffing 
 
Full Time, Permanent: 
• Jonathon Reedy – Systems Analyst; Team Leader 
• Sergio Topete – IT Specialist (reports to ITACS) 
 
Part Time, Temporary – under STEP program or as intermittent appointment: 
One or two positions filled at any given time. 
• Brenden Baca  
• Carlos Villanueva  
• Mike Ruff 
• Russell Bernhardt  
Staff Training Completed 
 
Jonathon Reedy –  MOBATECH Introduction to Cloud Computing  
Sergio Topete –  Linux Administration certificate from O’REILLY School of Technology 




• ALUMNIPROXY  
o Server was moved from the ENVY server to it’s own dedicated virtual server. Automation process that moves the users extracted 
from BOSUN to ALUMNIPROXY needs to be updated. Currently the users are being moved from BOSUN to ALUMNIPROXY 
manually each time a user load is processed.  
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• LIBPROXY  
o Software was updated that created a string of problems with our subscriptions. Research was done and it was found that a new 
security protocol had been implemented with the update. Once the problem had been identified, a simple configuration was put 
in place that allowed all of the access to subscriptions to be restored and the problem was mitigated.  
o Interface was updated with the new DKL template after the migration of the website was complete.  
• SFX OpenURL Resolver 
o During the VERDE implementation, SFX was configured to sync the subscriptions of journals and databases managed by the ERM 
application. Because VERDE was dissolved, the link had to be disconnected and tested to ensure it could still sustain based on its 
dedicated database.  
o ExLibris spent several months marketing the change from SFX3 to SFX4, which was anticipated to have somewhat of an impact 
on our hosted solution. Once the Electronic Collections Coordinator was hired, she assumed responsibility for everything except 
the core of the system. Systems continue to work with DKL staff to ensure its reliability and that accessibility is not 
compromised.  
o The SFX interface is the last application that needs to be migrated into the new DKL template that will be orchestrated by 
Systems.  
Application Support 
• SIRSI ILS 
o Continued working with SIRSI to remedy the re-indexing issue of BOSUN. Problem has been ongoing and has caused more than a 
few instances where the system has been offline. Systems will continue to work with SIRSI until the problem is resolved and re-
indexing process can be perfected.  
o Reestablished the BOSUN committee and conducted the first two monthly meetings. 
o Researched and found the solution to change Item type FICHEUSDOCS to FICHE. This item type is associated with over ten 
thousand records/items 
o Keyboard Express not functioning within the java client of Workflows causing technical services to have to repeat keystrokes 
instead of being able to use macros.  Solution has been found and is currently being tested to ensure issue is resolved.  Next step 
is to configure Keyboard express on technical services computers. 
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• Meeting Room Manager 
o Project was initially scoped to be SaaS (Software as a Solution) provided by NetSimplicity on a hosted server. Once the 
configuration of DKL meeting spaces began, we found many irresolvable issues due to the fact that our application was being 
hosted offsite. Active Directory and several security protocols could not be configured because of the geographical location. A 
decision was made to re-architect the MRM solution by purchasing a server to be placed in the systems office on the ERN 
network. Carlos and Mike will continue their efforts to build a scalable server and configure the manifest of rooms allowing a 
centric solution for the management of users and equipment for DKL classrooms.  
o Began working on a mobile web infrastructure in anticipation of the implementation of MRM. Mobile infrastructure will allow 
users to view the available classrooms from their mobile device. Eventually the projected is scoped to allow users to interface 
MRM with their mobile devices to make reservations, changes, and cancellations for their room requests.  
 
• DSpace Institutional Repository Project 
o Created and configured several test servers 
o Setup and configure a Linux file server 
o Setup a permanent development server 
o Created installation documentation 
o Wrote backup and rotation scripts 
o Edited the layout to resemble the library’s website 
o Setup and configure statistics in DSpace 
o Working with Server Management to assure our production is secure and complies with DoD policies. 
o Wrote instructions on how to batch import records into DSPACE and wrote instructions on how to export records from our SIRSI 
system as Dublin core format. 
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• ILLiad Interlibrary Loan System 
o Edited the ILLiad templates to match the layout, look and feel of the new updated Library template. Process involved manually 
editing the HTML, menus, and integrating new components to the interface. New components include RSS feeds, system wide 
messages and updating the interface to match library policy.  
o Configured Direct Request to communicate between OCLC and ILLiad. Feature allows users to send a direct request from the 
OCLC system to ILLiad where the orders are automatically handled by the system. System processes all of the criteria and 
automates workflow allowing a number of requests to be filled without ever having to be touched by human. The 
implementation of this process allowed a 40% increase in lending materials without affecting the total overhead of staff.  
 
Lab Support 
• Information Commons Support 
o Worked on a relatively large-scale renovation of the library’s computing furniture. 
o Rewired and relocated workstations to temporary locations. 
o About 40 workstations were relocated with 12 new workstations added 
o Added 3 new BOSUN terminals, and moved the existing terminals upstairs 
 Updated and reconfigured 
• Apple Computing Implementation 
o Piloted seven Apple iMac’s for public use by NPS students in the library. System architecture is designed with a three-tier 
infrastructure. Mac Mini running OSX Snow Leopard Server that controls all of the preferences for machines bound to the open 
directory protocol. Preferences for Office 2008 took much more time than anticipated but were finally configured to provide 
users with a seamless experience. A 27” iMac was dedicated as a test bed for Apple software and hardware. Machine also runs 
Apple Remote Desktop software that allows a single point of entry to all of the Apple workstations throughout the library. 
Software provides all of the tools necessary to manage workstations remotely with extreme ease.  
o Wrote scripts in Expect/TCL for polling user login on iMacs 
o Conducted troubleshooting for staff iMac issues 
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• DKL Dedicated Print Server 
o Purchased new hardware and software to build and deploy a new print server. Existing server is far beyond its lifecycle 
replacement date. Because of implementation complications, the deployment of the new print server has been tabled until the 
winter quarter break to mitigate the impact on students. New print server will provide much more reliability, stability, and a new 
statistics package allowing staff to track and monitor the amount of scan, fax, and print jobs produced by the library.  
• Other Lab Support Projects 
o Various projects completed by systems staff to help facilitate the management of library workstations. Includes, but not limited 
to staff workstations and student laptops that access the library’s dedicated print system:  
 Systems took ownership of student laptops from circulation and reimaged them. Reimaged laptops were also 
repurposed due to the lack of need from students  
 Public workstation imaging 
 Staff Workstation imaging 
• Installed new staff PCs 
 Installed poster printer in Access Services 
 Created Documentation on requesting an SSL Certificate 
 Developed an application to automate installation of all the library network printers. 
 Developed an application to automate NPS wireless settings.  
 Configure administrative back-end to manage available workstations from the Systems office. 
 Staff 27inch iMac’s were configured and deployed to four staff members.  
 Replaced Pillar #1 public PC's with updated GX620 systems in an attempt to create all public systems to be the same 
model as to simplify imaging purposes.  Next step is to replace Pillar #4 systems with same models. 
  Delivery of thirty-four (34) Life-Cycle Replacement Computers were received and tested, prior to deployment.  
Successful creation of a generic computer image proved to function as a base prior to further configurations. Differences 
in computers were made depending on (1) which department the computer would be issued to, and (2) the required 
programs for that department.  
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Desktop Support 
Server OS Support:  
• Replaced server “GREATWHITE” with a new, more modern machine. Server is still purposed as the host workstation for DeepFreeze and 
is now the test bed for web and mobile applications. Replacement of server allows for a more stable, scalable testing environment for 
applications and programs.  
• Repurposed server “ENVY” to the Information Assurance department in ITACS. The local Ex Libris Electronic Resource Management 
System software “Verde” was decommissioned and is in the process of being replaced with a web service provided by EBSCO. This 
service will allow us to capture statistics and manage journal subscriptions with a much greater ease than was being achieved with 
VERDE. The ALUMNIPROXY service that was sharing the server was successfully migrated to a virtual server with the NOC. The script that 
updates the users extracted from BOSUN still needs to be updated so the automation part of the workflow can be re-established.  
• Replaced server “INVINCIBLE” with server “ARES”. Upgraded the Equitrac print management solution software to create a more stable 
and scalable print environment. INVINCIBLE was far beyond its lifecycle replacement and has been unstable for the past several months. 
Along with the new server, new release stations were built and are standing by ready to deploy with the server.  
 
Business Process Management 
• Twelve documents were created that describe how to operate specific SIRSI tasks. Documentation has been published to the DKL 
SharePoint website so it can be accessed by anyone working on the server.  
• Finished Inventory process of tagging USN Minor Property applicable assets and uploading them to the NPS Property Manager to be 
entered into the Defense Property Accountability System (DPAS).  Full report on Library assets was acquired and digitally signed by 
Associate Librarian Valerie Moule.  Full DKL Inventory Report may be found on the Systems SharePoint (Dudley Knox Library > Teams > 
Systems > Inventory and Life Cycle Management). 
• All Student Systems have had the JavaScript in all Adobe Acrobat Products disabled as per request by NPS Information Assurance. 
• Created Brownbag presentation note paper for attendees and ran through each of the steps to ensure functionality.  Next step is to 
setup a date for a Brown Bag presentation.   
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Web Support:  
• Rhythmyx: Content Management System 
o Designed and implemented new DKL template to the existing website. After the campus wide implementation of the CMS, the 
library website was still residing on a separate server using an older version of Rhythmyx. During the process, worked with the 
engineers from Percussion and developers from Enterprise Information Systems, ITACS. The project included a complete analysis 
of DKL content types. The goal of the analysis was to review and determine if specific content types were still needed to support 
the overall mission of our CMS infrastructure. Once the analysis was complete and content items were decommissioned, the 
team then worked on porting content from the existing DKL production server to the NPS production server. Process was very 
long and involved because of difference in database schemas. After several months of work the content was successfully moved 
and new template implemented to conform to NPS web committee guidelines.  
• Web Design & Information Architecture  
o Designed a new DKL template based on the NPS web interface standards. Template was created to uniquely represent the 
library under the umbrella of the NPS web interface standards. Several iterations were designed before the DKL Staff assisted in 
selecting a final version for implementation.  
• Web Application Support and Development 
o Application Support, Design, & Development:  
 Once the DKL content was moved into the new template, attention was focused on migrating all of the web applications 
and web services. Applications were out of date and developed using an older version of Microsoft’s ASP framework. 
Everything was redeveloped using ASP.NET 2.0, which provides a much sleeker, user friendly, and secure way of passing 
information across http. The applications were also developed using the new DKL template to create a uniform aesthetic 
identity across all library web presence.  
• ITACS EIS (formally BSG) Liaison 
o DKL CMS Migration 
 Worked with the developers from EIS to migrate DKL content and interface from existing server to NPS production 
server. Detailed in above statements.  
 Worked with EIS during the initial stages of the NPS CMS migration project. Developed an XML based Flash element that 
rotates images and text on the homepage of the NPS website.  
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 Worked with EIS to migrate NPS web applications into the new interface. Tasked with migrating, testing, and prepping 
the applications so they could be instantly published to the .EDU website when the site was launched.  
• Web 2.0/3.0 Tools and Services Coordination 
o Web 2.0 Tools / Interface Elements 
 Researched, designed, developed, tested and implemented several web 2.0 tools using various AJAX based frameworks. 
Elements are used to consolidate content within the constraints of the DKL template. Tools not only allowed us to 
deliver more content in a smaller physical space on the page, but also provided the users with an interactive experience 
that engages their experience and promotes more time spent on our site. A tool was also developed using jQuery, 
Google RSS API, and the Yahoo Web 2.0 Application Programming Interface. Multiple military RSS news feeds were 
fetched and aggregated into a single page with an accordion interface that automatically updates news releases. The 
accordion interface was designed with this tool to promote user interactivity, engaging their experience and showcasing 
the capabilities of the campus wide CMS.  
o Special Collections and Archive Software 
 Set up and Configured Book Eye Scanner Workstation for Special Collections 
 Past Perfect 
• Advised Special Collections on what to modules to purchase for Past Perfect 
• Worked with Server Management on creating a virtual server for Past Perfect 
• Configured Server: Shares, User permissions, software installation 
o Configured RHEL virtual machine and mobile framework to house new library mobile site. 
o Migrated static content to new library mobile site. 
o Designed and built mobile applications: 
 Available workstations 
 Catalog search 
o Designed mobile-friendly styles and graphics for mobile site. 
o Worked with Electronic Collections Coordinator to build static list of electronic resources and their mobile ability. 
o Set up and configure in-house development server to mirror production mobile application server. 
•  
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FY10 - eHelpDesk Statistics 
• eHelpDesk was implemented as a web based ticketing system to replace the older, Remedy application.  
• DKL was the only department to pilot the program with ITACS in their effort to test user acceptance and functionality. Because 
eHelpDesk was launched in the middle of the fiscal year, there are several hours of work missing from the systems office’ yearly 
statistics. Remedy was later dissolved and may still be available to harvest data, however those statistics were not available at the time 
of this report.  
• Since the implementation, DKL has remained as the only department on campus to use both the web interface and the email request, 
tracking, and response features. All other users on campus have only been instructed to use the email function because of the 
challenges the web interface caused with other users on campus.  
 
# = Number of cases assigned to each individual 
% = Percentage of total time spent by that individual of the total work time  
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Work Time = Hours : Minutes : Seconds 
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Systems Chart for eHelpDesk Calls 
• Numbers and percentages will have to be added to this graph, as they were not available at the time of this report. Both values can be 








Library Systems - Yearly Report
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Paging Statistics 
• This graph represents the hours spent each month on paging calls. Chart shows the trends and changes between FY09 and FY10. 
Reduced number of calls can be attributed to the streamlining, upgrading, and increased stability of services available to DKL patrons. 
For FY11 you can expect to see a drastic drop in paging hours when the new print server and custom developed applications to install 
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